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Capricorn. Great clients
Great business
"Right Track pioneered the use of digital consoles in high end
studios. We were the first facility in New York to install

Remelt Capricorn
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Capricorn.

Today we have the bookings, client list and Grammy- nominated

projects to confirm our decision."

- Barry Bongiovi, General Manager
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The ADVANTA Series

Large- Format Digital Production

System is more than a mixing

console. Four years in develop-

ment, ADVANTA delivers on

the promise of digital

- with

outstanding Sonic Quality,
frame -accurate Dynamic
Recall /Reset of every parameter,

comprehensive Assignability to

reconfigure the entire system to
meet your precise requirements,

Scalability, and full Connectivity

with other components that
complete the all- digital studio.

at a wide soect
of applications - troll music tocard
through broadcast production,
to film and TV post.

ADVANTA is targeted

DIGITAL'S NEW STANDARD

www.otari.com
Otari. Inc.. Japan Tel: +81/424 -81 -8626 Email: salesinfogotari.co.jp
Otari Corporation. USA Tel 8C0/877 -0577 +1/818/594 -5908 Email: sales©otari.com
Otan Singapore Pte. Ltd.. Tel: +65/284 -7211 Email: otarisp @singnet.com.sg
Ota-i Europe GmbH Tel +49/2159 -50861 Email: euro©otari.de
U.S. Regional Offices: New York +1/212/324-1700 Nashville: +1/615/255 -6080

Same as

it ever was

WANDER AROUND ANY LARGE EXHIBITION and you will he impressed

by the scale and diversity on display. Mostly big and small desks, racks, and
boxes, and while within each category type they perform functions that are
largely similar and can be compared, there is an element of originality and
personal appeal in nearly all the gear we use.
However, there are those who will tell you to look around and enjoy the
view because everything will change so dramatically and so quickly that the
substance of a typical audio trade show will be unrecognisable. The reason
is that computers are really coming, and while their potential has threatened
consistently, they'll tell you that their power is now close to the stage where
their impact will be truly monumental. They tell us that PCI cards are already
available that finally lay to rest any semi-pro or not quite good enough
stigma and that there are many more on the way. They tell us that it will all
now happen very quickly and that manufacturers will have no choice but
to adopt this processing technology for reasons of pure economics.
I am inclined to believe a lot of this, but with qualification. I think it is
important to separate previous initial experiences with PCs from what may
happen this time. Computers were embraced in the first instance as hosts
within which audio related applications were run. They looked and behaved
the way they did because cost was an overriding consideration. This time
we are talking about the processing power of a PC and harnessing that to
audio ends. Early digital systems were expensive because the processing
was expensive, as it had to he cobbled together specifically, and because
digital control was expensive, which it still largely is.
Trade shows of the future may indeed look different but there will surely
always be a need for physical control interfaces that reflect the products
that the processing aims to provide. We may indeed be entering an era in
which manufacturers will be able to indulge in the creation of better interfaces and the diversity that we have become accustomed to will simply
move up to the next game level.
Zenon Schoepe, executive editor

Conventional wisdom
Having accepted

IT BEGAN WITH A SERVIETTE.
the challenge of a
Lufthansa roll (no relation to Immelmann), it was clear that without a serviette I would be wearing more of it than I'd eaten. I should come clean
(eventually) and admit that I wore a Bloody Mary on Chinos into Los Angeles for last year's American AES Convention and that wearing salad dressing on black into Munich for this year's European AES could have been
regarded as next to inevitable.
But as it turned out, the elusive serviette also proved to be an icebreaker
as it opened conversation with an Englishman sitting to my left. He seemed
a decent enough chap and I'd no reason to assume he knew anything about
mixing Bloody Marys with your wardrobe. So when we were able to develop
a conversation from sartorial necessity through this departure from German
efficiency to the benefits of travel and the intrigue of art and philosophy,
I was pleased enough. Certainly, the journey was more rewarding for it and
I was quietly disappointed that what was likely to be one of the more wide ranging and comfortable conversations of the trip was soon to he over.
The announcement of our approach into Munich prompted a more mundane turn
was going to a trade show, so was he. Against the odds, it was
the same damned show. My resignation to the limits that a show places on
you had begun to lift. A more formal introduction seemed in order-except
that we'd done it some years ago under different circumstances. While our
earlier discourse on loudspeaker design had been good. I couldn't help hut
think that it would have been altogether better if the parameters had been
wider ranging. All that is necessary, it seems, is to break with convention...
Coming back, I found my next -door neighbour on the same flight home
from Munich airport. She confided in me that everyone should he their own
best doctor. But that's another story...
Tim Goodyer, editor
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Perfect for Post...
J

Saunders + Gordcn, one of Europe's

leading audio postoroduction facilities,

works mainly within the advertising
Illlqüütill(I

industry with such prestigious clients
as

yll,,,.;yy

Procter & Gamble, Eurostar, Kelloggs

and Ikea. Addition311y, the company

is

also

active in the broadcast arena where it has

recently completed

a

:_1111mo'

major irternational

4

mod ~

television series for Polygram.
As an ongoing investment in digital

technology, Saunters + Gordon recently
installed

a

32 fader, 64- channel Avant

console with 32 mix and 24 pre -dub buses.
Avant's knob -per -function co-itrol surface
means fast and

irtuitive access to

of potent features which
SSL's

-

a

host

coupled with

proprietary and proven digital

processing - males mixing

a

dream.

Using Avant's powerful 64 x 8 monitor

matrix, mixing simultaneously in surround
and stereo is easily achieved, thus

eliminating the need for separate remixes

for cinema and :elevision.

"We chose Avant for

its

excellent automation and
outstanding flexibility. We can
work with - and mix to - any
current or envisaged surround
sound format."
Tim Lofts. Director.

Saunders + Gordon.

Solid State Logic
International Headquarters
BegbrDke Oxford OX5 IRU England
Tel: +44 (0)1 865 842300

Fax: +44 (0)1365 842118

Email sales@solid- state -logic.com

http: /'www.sol id- state- Iogic.com

New York
+1

(212) 315 1111

Los Angeles
+1

(1)323 463 4444

Tokyo
+81 (0)3 5474

1

144

Paris

Milan

+33 (0)1 3460 4666

+39 02 2622 4956

Toronto
+1

(1)416 431 9131

Singapore
+65 (0)438 2272

burbank -based Blue Nsl Knot
a 96-fader Euphony
console running v3.2 software to run

:-

has installed

Tel: +32

1

1

28 14 58.

Spanish television facility Antenna 3

alongside an Avid video editing system
for post. recording and mixing. serving

has purchased

as HBO and CBS.
Cu'rently.the studio is mixing Touched
Angel for CBS.

recording studios, meanwhile, have
been picking up on the D &R
Octagon console. Areamaster Estudios

clients such

J.:panese national broadcaster NHK

over 100 Sony wireless

mic systems for ENG use. Spanish

and Tabalet Estudios both recently

taken one of the first five Amek

installing Octagons for uses including

to be shipped
to be installed at its recording facilities
in Tokyo. One of the national facility's

music recording, mixing. dubbing and

as

90981 analogue consoles

adjacent studios already houses
9098 console.

Amek, UK.Tel: +44

161

I

The unit will handle the production and transmission of live and
recorded political programmes. news
,r-oe ís :..d
HTV,Wales.TeI: +44 222 590590.
Bay.

«,-

Amptec, Belgium.
Tel: +32

11

281458.

London's Olympic Studios is the
bite of the first installation of Genelec's
new 036A monitoring system.
Located in producer Spike Stent's
mixing room. the I 036A delivers the
lowest frequencies of the Genelec
range for Stent's work with the likes
I

of Massive Attar and Texas.
Olympic, UK.Tel: 181 748 7961.
Genelec, Finland.
Tel: +358 17 813311.
re, en b,o,rdcast t,,cait,. Studio a7
a Sony OXF -R3 digital
console for use in audio and video
television post. Elsewhere in France.
three SSL Avant digital consoles have
been put into service at Jack-Son,
Dubbing Brothers and SIS serving
surround work on original film,
r

I

has installed

-

,i

;,bs and commercials.

Sony, France.
Tel: +33 49 45 40 24.
SSL, UK.Tel: +44 865 842300.
Beijing's Film Academy has ordered
two D &R Octagon film consoles.
Marking the largest Asian film
institution's move beyond mono. the
initiative is part of an overall upgrade
that includes the installation of three
Avid workstations and Dolby SR and
1

1

SR

f)

Tel: +31 294 41 8014.
Belgian national DioaacasterVRT
as installed a number of 360 Systems'
Plus and

part of a complete

80 -input desk replaces a D &R Orion
and forms part of an update

d

D &R,The Netherlands.
Tel: +31 294 41 8014.
American record ng legend Capitol
Record has installed a HaflerTRM6TRM 10 Trans -ana monitoring system
along with its established TRM8 system

Hollywood. Already counting the
new setup in their realisation are the
in

soundtracks to There's Something About
Mary and At First Sight as well
as FatBoy SIim,Van Morrison
inc'. PI
do Domvnko
Hafler, UK.Tel: +I 888 423 5371.
i

I

ire comp.roies acq_vt,OnS include

Wired For Sound. UK -based specialists
radio OB engineering and pro -audio
equipment rental, doubling their hire
stock by adding more Telos Zephyr
and Zephyr Express ISDN codecs.
SADIE 24 -96 and 360 Systems'
Shortcut and Instant Replay Meanwhile
London -based FX Rentals. Europe's
largest pro -audio rental company. has
taken delivery of a Mackie Digital
8 -bus console (v2.0).The console joins
FX' Mackie fleet which includes 32:8s.
in

1604s and

I

US: Formerly Radio Recorders and LA's oldest studio,
Studio 56 has installed an Otari RADAR II hard -disk recorder
in its Studio E. The room was designed by Vincent Van Haaff
and hosts a vintage Neve 8028 console -CEO Paul Schwartz
calls it a'match made in heaven'.

AES Munich
Europe:'I'he recent European AES
t ms entiun in Munich saut the presentation of the AES Awards. The
Publications Award was given ti)
\lichael Gerzon (posthumously I
and Peter Craven for the paper
'A I (igh -Rate Buried -I Muta Channel
for Audio CD'. (IAES. tol.t3,
\.,.I ?. I99í). Lorin Maazel was
m.i(Ii an Honourtn' Member. finad musing the course of audio ans
in recording while Ferenc Takacs
received a citation fi it- his dedicated
service to the Society in establishing the Hungarian section. The
hoard of got'ernots Award. given
for outstanding contributions to the
AES, was presented tu Haut Teridel( xi. for chairmanship of the

lu sh contention in Amsterdam.
I998. :Ind tri Jan \<etmann for
chairmanship of the AES lith International Conference in C:openhagen. I9-)8. The Fellowship
Award tuas given to Christer
Gres in for important contributions to development of international stands ils in ailing digital
audio fix'hrr rr(I(,utingand I)ienter
de Vries in recognition of his con tribut it is ti the intplementatir in of
state field synthesis.
\Ie:uttyhile the C Ileyser
Memorial Lecture is ut become a
regular event at future Conventions folkotying agreement between the .\Eh :und a scholarship
fund established in ment( ni of the
past AES president elect Richard
C I Icvscr who (lied in I98-. Lecr

202s. British -based

Electrotech- Audiolease have purchased
25

Crown MA 5000VZ power

amplifiers for their hire stock.
Electrotech's tours lined up for the
summer include Bob Dylan. Lennie
Kravitz and M People. Bravos Sound, a
major- rental company in Thessaloniki.
Greece has complimented their PA
system with a XL200 console while
Scottish-based EFX Audio has taken
the first Midas Heritage 3000 console

tots rental

stock

Recent BBC pur-chases include

The Netherlands.

II

as

facility upgrade while Areamasters'

to add

systems.

D &R Electronica,

DigiCart

postproduction.Tabalet has taken an
80-input desk with dynamics along
with Quested monitors and a
SADIE system

868 2400.

broadcaster HTV has ordered an
Amptec Stone-D00 digital console to
be used in its production unit at the
National Assembly of Wales at Cardin

a

further three Yamaha 03D digital
consoles for varied use including
trailers and education. and

a

D &R

Armix modular broadcast console

Short/Cut system_

in its Brussels television facility.The

move follows successful use of DgCart for jingles. leaders and music bed
and will serve prerecorded audio and
SFX. Belgian Outside Broadcast has

ordered a second Amptec Boulder
OBI analogue broadcast console for
its 8- camera OB van while fellow
Belgian OB operation Videohouse has
taken a third OBI console forts
360 Systems, US.
Tel: +1 818 991 0360.

8

Amptec, Belgium.

Yamaha, UK.Tel: +44 1908 366700.
D &R Electronica,

The Netherlands.
Tel: +31 294 41 8014.
Austrian state broadcaster ORF has
invested in eight SSL Aysis Air consoles
for regional production facilities in Linz.
Graz. Innsbruck Salzburg. Einstadt.
Dornbirn, St Polton and Vienna. The
Austrian capital will also host an
Axiom-MT at MG Sound alongside an

estin2

SL

°000, console.

SSL, UK.Tel: +44

1

865 8423000.

UK: In Remembering Peter Selters, fellow British comedian
and close friend, Graham Stark relates the story of the great
Peter Sellers. Having common Interests in film making and
shared billing on 13 films, Stark was in a unique position to
describe Sellers achievements and exploits until his death in
I980.This he did in the comfort of his home to recordist
David Sanders who used an Audio- TechnicaAT4030 mic,
Behringer compressor and Mackie desk before editing
the monologue on a Sound Forge system.Accompanying the
cassette release is a charming pictorial record of aspects of
Sellers' life. Right Recordings, UK.Tel: +44 181 961 3889.
June 199c
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N3rway: DAR'sTheatrePlay has paid its way in the Trondheim
production o' the musical, Rent.Three of the sound -effects
Germany: Froduction duo Toni Cottura (left) and Bulent Aris,
editing systems have been networked around a DARAxisAudiofounders of Booya Music have purchased Europe's first Amek
Server in theTrondelagTeater complex, representing one of the
9098i for their in -house Hamburg facility. Cottura is a former
world's first digitally networked effects creation and multi -point
member of German band Fun Factory and together with Aris,
replay setups. Sound design is by the Teater's Mikael Gullikstad
has worked with international artists including Backstreet Boys,
for the production's 8- channel surround sound system.
Marky Mark and Boyz II Men.
Belgium: National broadcasterVRT has bought four Otari Advanta digital desks as the first sales
huard Ti) \\ utters a O&A sen il e
of the compLny's flagship console in Europe.Three of the desk will be installed in VRT's studios 1,3
on all subjects rclatecl tu
and 5 while the fourth will be located in the American Theatre outside broadcast facility used for
professional audio. Check the
major live events.Otari Euro3e: +49 2159 50861.
\\'eh at Imp: \'\\\\.prosIUdio.
own studiosoUtld

Transmission
down under

Australia: Responsibility for
operating the 'National Transmission Net \\ ork of :Australia has
fallen 1°1.K-based i I.. Follo\\ing its successful hid for u\\ nersllip :Ind operation of the 561
transmission sites carrying telct isie,n and radio services for ABC.
SRS. regional broadcasters and
nu,hile telephony. \'fl. intends
to plan a key rule in n1))Ving
hruadcasting unto a digital platform and also to offer integrated
T \'. Internet anti data communications. Back in Britain. \TI. has
secured contract with the hh\'
to
companies and Channel
rover the remainder of the analogue broadcasting era -a; least
broadcaster
'Turkish
2012.
EK(y ÍV. meanwhile. has placed
an order worth :round I) \Im
with Rc chdc & 'ch\\ a z for í2 analogue t III transmitters ranging
from Iul)\\ to Ink \V in power to
complete the territory'' nationwide 'I' \- coverage.

\
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Summit Audio

Presents:

Designed By Mr. Rupert Neve
The Element 78 series from Summit

Audio, designed by Mr. Rupert Neve,
presents to the user a unique
combination of "Class A," discrete and
solid state, plus transformer coupled
designs. Digital implementation of
storage and reset capabilities enables
comparison of 25 memory settings,
copying of settings between units and
MIDI control.

Two independent paths with transformer
coupled output stages are provided in

each of two channels, comprised of:
1.

A high performance microphone amplifier with superb
high and low pass filter sections.

2. A comprehensive

band equalizer.

four

Back lit rotary displays are enhanced
by miniature LCD select /controls for
an accurate status readout ...
... truly unique.

Summit Audio
TEL: 831 464-2448
FAX: 831 464 -7659

www.summitaudio.com
email: sound @summitaudio.com
patent pending © copyright 1998 Summit Audio Inc.

UK: Reopening after several months
closure, London's Soho Recording Studios
now offers a 64- channel SSL SL4000 G+
and Genelec 034A main monitoring in
Studio I, and twin Yamaha 02R consoles
and extensive MIDI facilities in Studio 2.
Pictured at the SL4000 are senior resident
engineer Alan Mawdsley and studio
manager Dominic Enhaus-Sanders.
Meanwhile, London's Sound Store has
equipped its latest studio with London's
first v2 Fairlight FAME in line with the two
24 -track MFX3plus systems in the facility's
other suites. The Sound Store focuses on
documentary and current affairs
programming for networks including the
BBC, Channel 4 and The Discovery
Channel.Also in London,Wise Buddah has
added two new studios based around Pro
Tools-ProControl setups. Primarily
intended for radio production, the new
rooms bring sound -to- picture dubbing to
Wise Buddah for the first time.
I

IceT and MP3

nrd with US -based
lie T ha,
\II'3.conì for the release of his forthcoming
Cl). 'fb I)eudlr.Sirt on Coroner Records. As
US:

releasing well advance singles. the rapper
will offer personal recommendations of rap
and hip hop releases and chat with
the online community through Imp:
www.mp3.com. Using its DAM (Digital
Automatic Music) lapel program..\IP3.C(mi
reckons to welcome some 300.(I00 visitors
daily to a site carrying tens of millions of
songs. and more than -.i(I) artists.

CD

Duplication for Pro Audio
/

visit http: /www.cdcyclone.coni

Other

a

v

GELONE

an open architecture ensuring
lots of add -on features

11111

i

Superior audio controls to

capture and playback
audio Make a compila'ion CD, add tracks, delete

Print Directly to

tracks, and ploy the master disc image before

Your CDs

you burn a CD

Simply attach the optional

Expandability

color CD printer and 50
CD autoloader, load the

The

Image, press print, and the T-8 will do the rest

If

T -8

doesn't stop there!

you need to flex a little muscle

we've added built

T-8

8-0rive CD Duplicato

DAT

CyClone Systems

Audio
Capture /Playback

Interactive LCD
Touch Screen Display
Unprecedented ease of use

CD

Import

in

support for

Duplicate 120 CDs or mon on
lo 201 drive system

hsur well rh, 30

up to 16 drives.

Audio engineers and musicians will appreciate

Upgradeability

importing from DAT directly

The

to the T-8. Simply install

or 8X speed CD recorders!

T -8

can also be outfitted with blazing 6X

the optional DAT card and

record from DAT to CD in minutes

Network Connectivity
All o) your company

s

600

CD Pre-mostering
Save valuable time and money that
might be otherwise spent on

additional hardware and software

features and cost savings
of the T -8

12 1M.
http/www,c,ßp 3lo,ne

+e

b

«,M. e -, speedv

CD-Recorder

20472

CY CLONE
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Record on

CD-ROM

departments can share the

tom

rai'

Crescent Bay Dr
Unit 108
Lake Forest, CA 92630

949.470.4795
FAX 949 470 4796

attempting to influence the
results. Nonqualifying votes.
votes without unique reader
registration numbers and
duplicates were binned.
Readers voted by fax. trail, or
via an interactive form on the
Studio ,Swntd web -site at
www.prostudio.c(n.
In each of the IS categories,
we have announced a winner
and commended product
-both judged by the Studio
Sound readership. its editor ial team and its contributors
to be worthy of special recognition. Winners and contmendeds received official
SSAIRAs certificates
and
SSAIRAs logo artwork that
they will be free to use on
their letterheads and promotional material.
There will be no official
recognition of products that
have been nominated because of the nature of the
nomination process.'l'hese
are exclusive awards that aim
to give praise only where
praise is due.The SSAIRAs
logo represents official recognition by the world's leading
audio title. By definition this

1999
SSAIRA
ß

E5

THE SECOND SSAIRAs

again produced some
delightful surprises
and some predictable placings courtesy Of the valued
readership of Studio Sound.
The IU(nh AES Convention in
Munich saw the introduction
of the results from Studio

Sound's Audio Industry
Recognition

Awards -the

-at an exclusive pre-

SSAIRAs

sentation dinner held at the
Paulaner Brauhaus.
The SSAIRAs were instigated after numerous requests
for Studio Sound to place its
weight and integrity behind
an
independent awards
scheme that would he judged
by the magazine's qualified
readership. The SSAIRAs are
a celebration of the unique
relationship between Studio
Sound and its readership
relationship that now spans

-a

-r0

12

years.

U L T 5

To rcc,rp on the selection
process. nominations were
invited at the beginning of the
year for a number of categories and everyone was free
to nominate a product providing it shipped for the first
time after the European AES
in Amsterdam last year. Products that failed to ship within
the allotted tintescale may be
renominated for next year's
SSAIRAs. Following the nominations. we progressed to the
voting stage of the exercise
with only readers, not manufacturer- associated personnel, qualifying to cast actual
votes. To vote. readers had to
quote their unique reader
identification number from
the label on their personal
copy of the magazine. Because Studio Sound has a fully
audited circulation, it was
possible to weed out manufacturing -hase Infiltrators'

/4474700001,00_
44;..

readership is sophisticated
and knowledgeable and
judged purely as a market
research exercise. the results
of the SSAIRAs are as strong
an indication as you can get
of the type of products that
end -users want. Ví'inners and
conunendeds :ire all judged to
be doing si micthing right.
'l'he SSAIRAs presentation
dinner \\ ill be held each year
during the European AES
Convention.
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Contact: Overseas
Exhibition Services.
Tel: +44 171 862 2080.
Email: singapore.oes@
dail.pipex.com
Net: www.montnet

June

-3

1

Showtech 99
Berlin, Germany.

Contact: OTSA, UK.
Tel: +44 171 886 3106.
Fax: +44 171 886 3101.

-II
Sound,Vision

and

Int

onal Exhibition
Centre. lea.: r,. Saudi Arabia.
Jeddah

Contact: Al- Harithy
Tel: +44 171 223 3431.
Fax: +44 171 228 4229.
Email: ACExpo@aol.com
Net: www.members.aol.com
/ACExpos

7 -8

Conference:
Advanced A -D and
D -A Conversion
Techniques and
their Applications

23 -26

Church House,
Westminster, London, UK.
Contact: AES.
Tel: +44 1628 663725.
Fax: +44 1628 667002.

Glasgow, UK,

Contact: ADDA99 Secretariat.
Tel: +44 171 344 5472.

Email: adda99@iee.org.uk

Email: uk@aes.org

10-15

Montreux
International Television
Symposium and

Exhibition
:errand.
PR.

International

WESTLAKE VILLAGE

24 -27

GERMANY:

07th AES Convention

'

1

22 -25

CommunicAsia 99

(805) 379 2648

GMBH

FLUGHAFENSTRASSE 52

Centre. New York USA.
Contact: Chris Plunkett, AES.

PHONE:

+49(0)40 5310 8399

l

AUSTRIA:

Telecom 99

EMAIL: TCA @TCELECTRONIC.COM

Palexpo, Geneva. Switzerland.
Tel: +41 22 730 5969.

Florence, i;
Contact: AES.
Tel: +44 628 663725.
Fax: +44 628 667002.
Email: uk @aes.org
1

1
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Plas8a 1999
Contact: P &O events.
Tel: +44 171 370 8228.

+49(0)40 5310 839:

FAx:

EMAIL: INFOD @TCELECTRONIC.COM

Rajah Muthiah and Rani
Meyyamai Halls, Egmore,
Chennia (Madras), India.

AES UK Conference:
High Quality
Audio Coding

ELECTRONIC

TC

November

TC

-

24th Sound
Broadcasting
Equipment Show

ELECTRONIC

FAX:

22 -24

Messe Frankfurt

CH

-8030 ZÜRICH

(CH /uK)

0800 89 89 02
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TC ELECTRONIC

NO.

201. 26 -8

SHIBUYAKU
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FAX:

+81 3 5456 -4072

UK:
TC ELECTRONIC UK

P.O. BOX

LONDON

SW19 6WE

PHONE:

0800 917 8926

25767

FAX:

0800 917 6510

EMAIL: TCUK @TCELECTRONIC.COM

0800 NUMBERS

ARE AT YOUR DISPOSAL

TO MAKE SURE THAT YOU RECEIVE TC ELECTRONIC'S

RENOWNED CUSTOMER SUPPORT:
PHONE:

0800 917 8926

FAX:

0800 917 6510

THESE LINES ARE OPEN FROM MONDAY
tt

l

MIA&

BPA

.

TO FRIDAY FROM

8AM TO 5PM.

TC ELECTRONIC HAS

APPOINTED

CIMPLE SOLUTIONS PRO LTD.
AS UK SERVICE CENTRE.

I

CONTACT CIMPLE ON
61.N

0181 9044141.

I

14

(I /F)

0800 89 89 03

ASIA:

TWO

8

WIEN

0800 20 16 53

EMAIL: INFOASIA @TCELECTRONIC.COM

Trade exhibition and convention for audiovisual system
installation
CMF, Ludwig -Erhard -Anlege
160327 Frankfurt
Contact: Metin Ergül
Tel: +49 69 7575 6130.
Email: metin.ergul@
messefrankfurt.com
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Singapore Expo, Singapore.

FAX:

ABC 99

2-5

Los Angeles Airport
5855 West Century Boule.ard,
Los Angeles, California. USA.
Contact: Diane D Williams.
Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers.
Tel: + 716 392 3862.
Email: d.williams@ieee.org
Net: www.icce.org

TC ELECTRONIC
D -

Tel: + 212 661 8528.
Email: 107th_exhibits@aes.org

91361

(805) 373 1828

EMAIL: INFOUS@TCELECTRONIC.COM

Jacob K Javits Convention

1

Conference on
Consumer Electronics

PHONE:

CA

PHONE:

September

45 8621 7598

790-H HAMPSHIRE ROAD

TC ELECTRONIC INC.

-

vsnl.net.in
Net: www.exicomindia.com

ICCE 1999:

FAX: +

EMAIL. INFO @TCELECTRONIC.COM

8 --17

Email: exicom@bom.2.

22 -24

PHONE: + 45 8621 7599

October

Tel: +91 22 641 2519.
Fax: +91 22 641 2522

+44 171 799 3100.
Email: news@whdpccom
Net www.montreux.ch
/symposia

DENMARK

Net: www.iee.org.uk/Conf/

Contact: Exicom

Tel:

SINDALSVEJ 34

DK-8240 RISSKOV

Bolkesjo Mountain Hotel,
Bolkesjo, Norway.
Contact: Richard Andersen
Tel: +47 67 54 14 83.
Email: riander@online.no

1

University of Strathclyde.

A/S

TC ELECTRONIC

USA:

Nordic Sound
Symposium

26-28

Audio-the
second century

Contact:WHD

Net www.ibc.org.uk/ibc/

Email: ann@iirx.com.sg

AES UK Conference:

MAIN OFFICE:

Bolkesjo Mountain Hotel,
Amsterdam, Netherlands.
Contact: Gina Christison
Tel: +44 171 240 3839.
Email: show@ibc.org.uk

Singapore International
Convention and Exhibition
Centre (SICEC).

Contact: Ann Tan,
IIR Exhibitions.
Tel: +65 227 0688.

Montreux.
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Home Appliances 99

ULT./MAT! BOUND MACNINEB

IBC 99
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8 -10
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VOCAL INTONATION PROCESSOR

Encompassing the heritage of more than 20 years of
delivering professional tools to the professional industry,
TC Electronic proudly introduces a high -end vocal
processing tool aimed at reducing tedious engineering
time spent on doing vocal re -takes - dedicated to the
lied,pro`essional vocal recording engineer.
The Intonator not only provides the ultimate solution to
vocal pitch correction, but offers various highly useful tools
as well, including adjustable De -esser and Adaptive Lo -Cut
(ALUM) filtering techniques.

Features:
Unique Pitch Intonation Processing
Vocal specific De- essing
Vocal Specific Adaptive Lo -cut filter

96 kHz, 88.2 kHz, 48 kHz and 44.1 kHz

compatible on digital and analog /0's
I

Wordclock Input for external clock synchronization
Fully integrated industry standard connectivity:

Vocal Integrity

AES /EBU, S /PDIF & ADAT digital

Preserving integrity is a must when dealing with delicate human vocals. By dramatically
reducing the amount cf re -takes needed, you minimize the risk of fragmenting and
potentially destroying the emotional integrity and concistency of the artist's expression.
The Intonator provides you with an ultra- transparent signal path thanks to industry- leading
hardware specifications, incorporating TC's world- renowned DARCTM -chip technology, 96
kHz internal processing and real 24 bit resolution. Utmost care has been taken in the
software development as well, ensuring that all adjustments applied to the incoming signal
are being processed in a subtle, yet highly effective manner!

ADIOSTM (Analog Dual

I

I

/0's

/0's) configuration enables

simultaneous recording of processed and
un- processed vocal
Full MIDI automation makes correlation to external

reference -signal

a

breeze

Audio -to -MIDI conversion allows tracking of

correction history

The Human Touch
Preserve the Artist's personal touch by allowing vibrato, initial intonation and
limited correction individually. Use the custom scale feature to achieve a unique
"Do- not -process -anything- but -this -note" setting. Specify when a specific note must be
considered out of tune with the Pitch Window and limit the amount of Pitch correction added
to these notes by using the Amount control.

Easy Edit user interface with dedicated chromatic

front panel controls and Alpha dial control
High resolution display provides instant visual

feedback of intonation and corrective action

U. electronic
ULTIMA I E SOU NO MAGHI NE SI

DENMARK: TC ELECTRONIC A/S SINDALSVEJ 34
DK -8240 RISSKOV
PHONE: +45 8621 7599
UK: TC ELECTRONIC UK
P.O. BOX 25767
LONDON
PHONE: 0800 917 8926
SW19 6WE
EMAIL: TCUK @TCELECTRONIC.COM WEBSITE: WWW.TCELECTRONIC.COM

FAX: +45 8621 7598
FAX: 0800 917 6510

Damp squib
THE LOTTERY WINNER who
wrote the letter in your April 1999
issue of Studio Souuc/ is severely
misguided in wanting to build a

recording studio in a submarine.
I speak from experience on the
subject. after losing a great deal of
money on a similar project in the
boom years of the 1980s.
The studio project was to record
several top 80s hands such as Wet
Wet art and The Tubes, with Tony
Hatch producing the albums.
However we soon ran into problems with tape saturation. surface
noise. and lack of headroom.
The sound from the monitors
lacked depth. and the whole environment was definitely sub -standard. In fact it was a hit of a dive.
and nobody could fathom out why
it all went wrong.
Perry Scope, RN (submerged).

Stomach pains
i

HAVE.

JUST received my April

1999 Studio .Sound and must take

issue with producer Ralph Holm ileyde's letter: 'A Producer Replies'.

precisely because of enter prises like Holm- Meyde's productions that the location sound
recordist, and I have been one for
over 2S years here in Toronto, has
no time for breakfast at home. We
are asked to work 14 to 16 hours
a day on a flat rate. Can he really
expect us to have time to go home.
make supper, grab 6 hours sleep
and then make breakfast before
returning to work? No! Most of us
barely have time to drag our weary
bodies out of bed, pack up our
sound equipment and return to set
in time for call.
If he doesn't have the budget to
pay the crew more. then he would
be well advised to allocate funds
to provide the crew with coffee.
snacks. crisps and biscuits not just
for the afternoon hut for the whole
working day!
Just as an army marches on its
stomach. so does a film crew. I look
forward one day to working on
one of Ralph's productions so I too
may enjoy Holm-Nleyde biscuits.
It is

Thomas Hidderley, SoundTeck
Productions, Canada

Condensed history
DIETER BOLLEN'S ARTICLE 'Cup-

board Love' (Studio Sound, April
1999) contains much good and
interesting information. However,
his coverage of developments in
America is woefully incomplete.
He mentions several manufacturers. but ignores Electro- Voice,
which began making condenser
and ribbon mics the 1920s. Anti,
although he mentions Bell.
Berliner and Edison. lie leaves out
EC Wente, the real father of the
condenser mic, whose development work at Western Electric produced the first working model.
made for measurement purposes.
as well as the first ones to be used
in radio. film and recording
studios, starting in 1925. Wente's
394 condenser was a specified
element of the first electrical disc
recording system: the Victor
Orthophonic.
I
realise the article was not
intended as a comprehensive
history of the development of the
mien )phone, but hopefully.
someday. such a history will be

written. and will include an objective overview of all developments
on both sides of the Atlantic
:Intl Pacific).
Doug Pomeroy, Pomeroy Audio,
New York, US.
(

Close call
\\ \ti I:\ ICI. \IFl.Y interested

to
re :tcl Simon Crofts article (Sludio
501111ó. April 1999) on the use of
I

I

miniature capsules inside stringed
instruments as n>y firm specialises
in manufacturing close- miking
systems for acoustic musical
instruments.
Simon raises some interesting
issues with regard to placing
miniature capsules inside an
instrument -for instance. the
question of resonant standing
waves that are produced inside the
cavity which will require selective
equalisation. Furthermore capsules in this position are not only
shielded from the monitor speakers. thus reducing feedback. but
also from high -frequency sound
waves radiated directly from the
strings. "These latter frequencies
are important in the characteristic

sound of stringed instruments and
the soundhoard is too heavy to
reproduce them.
It is also of interest to note that
a number (>f firms have attempted
to snake systems to mount inside
flutes, hut apparently without utCeess. even Never used to market a
system with a yen' sophisticated
technique incorporating a mica
window covering the CA 115111e, presumably to acoustically isolate it
from the shock 'ayes produced
every time the keys are closed.
This is now not available, presumably either because it was too
expensive, or it did not work
satisfactorily.
Our standard systems using
omni- directional capsules are in
regular use by many orchestras
and smaller groups in 'l\' broadcasts. some 90 micr plu)nes are
currently on hire with John Pellowe in !Modena for Payarotti's
birthday and in Cardiff for the
Welsh Assembly concert with Tom
Jones and Shirley Hassey. Where
ambient sound levels are such that
even the use of feedback elimi-

nators fails to cope with possible
feedback, then it may be necessan to resort to the use of a special strip contact microphone that
we manufacture. This was developed or the Stranglers' Albert Hall
concert in ¡une 1997 and is
mu melted On the hods of the instrument by a special technique that
does not clamage in any way the
varnish of even the highest quality instrument. Sonie of these are
now on tour with Skunk Anansie.
It is also possible to combine a
capsule with a contact mie and if
a Range SP 13 microphone preamplifier is used. the monitors can
he fed from the contact mir and
the front of house can he fed with
a mix. By using the contact mie
feedback does not occur until the
sound hoard of the instrument is
resonating and this will he at a 'env
high sound- pressure level.
It is also possible, as many
groups now do, to use in -ear monitoring. although this can he
expensive and not all musicians
like to use it.
t

Griff Jones, Accusound, UK.

CONTROL
GENELEC 1036A

GENELEC 1034BC

THE BALANCE OF POWER

Introducing two, new powerful active monitor systems from GENELEC.
The GENELEC 1036A Large Control Room Monitor System
brings NEW true weight to the phrase "20 Hz to 20 kHz ".
The GENELEC 1034BC Center channel Active Monitor System
brings NEW true meaning to the words "surround system integration ".
Two systems defining a NEW true Balance of Power.

GENELEC
M O N
T O R
N G
1/E
The Whole Truth And Nothing But The Truth
I

I

International enquiries: Genelec. Olvitie 5. FIN -74100 lisalmi, Finland, Phone +358- 17- 813311,Fax +358-17- 812267 Web: http / /www.genelec.com
In the U:S please contact: Genelec Inc. 7 Tech Circle, Natick MA 01763 Phone 508/652 -0900 Fax 508/652 -0909

RUBY REWAI D S
STUDIO SOUND'S 40TH ANNIVERSARY party continues
with three prize AKG microphones seizing the spotlight.As
you can see from the accompanying listing of equipment,
many of pro- audio's top manufacturers have conspired to
make the event a winner by building a one -off custom model.
As a unique Studio Sound Ruby issue, every unit is destined
to become a collector's item, not to mention being a talking
point in your studio for years to come. In each issue of the
magazine until the end of the year you will have the chance
to win a further selection from the Studio Sound Ruby series.
In this second installment, no less than three AKG mics are
up for grabs -the 535, C I000S, and C3000 microphones.The
535 is the stage mic of choice for many professionals, the
C I000S represents an update on the popular all- rounder
while the C3000 represents the top of AKG's electret
condenser line.

SOI1
WA

R D

N G

I

RUBY PRIZES

ALL YOU HAVE to do to WIN these delectable AKG treasures is to
correctly answer the questions below and say your magic word.

535 stage condenser, C 000,
1

and C3000 microphones

THE QUE

32- channel GS3000 console

Q I What do the initials AKG stand for?

Q2 List the three microphones
in

in

the order

which they were released.

Q3 Name any artist who has used the 535.
CLOSING DATE: FRIDAY 3RD SEPTEMBER 1999
TO ENTER,you

your answers to ruby.competition @unmf.com,
fax them (to +44 171 407 7102) or send them on a postcard to Ruby
Competition, Studio Sound, Miller Freeman Entertainment, 8 Montague Close,
London SE 19UR, UK.
As long as you are a registered Studio Sound reader, you may enter any number of
installments of the competition as long as you do so separately (multiple entries,
as ever, will be treated with contempt-those of you who tried it on last month
have not escaped our scrutiny), and ...
can either email

...include your Unique Reader Identification Number.
The Unique Reader Identification Number is the 9 -digit number
located in the middle of the top row of your Studio Sound address label.

Series-X DHX Dehisser
D5201 dual gate
E520 Single DI box; E445 cable

tester; E325 3 -way mic splitter
1029

C

1

monitors
compressor
N -360 graphic

DR640 CD recorder
C

I

Classic compressor
76 compressor

Ongoing thanks are due to all those who have so readily contributed equipment. time and advice in the preparation of this competition
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BSKYB - LONDON

160Oigital Channels
Worksurfaces from 16 to 96

motorised faders

ASTRALTECN

-

MONTREAL

24 bit Conversion

95kHz operation
Stereo,

¿

RS.

5.1.7.1

THE FARM

THE WORLD'S LEAD/NG
FACILITIES ARE
STAY/116 AHEAD..

a

1.12

- LONDON

For the past two years every couple of days one

of the Worlds leading audio facilities has become
a

O

- DUBLIN

POST PRODUCTION

convert to a Soundlracs digital console.

Their decsion to go digital may vary but their

reasons for selecting Soundtracs appear to be

unanimous

O

Nhether for post-production broadcast or music

.

SOUND LOLNGE - NEW YORK.

MUSIC RECORDING

there isn t a more cost efficient digital production

console offering the features and facilities. with
the high level o; automation and sonic integrity

thar that provided by Soundtracs.

o

These facts reinforced by the Soundtracs

premier software and hardware support is
simply enabling them

to

stay ahead
FILM SOUNDTRACK I

SOUNDTRACS
Longmead Business Park

Soundtracs PLC Blenheim Road
Tel

.

Epsom

Surrey KT19 9XN

UK

1+4100081 388 5000 Fax +441 i0í181 388 5050
i

email sales @soundtracs.co uk web http

www soundtrats co uk

Soundtracs 1tSA1. 316 South Se-vice Road

Meiv Ile

Telephone (+11516 393 8520

Fax 1+11 516 333 9108

NY11747 -3201

email soundtracsa`korgusa com

Digital Audio Research Storm; OM R-8
A change of ownership,

new overcoat and refined digital audio objectives have
rejuvenated DAR. Rob James previews its next generation workstation
FOR THE BENEFIT of anyone ware core facilitates machines with a
bolt more or less straight together but
who has not been reading the minimum of 32 channels and up to use a lot of the silicon and the internal
news section diligently, Digital
128 channels while new graphics proprocessing power to move st a ff between
Audio Research is now part of the vide powerful means of managing
them. DAR's choice w as to use the more
huge Harman Group. This follows a them. Like the OMR -8. Storm can show
powerful chip, and then put in extra
period during which the company, waveforms on tracks and give visible hardware to let numbers of them compreviously in the Carlton portfolio,
indications of fades. One of the things
municate effectively together. All this
was owned by its founder, managing
DAR has obviously realised is that, as
power is used to good effect already and
director Mike Parker.
soon as you are working with a large
it is reassuring to know there is more
This new development is reflected in
number of tracks. you have to provide
available for future developments such
new colour options for the big hardversatile ways of moving through them.
as dynamics processing. The parametware console. Previously, DAR loosely
The old systemi had a maximum of
ric EQ not only sounds good, but has
followed Henry h was noted dictum in
16 tracks, eight of which could display
the highest Q. depth of boost and cut i
that you could have any colour you
at any time. the remainder being paged
have come across on a DA \V outside of
liked as long as it was either charcoal to with a keypress. Storm's display is
highly specialised plug -ins.
grey or dark blue and any touchscreen
Storm will he :mailable in two rack
continuously expandable top and hot colour as long as it was orange. Consizes. One will take tw processor cards
sequently, the larger of the Storm confor a maximum of 64 channels and the
Improvements often
trol surfaces now sports an excellent.
other will take four for the full 128 chanwide viewing angle. TFT colour screen
appear on one platform
nels. It also has more space for phi siand, apart from the range of colours and
cal I -O than Genesis as one of the thing.
then the other team find
designs in the photographs. the console
DAR's R&D has established is that the
can be finished in almost any colour or
ways of making them better provision of a lot of tracks does not necdesign you can think of. Parker's justiessarily create the requirement for a lot
fication for this exuberance is that it
of outputs because it can he counterstill. At the time of the
enables the controller to blend in with
productive to have to route large numSAM review thought the
exotic studio designs. The designs and
bers of outputs around. \X'hat is required
quality of finish now are reminiscent of
instead is sufficient busing -giving a
networking impressive.
the better examples of custom car artdifferent intern:11 structure of machine.
work and we can look forward to see Rather than having a purely track -based
Not because of the
ing some seriously wacky designs over
editing machine that goes one -to -one
technology employed
the next few months. Perhaps there
with desk inputs. you have say 12 bus
should he a new award for most origoutputs, and a 32:12 bus structure. and
(I 00Mbit ethernet), but
inal artwork on a DAW'.
take the resulting 12 outputs to a desk.
The new Storm workstation is both a
A lot of the clever stuff will be largely
because of the thought
departure and a logical development
invisible to the users. except, perhaps.
of what has gone before. Retained is
that had obviously gone
the increased speed. For example. if
the physical shape (idle user -interfaces
the user is auditioning sounds on a
into how it would be
from the Soundstation and Sabre. but
remote disk before physically copying
the core architecture is brand new. The
the audio to the local drive. Storm
has developed
used.This
orthogonal core design allows a data
checks to make sure it does not already
rate equivalent to over one thousand
have it. Every recording is automatically'
further in the interim
channels of audio. This is used between
stamped with a unique identity Ethel.
any combination of storage devices. net tom, and scrollable. Parker is aim happy
This is absolutely essential. :is others
w( wk or real time 1-0 for recording, editto reveal that DAR is still plan ing with
have discovered. to :m oid unpleasant ing or project transfers. The DSP engine
ideas like the marble-effect desktop.
nesses when you ha e access to many
is also new enabling one card to carry
Certainly. the scrolling is \ er smooth
machines -think how many bits of
the equivalent power of 16 of the earand the whole appearance of the
audio there must he Libelled 'dialogue
lier hoards. The declared objective was
screens is less industrial and easier on
take l' or 'wild track birdies'.
to provide a single working environthe eye than before. Waveforms can he
The last DAR product reviewed, the
Scalable Audio N1ultitrack (Studio
ment with a consistent feel and quality displayed all the time if you wish. The
across the full range of storage media.
machine also feels much faster in operSound. August 1(ri)81 gave some insight
A Storni system comes in 32 'track'
ation than its predecessors, a factor
into where the company was heading
increments. In other words, the entry partly attributable the new processor and Mike Parker and his team have been
level systems can now handle 6-t simulboard with its five Motorola 56303 DSP
far from idle in the intervening period.
taneous audio streams at a time allowing chips -as opposed to Analogue
The OMR -8 now has the promised editcrossfades limited only by the length of
Devices SHARC chips.
ing facilities and no conversion process
the audio clips.
The board does all the DSP processwill he required when In( ing material
Parker clearly regards Storm as a coming for that and parametric EQ on all
to and from Storm systems. Sophistipletely new editing platform. but one
streams and it will h:mr dynamics as
cated CD writing software has been
that retains strong links with its predewell. It has the reserve power for it.
developed and the already good graphcessors. in this respect. a I( a of the code
Parker regards the Motorola chips to he
ics further improved. Apparently there
and a lot of the software is carried over
is mostly good -hearted competition
more powerful. but more difficult to
from the earlier Genesis. Hie new hard'cement together' where the SHARCs
between the Windows design team on
20
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the O\IR -ti zmd the RNIS- based Storm
team to come up with the most innovative and useful features and the prettiest graphics. Mike Parker secs this
as healthy and a way of pushing ideas
forward as the teams try to outdo
one another.
'We now offer a lot of tracks in one
Ix>x with Storm ora lot of tracks. but still
with sample accurate sync. distributed
over several OMR -!; units. The choice is
simply down to which is moire appropriate for the users particular situation'.
Improvements often appear on one
platform then the other te:un find ways
of making them hotter still. : \t the time
of the SAM review I tin itight the net working impressive. Not because of the
technology employed II)O \Ihit ethernet). hut because of the thought that
had obviously gone into II( Ay it would
be used. This has developed further in
the interini. Genesis alloys reels from
several .storage devices to he used in the
same playsheet with crosslades between them if required. The network is
rightly seen as essentially a means of
auditioning material in real linty without copying to) local storage and as a
non -real -time transfer medium. Siniilarly it is possible to play ( ;I)s as if they
were on optical or hard disk. Once
material is selected. copying to local is
done at several times faster than real
time. Additionally. I6 -bit and ? -t -hit
material may he freely mixed for auditioning purposes-li>r a CI). saniplcrate conversion is clone 'o- the tl'. If
the material is copied to local storage a
higher quality conversion is performed,
transparent to the user, while the copy
is taking place.
The good news for existing users is
that upgrades from Genesis to Storni are
available and will he less problematic
than those experienced by people vowing onto Genesis in the first place.
According to \like Parker. the take -up
is already high. 'It's the most sought after
upgrade I have ever known.' he comments. '"'e have orders for it. we have
people desperate for it, and the reason
is it is such a tangible gain. If you have
an 8-track or 16 -track machine and we
take it way and return it with a 32 or
h -t tracks. that is something the clients
can see and will he aware of. People
have got to the stage where they need
that now.'
Since Storm uses the Genesis piatfwin
no conversions will be required. The
hardware upgrade does involve returning equipment to the factory. but it
should he pain free.
the early clays
The real story is this
of the i)AW, oft-the -shelf PC hardware
and soli ware was not IN t verful enough
to he useful. Designers were therefore
obliged to conic up with ingenious and
(

-in

often expensive proprietary solutions
to get the required performance. I1owever, mainstream PC hardware has
developed at a meteoric rate and it is
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now

at

the point where it would seem
\\ ith tut
a I ): \\

\

per\ erse to design
marking use of il.

the most exciting range of workstacomplete multi tions and. abo
user solutions I have seen in a very
long time. If the promise is fulfilled it
should do very well in a wide variety

The saune applies to file formats. The
:Microsoft-1M! \\'A \' format is now
of applications.
almost universal outside the \lac arena.
This is no t(is :n l'(: technul0t\ is ideal
The pricing of the new systems can
only he described as llggressi\c Parfor all aspects of I)A \\' design. but the
\\ \ the formal has been extended into ticularly when you consider one of the
li \\. \\ tlimadr :tst \\: \\') and the puta- early t -track machines would have cast
you around ,! --5.f )1)O (l 'h ). This has been
tive :' F.S'stand.ird. tu corer present and
achieved by the economies of scale in
future needs. l'(, hardware is now fast
producing in greater volume. and by the
enough to rope with the data storage
industry standard parts
use of co
and handling requirements. l)SP and
where appropriate. The new pricing
the user- interface are cliffcrcnt matters.
strategy is designed to) put DAR systems
For I)AR the process bcg.in with the
in front of operators for whom the cum introduction of the Genesis l'latlorm.
n:my's equipment has
The O \IR -t$ was their'Troilecn out of reach.
jan
Horse
providing
Digital Audio Research.
Storm takes )AR conessential practical expe2 Silverglade Business Park.
fidently into the next milrience of P(: hardware.
Nov the trick is being Leatherhead Road. Chessington, lennium. It is a great deal
Surrey KT9 2QL, UK.
more than a simple
repeated with the Storm.
Tel: +44 372 742848.
upgrade to an existing
culminating in a nu idern Fax: +44 372 743532.
machine. I think the
state of the art I )..\\V.
\like Parker's l)AR Net: www.dar.uk.com
company has managed
the incredibly difficult trick of reinvent:tppe:us to have a cleat \isi4 m of \\ here
ing :t range t) established equipment
the market is going and a good. pragwhile retaining the hest features of the
matic understanding of real -world
earlier range. thus keeling the faith with
production processes. With the
existing users It has also managed to
unique choice of tourhscrecn hardware console or small console and
navigate its sway through a stormy sea
that would have sunk many others.
mouse -driven interface think this is
.
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Filmtech LSP4
With
is a

a well -established place in a well -defined application, a genuinely new location mixer
rare treat. Neil Hillman shoulders Filmtech's latest 4- channel location mixer
T..,,,

SAI) TALE of the professor who

(tuned himself. but found that his
new version would only shout
obscenities, is a salutary lesson for all audio
manufacturers seeking to emulate rival products with their own. Such was the disruption
caused by his copy. that the professor had
no option other than to kill the clone: which
he did by pushing him over the white cliffs
of Dover. l?nf(rtunately for the professor. the
presiding judge at the subsequent murder trial
was unsympathetic. and sentenced the academic to life imprisonment tor the heinous
crime of making an obscene clone -fall. Which
just goes to show how careful you must he
when creating a +-channel location mixer.
Filmtech. with the Location Sound Processor 4. has steered well clear of any accusations of plagiarism through some unique features arranged in a highly original fashion.
The LSP4 is a 4- channel portable mixer with
several features in addition to the usual facilities on this type of mixer. Slightly larger than
some of the other units on the market and
with a design philosophy that sees many of
the controls on the front panel for ease of
use. the unit is built into an aluminium enclosure that ensures that the mixer is robust
enough to cope with the harshest of treatments on the road.
The Filmtech LSP4 stands head -to -head
with the Audio Developments A1)261 and the
SQN -S: these being the main ri' ids for the
now surely defunct title Indust standard.
With the freelance nature of the television
industry in Britain. recordists that perhaps
previously worked for large organisations that
supplied time and again the same mixer. are
now choosing very carefully indeed where
they place their hard -earned cash: and what
went before is now no longer necessarily
+

22

recordist's first choice.
a stop -gap while an NP- I type battery or
The four inputs are on female XLR socksimilar is plugged -in to the external socket.
ets. mounted in line across the full width of
The current consumption appears to hear this
the left -hand side panel. with Channel I furout by having only about 21) minutes of life
thest :may from the operator. The inputs are
from the internal cells when running at full
transformer balanced with an input attenuaload. This is certainly much higher than the
tor knob mounted directly all( we each XLR
meagre consumption of the SQN. or even
socket to allow selection between lie tat
the Audio De)elopnents AD261. A Battery
-80(.18). -Iidß. -30d13 and Line. The input
warning al) illuminates when the voltage falls
impedance is given as being greater than
to I0V. a default figure that may he factory
1.Skf2 for the microphone stage and IOkL2
adjusted. Alongside the battery warning rn
for the line input. Above
and still underneath the
each attenuator knob is a
meters are the toggle
The Filmtech LSP4
\tic: l' )WEK 3- position tog switches for Slate ntic
stands head -to -head
gle- switch that selects
off Meter Lamp: Tone
between 112 Tonader
-either Continuous !kHz
with the Audio
power, Off and P48 phanfor mono, off or a broken
tom power for each input Developments AD26
left leg for Stereo: Limrespectively. In between
and
the
SQN
4
-S; these iter-Off or On and next
the XLR sockets fì tr Chanto this a Limiter -Link
nels & 2. and 3 4 is a
-again allowing either
being the main rivals
toggle -switch that changes
Off or On. The monitor
for the now surely
strip runs clown the side
the phase of Channels 2 S 4
between Normal and
of the second meter, with
defunct
title
Reversed for \I +S operathe rotary selector switchIndustry Standard
tion when a pole operator
ing Ixtween \lono. Stereo.
chooses
switch
to
Al +S and LR which by
between working from above with a stereo
means of a further toggle -switch puts either
mie to underneath.
the left or right output into both sides of the
The front face of the mixer has been
rec c>rclist :s cans. Below the selector is the grille
designed with the operator very much in
titr the slate microphone and the toggle mind. Furthest left is a row of three puts, the
switch that enables the recordist to monitor
top two being the stain outputs, the second
the outputs either directly or off-tape while
of which may he turned fully anticlockwise
recording. Each individual channel has its
to 'gang' the outputs.
own rotary routeing selector that makes the
Below these is the headphone monitor
output of that channel either Off. Left. Left
level pot. As with the SQN, the two PPMIs are
+ Right. Right. Mono or Pan -where a furon the left of this Lace. Below the two meters
ther. smaller knob alongside the router places
are the switches for Power
3- position
the signal in to the stereo image. The rotary
switch offering Internal. Off and External
channel fader is set just below the routeing
sources. The internal cells are designed to hr
and pan knobs. and Channels 2 & 4 may >
a

t
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The original TL Audio Classic range products have been part of some
of the most important records of recent years. Now, as part of the

duel

valve
compressor

Ú.

GiG111EI
duel

pentode
valve
preamp

C.

TOBY WOOD

new Valve Classics' range, we have managed to develop and
improve them even further. Extra features, uprated hardware and
refined circuit design have given our best-sellers a new lease of life.

/Engineer - CTS Studios,
London/
'The C -1 proved its worth
very rapidly, sounding
clean and transparent, and
without any unwelcome
artefacts - it also has
excellent internal dynamic
range."

Each Valve Classics product now utilises US General Electric military
specification ECC83 valves running at 250v DC for an even smoother, fatter
sound - and the combination of tough steel chassis, 6mm milled aluminium
front panel and gold plated ceramic valve bases means the units positively
relish being bounced from one session or concert to the next.

JON ASTLEY (Mastering
Engineer - Led Zeppelin,
The Who, Tori Amos)
"I had auditioned other
valve equalisers for the Led
Zeppelin album, but the EQ2 came out on top since its
sound suited the project so
well both Jimmy Page and
I loved it for the sort of top
end we wanted."
-

ADRIAN UTLtY (Guitarist,
Writer, Co-Producer Portisheadl
There seems to be a real
buzz about TL Audio
equipment at the
moment, and I've

1:1015E
dual
parametric
valve
equaliser

4

w

© The EO-2 equaliser now boasts ultra -low noise bipolar op -amps and
an improved ground planing system, in addition to a much requested
shelving option on both LF and HF bands. The new PA -1 preamp has
output level meters, improved valve stage frequency response and
extra output drive capability - enabling even easier interfacing with

encountered so many
engineers and producers
using TL Audio products
that it just seemed to be
the obvious choice.'

today's high level digital recorders.

A.

O Add these improvements to what were

already the world's most flexible and
affordable high -end valve processors,
and you'll realise why everyone wants
to own a Valve Classic.
O To find out more, contact your TL Audio
dealer today.

IAN DAVIDSON
(Townhouse Studios,
London)
We own both the EQ -2
Equaliser and C -1
Compressor units and are
very happy with them.

®

Audio Limited, Sonic Touch,
Iceni Court Icknield Way,
Letchworth, Hens SG6 ITN UK
TL

,

Tel: +44 (0)1462

TL. A udio

680888

Fax: +44 (0)1462 680999

email: info@tlaudio.co uk

NNW w_ "it laudio_co_u1c

Lindos
The new Lindos LA100 -D
Consisting of the time -honoured LA100 analogue Audio Analyser and the all -new
LDM24 Digital Monitoring Adaptor, the LA100 -D system provides fast, accurate
and repeatable measurements of both analogue and digital audio signals.
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AUDIO OSCILLATOR

If you're already a Lindos user, you can add digital capability to your LA100 simply

and inexpensively just by attaching the LDM24 Digital Monitoring Adaptor. New
users benefit immediately from the LA100 -D's speed and precision.
Conversion between analogue and digital is done in a precise and accurately
calibrated manner, removing any uncertainty over what coding or decoding levels
are being measured. Lindos sequences, tolerances and weightings are now
usable ooth in the analogue and digital domains.
For further information, call us now.

Lindos
LINDOS ELECTRONICS

Saddlemakers Lane, Melton, Woodbridge, Suffolk IP12 1PP, UK

Tel: +44 (0)1394 380307, Fax: +44 (0)1394 385156, e -mail: info @lindos.co.uk, http: / /www.lindos.co.uk

After fade listen
is provided for all
four channels, acting

except on a trolley. Also sited in this Ixxtom
I0It8V I)C. and the toggle- switch that
face are the two nicely engineered pull out
enables the Output \IS matrix. What puzzled
cartridges that each accept four 1.5V AA emerme somewhat was why this matrix was
gence cells.
inserted after the line -up oscillator which. in
This is a serious mixer, with many nice
accordance with the handbook. Meant that
ut even
touches like the ability to use the long -throw
I had to keep switching the matrix
fader nit xlule and a lx x nn- mounted gain contitile I offered line -up tone to a camcorder
trol. What I did find irritating though was getwhile recording in \1 +S mode. unless
ting my fingers stuck in between the chanwanted u) send \I +S encoded tone; an inconfundamental error if fornel gain knobs and the rowing pots, too light
venience at best
ganging switches which are easily dislodged,
gotten to reset at worst.
resetting the \I +S encoder each time we lined I lied about all controls being available
up a new tape in the camera
while the mixer is being worn
and the non- hrickwall nature of
I houdini might well
Filmtech T FE, UK.
the limiter that required care
have managed to contort suffiTel: +44 122 2 342907.
not to be driven too hard.
ciently to reach the Ix)ttonl face
Overall these are minor quibof the device and connect into Net: www.fi Imtech.co.uk
bles that might well he forgiven
the I2 -pole female nmltiway
as idiosyncrasies after sonic time together. It
socket that accepts the optional fader nxxlwould be fair to s:1v that its simple looks are
ule of f(iur long -thrc )w faders working in pardeceptive-for this a wolf in a non -cloned
allel with the n)t.Ir\ adcc s on the mixer itself.
sheep's clothing.
but it is unlike' that this would be used
c

'solo' function by
selecting the output of
one particular channel to
the headphones; they are
'solo -safe' too, so a hole is
not punched into the
mix by selection
of the AFL
as a

be turned fully anticlockwise to the Gang
position where front then CHI eit Kl Channels
reir respective gang10or 3 c( intuit the gain Of their
pair. Below each of the channel's rotary gain
pots. is the 3- position LF Cut switch offering
6dB )Cray( slope filters n )fling over at either
6011z. I8011z. or flat. After fade listen is provided for all fixer channels, acting as a solo'
function by selecting the output of one particular channel u) the headphones: they are
'solo-safe Ioo, so a hole is not punched into
the mix by selection of the AFL.
The right -hand side panel of the mixer is
posili\el\ awash with input and output ct tnnections. neatly and logically positioned.
Front left to right -nearest to the operator
-are the monitor headphone stickers available on a 3.5mn) socket above a
-inch
s(xket. Next to the smaller headphone socket
are the plain Left and Right outputs. trans former balanced. on male SLR connectors.
These outputs are also available on a conventional 1(1-pole I Iirose socket. labelled
\It l: rI. and mounted a longside t le XI.Rs. Bo th
the \LR outputs and the II¡rose multi -way
may
switched between line and mie (5Ildlil, by meat's of Iwo recessed switches.
actuated by a small screwdriver or similar in
the top )Ice: or a factory set nxxbihiation can
keep the I lirose nnlltiw ay at line -level while
the atienuator switches affect only the Xl.R
outputs. Directly below the 10 -pole Ilia
socket k a 12 -pule Hirose socket-labelled
unsurprisingly as ut n. 2 -that carries the
electronically balanced clean feed from each
channel. Also available on this panel is a
stereo unbalanced fine output on a 3 -pole
Lento connector. a mono unbalanced micro phone level output on a 2 -pole Lemo connector. a 5 -pin Lento connector to cascade
two mixers together and a (T -pole Lento connector tin- the h(xml -pole handle mounted
.1 2 Remote' gain control of Channels I e\ 2.
This is actually a parallel of the plain gain controls for Channels I & 2. so that with the rotary
fader 2 in the Gang position, the remote fader
I controls the level of both Channels
& 2
while the operator's arms remain comfortably above their head as they operate the
hot ns microphone. Two further controls
inhabit this right -hand panel -the preset [Nit
to adjust the tape return level is set beneath
the -t -pin Power in Cannon plug accepting
'
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The leading wireless in the USA.

.

I

t

I

A new technology for

ape:

Up to 256 synthesized
frequencies across 25.6MHz
Auto tracking front-end filters
Dual-band compandor
Microprocessor SmartSquelchTM
Superb audio quality
Rugged machined aluminum
construction

581 Laser Road, Rio Rancho, NM 87124 USA
call +1 505 892 4501 or fax +1 505 892 6243
sales@lectro.co.uk -- saleselectro.com

-all
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In the USA, there's one name thá
stands for quality in wireless for
broadcast and film. The unique
features and superb performance of
Lectrosonics wireless are about to
set a new benchmark in Europe.
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In the Netherlands:
call +31 20 699 0480
fax +31 20 699 3641

I

uro Service Centre

ia.i:vovize

In the UK and Eire:
call +44 (0) 1789 400600
fax +44 (0) 1789 400630

which today play

in the

a

major role

reinforcement and

recording of many of the

worlds leading artists.

a-t's extensive range of

microphones has been

a -t the concert hall
designed by musicians

for musicians, and enjoy

an impressive reputation

a-t the workout
for quality and reliability,

to make them the

consistent choice of

a -t the session
leading acts and engineers

throughout the world.

Why not become one

a -t the studio

of them?

audio-technica.
The Complete
Technica House, Royal London Industrial Estate, Old Lane, Leeds LS11 8AG
Tel: +44 (0)113 277 1441 Fax: +44 (0)113 270 4836
e-mail: sales ®audio-technica.co.uk www.audio-technica.co.uk

Microphone Solution

B rysto n 4B ST
Introducing Studio Sound's regular amplifier bench tests, Paul

[ \\

COMPANIES
to straddle
domestic and professional markets with. ostensibly. the same products. but
131-\ 't(n is one of the more
successful examples. Bryston secs itself as a purist company. catering for the sonic
expectations of the hi -fi market while maintaining the
rugged build and bombproof reliability demanded
by the professional sector. It
is distributed in the UK
through PNIC Ltd who impleattempt

ment Brvsto m's 20 -ve :u warranty. By all accounts. its

most popular product is the
amplifier. a
413 ST
.2-50W. model that's sand wiched between the budget
3B and rather more substantial -13 813 mo(lels. And at just
f. 1, -i95 (t h. ex -VAT). the 4B
clearly services an important
sector ut the pro market.
A 1- -inch domestic version
is provided without handles
while the Pm )tensional iteration of the -113 is distinguished
by two silver trimpots
mounted alongside a pair of
dual -colour l.fil).s on the fascia. The latter flash red if the
amp k driven hard into

per

Miller assesses

Bryston's 4B ST

TM)) while the loaner are
provided to trim gain and
balance. Turned fully >

clipping (they remained
resolutely 'green. during
power tests to l"°
111\'

RYSTON 4B ST FREQUENCY RESPONSE

® OdBW
NN Nt
/IeSEAaYlr

Power Amplifier: Bryfton4E ST (Rated Spec. In brackets where given):

Max Continuous Power Output.
1%THD Into Bohm (one channel)
1% TIED into 8obm (two channels)
1% THD Into 4ohm (two channels)
Frequency Response Oh OdEW

1kHz

100000

20kHz

300W
295W

305W
300W

275W
270W

425W

430W

400W

OOdB

0 OdB

-0 1dB

Dynamic Headroom (EF)

10000

1000

100

10
201Ir

Fig. I: Frequency response
RYSTON 48 57 OtlHlerc voNaps output re 10

=MCP la snow SOUND mra

fNLf

411

1

kir

too

8

.r,d

On

w,

III

+1 0dB

Maximum Current (5msec, 1% TED)

29 6A

Output Impedance

0 0137ohm

Damping Factor

5836

Unbalanced Input
Stereo Separatton (1kHz)

(20kHz)

89dB
74dB

Channel Balance. 1kHt (OdBW)

0 04dB

Total Harmonic Distortion
(OdBW. lkHr/20kRz)
(2/3 power. lkHt201cHz)

-97dB/ -89dß
-99dB / -90dB

fa

Ns

Ifa

NJ

Rf

Ne

NO

50

DYNAMIC OUTPUT IN Vrms

Fig.2: Dynamic voltage output
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trol
cupbO Ild'
might be a different
iYAK",
however
(
Itemise.
and
aside
from
:In
excusable loss in
composure shot (
2 \rats. the highly
consistent distorprofile of
tion
the
t13
demonstrates little or n(
progressive VI -lintiting.'l'his. together
with the k)V 0.0I -+S2

BRYSTON 4BST THDN. 20Hz-20kHz. OdBW

Output impedance.
suggests the -t U Kyi
behave very con
sistcntly with all
manner of speaker
loads. ;rssuntimg a
decent gauge t,i
cable is emplO\
Distortion. too, Fig.4:THD+N
remains exception ally logy under these taxing
2IkHzt products are at or
conditions and is very close
below - 10OdB.
to the limit of measurement
Fig.S also highlights some
(- -90(113) using at Short -Term PSI residual Ian earth -lift is
Fourier Tr:utstornt and just
provided ). but the A -wtd S
i0ms of data! t'nder cuullrrratio of 88.0cl11 (re 1)(113 is
rturrsconditions. "l'11I) hovers
still 1dB or 2d13 above a eran mild 0.00I3 ". ntidband
age t(n' a product in this class.
and 0.003 °S, at HF across 9(),':,
Relative to two -thirds output.
I

Fig.3: Dynamic current capability

<clockwise. the

iU

full

s

+29.3(113 of gain is realised.

falling t(o +1(x113 if the pots aft.
rcyetsed anticlockwise. This
trim is independent otWhether the unbalanced (RCA) or
balanced ( Neutrik ) inputs are
deployed. The 413 is also
available in a 'TH\ version
that features remote power up triggering. This night he
employed to stagger the
switch -on times of a multiunit -+B rack. for example.
Bryston uses a dual -mono
construction. right down to
the use of separate toroidal
mains transformers for each
channel and. indeed. the 'sag'
from 305 \V to 300Ví' (one
channel versus two channels 8i2) is minimal. This said.
a stereo separation of 74(1B
(re. 291:11z). while perfectly
adequate. still implies a
degree of coupling some where along the line. Meanwhile. the two- channel -íQ
power output is equally generous at +30W. clearly besting its +00W rating. 1)o note.
however, that full power at
20kHz drops by 0.9dB (352)
and 0.6413 (40) though its
/espouse ( Fig. I ) stretches
front 3Hz-80kHz ( -1(1B) at a

nominal O(13\X' (1 \X' 8S2).
Incidentally, where available
I

have noted Brvston's (own
Total HumeucDrYOMOn
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specification in brackets
alongside its measured performance through the Test
Iahle. In all respects. save
input sensitivity, the -+13 is seen
to meet or exceed its minimum performance levels.
t'nder dynamic conditions.
the -Ili is capable of sustaining 395W, 625 \V, 784V1i'
(19.8A) and -6 2 \\' (27.6A)
into 80.4Q, 2S2:Ind 1S21oj(Is,
respectively. with one channel driven. into 80, this is
equivalent to an IHF head r(xxn of +1.Od13. The voltage
profile (Fig.2) provides a
measure of the -+B's load tolerance. Ina perfect world, the
56\'rms output achieved
across 8i2( black trace) \you1(I
be sustained across 4L 2S2
and 10 (red, blue and green
traces, respectively). The
gradual relaxation in voltage
witnessed here is preferable
to an abrupt collapse in the
regulation of the PSI' into
20 or 152.
This is further reflected in
the almost uniform increase
in current available into 80.
+52.252 and IQ loads ( Fig. 3.
black. red. blue and green
traces. respectively). The 28A
maximum (29.6A over 5nist
is comfortably accommodated by Bryston's quad complenientary output stage.
comprising some
eight
l'03- stele
bipolar devices per
channel mounted
on 3200cm' of
heatsinking. As a
result, there's no
need for internal
tan cooling nor, if
the amplifier is
mounted in a 19inch rack bay. is it
strictly necessary to
use external airconditioning. Con,

o

Sestet Number

448225

Revel Rue

11495 (es-VAT)

28

)

Fig.5:CCIR intermodulation

of the amplifier's dynamic
range. The increase from
mid -to -high frequencies is
visible on the 31) plot (
beyond Skl -Iz. but is primar-

ily composed of innocuous
2nd and 3rd harmonics. The
h igher ith- 9thlia rnu nk-sare
indicative of crossover distortion. but. at typically
<0.Utti
are of little issue.
Indeed, Bryston prides itself
on the linearity of its amplifiers. specifying IM products
at <0.0009r'6. This is confirmed by Fig.i where
both 2nd -order IkHz) and
3rd -order
18kHz
and
(

figure of IOdl3 suggests
the 03 will not prove the limiting noise factor in a typical
rig! All in all. the Bryston 411
ST emerges with a clean bill
of health
powerful.
value- oriented amplifier with
no significant Haw s and. significantly. the reassurance of
a 20-vear warranty. In
a

1
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PMC, UK.
Tel: +44 1707 393 002.
Fax: +44 1707 393 536.

Bryston,

US.

Tel: +1 818 359 1454.
Fax:+ 818 359 9672.
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20-bit AD/DA Commuters
Wheiever finest details, an ultra- natural sound
performance and the lowest possible noise figures
are what you aim at, only professional specs will
do. That is why we use ultra-high resolution 20 -bit
AD/DA converters at 64/128 times oversampling

Menial Power Supply Dolt
The internal power supply is a professional feature
you want in your studio or live application

We

leave wall warts up to our competitors.

DSP Power
With both parallel and serial processing available

24-bit

from two engines, we are able to offer spinetingling virtual rooms and a fantastic selection that
includes all types of chorus and flanging etlects,
ste -no delays and a powerful vocoder.

PRO

NO stands for Professional. The new

DSP1 000P

now comes with fully balanced ins and outs on
XLR and TRS jacks as well as greatly imoroved
algorithms and up to 5 seconds of delay time.

RIDI
Full MIDI capability allows real -time control of all

...switch on,
ready
to lift off...
press start, and be
Virtual reality machines can take you on amazing visual trips that make you feel you re actually there.
Our new VIRTUALIZER PRO DSP1000P can take you and your audience virtually to any place you want.
It creates rooms. halls and arenas that sound so real, you can almost feel the action.
Providing 32 breathtaking new FX algorithms with up to 5 editable parameters each. our revolutionary
DSP1000P processor gives you the power to create unique effects and effect combinations.
The VIRTUALIZER's full -blown 20 -bit ND and D/A converters with 64/128x oversampling achieve

parameters, program selection and memory
dumps ;bulk transfers to and from the uniti.

'ktrraI Acoustic
Precise mathematical models are used to calculate our unique revert algorithms. The accuracy of
hundreds of parameters used in the physical
modeling of real buildings which also includes the
important determination of "Early Ret actions"

ensures ultra -rich, dense and natural Founding
reverberation. Compare against any other revert!
BENRINGER Quality
High -qual.ty components and exceptionally rug-

professional standards and ensure outstanding audio quality.
You can easily edit all parameters and values either from the front panel with the large jog wheel. via MIDI
controllers or a Windows ® -editor :free download at www.behringer.del. Any edits can be stored for
instant recall in 100 memories. A big plus for your Project Studio.

ged construction are specified for all our products,
so that you can rely on a long life and durability of
all BEHRINGER products. Take our word.

Looking for a

The VIRTUALIZER PRO DSP1000P.
Takes your sound to any place you can dream of.
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MASSIVE PASSIVE
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THOUSAND WORDS...
Perhaps, but would photographs of our

monsters...

Variable Mu or VOXBOX have created their

GOT THE PICTURE?

-,,, .K8
10K

The MASSIVE PASSIVE

two channel, four band equalizer,
with additional high pass and low pass
filters. "Passive" refers to the tone
shaping part of this clever new EQ
design not using any active circuitry.
Only metal film resistors, film
capacitors and hand -wound inductors
sculpt the sound, kinda like a Pultec EQ

is a

ZZZZM= Z:ES

crank 'em.
Engineers who have already gotten hold of
the MASSIVE PASSIVE have told us: "Why
does it make everything sound so much
better ? ", "It's organic and orgasmic. ", "It's a
f% #king powerhouse. ", "It's unlike any other
EQ. ", "This is IT. The sound I've always dreamt of
but couldn't ever get until now."

t1K7

Craig 'HUTCH' Hutchison designed these

A PICTURE IS WORTH A

successes alone?
You have to hear this gear. You have to use
this gear. Put your hands on the knobs and

1
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on hyper- steroids. Super- beefy, hugely high- headroom Manley all -tube make -up
gain amplifiers deliver your tunes into the

next realm. You'll need to experience this.
Contact us for your nearest authorized MANLEY dealer.

MANLEY LABORATORIES, INC.
13880 MAGNOLIA AVE.
CHINO, CA. 91710 USA

TEL: (909) 627 -4256
FAX: (909;' 628 -2482

emanley@manleylabs.com
http / /www.manlevlabs.com
:

Martinsound MuItiMAX
The advent of practical surround -sound working has prompted the launch of
numerous multiformat monitor control systems. Rob James hecks MuItiMAX
st-RitotAnisi ERE uo stay..Any movie one is dedicated w production audio level Pr(;- Direct
I

intended lier mass distribution is now
produced in one ur more flavours ut
oo
surround encoding. a nd tieys
l
tu' behind. With glimmers of Ilope for agreement on a standard or standards for DV)Audio. surround is unlike) tu go away this
aking to a profitable
time. Any sound studio) looking
future should be taking notifie.
Despite the :mailability nt relatively lowpriced mixers and recurdens capable of wonking in surround. to date n() ne of these adequately so dye the pro)hlen) of monitoring. The
>Lutinsound Vulti\IAX directly addresses this
inadequacy. It is intended to (be a one -stu q) s dutio )n to the problems IN (sett by the increasingly
complex monitoring. ruuteing and encoxderdecoxler requirements lì t- .turc Kind mixing. In
particular. in the context of adding these capa bilitiestoexisting music co )nsc )lis. \I:utinso )unit
has a gaud deal of experience in tumult( film
monitoring .(stems. even manufacturing a
Cameral.
recordists nlonitu. unit( So
\Lulli \IA\ \\cas deyelopc(t by a division( of
the Cu anp:m\ with a name that play he rather
was
more lam)i113f tu su one. \eotek. Neu
acquired by \Iartinsound in 198'. and has
a considerable reputation as a console 111:11((faacttrer. The Encore 111111 consiste and the
Laite anti Elan designs spring tu mind.
This combination of expertise has resulted
in a somewhat different monitor coffinu1proxduct fion) the burgeoning competition. \Iuiti\IAX is built into a I l --high racknu)unting system unit with aft optional u()n)pafit remote
control panel. 'Elie plain unit I(as more audio
I -O than I have e\ir seen in It". This is
-pin
achieved by the liberal use of soh-I)
connectons. I? ut them. The multichannel
I -Os. WIDE in \linti \I:1\ parlance. follow( the
Taunt wiring eunycntions. (other I -Os will
require custom) iahles or patching. :\ 9-pin
soh -I) connects data :old power to the remote.
A combined I..0 mains so ucket and switch unit
completes the su x kite\
A couple of cautions. Firstly. with this many
nulticore connections. the heavy external
cabling will require some proper support tu
avoid bending the rack-mount ears or worse
and secondly. am least in Illy setup. switching
the unit on with the monitors already powered produces very big splits.
The appearance of the front panel and the
remote is an interesting departure from the
majority of pro -audio kit and I do not simply
refer to the cohoor scheme. \ltrtinsound has
eschewed the garish in favour of a light grey.
monochrome approach. The only colour
comic from the internal illumination of the
small square switches .inch the pate green

iioio
(

o

(

\while the ot her. :(patt fn nn normal (holes controlling plain monitoring level. is used
adjusting the various trim levels and selection
of setup parameters. The controls are lox)sely
divided into six sections. These divisions are
indicated by the panel graphics that also use
)\ws to give su mile indication
arrows
do rn o.f signal flow(.
The \\ nil inputs block is a unite ;gain mixer
for five inputs. each up to 8 channels wide
depending on the chosen fl)Im)) u. Any or all
of Premix Inputs 1. .2 and 3 may Ix ec»nbine(I
with either Direct or Playback which toggle.
The Premix inputs would Ix particularly useful when versiuning. I pro xtuxing alternative

lit

or foreign language versions of preyiousi
completed material The unt -Ill key adds
whichever is selected to the chosen Premix
(

switching.

The other direct source options are IN A\ n
mix. Munn an(I Console. The first two,
derived fon) the \\ u)i. Inputs mix :and the last
is all external input for the mixing consoles
monitor outputs in either stereo or L( :RS fin mats. ( )n the ho atom now the remaining :die:natives :ire Stereo Return which picks up agi)
external input. for example the Lt and RI (L(±i
total and Right total outputs of :u1 external
decoder: Vona which) is simply the stereo
return comte(. and Production. This is further reference-only external input that may be
added wale monitor source. The \I) nitor System block selects which .speaker system n
combination of systems will be used.
\t.ux 11(( Al- 113 solens between the primary
wide fourth( front speakers. This alight Ix used

:e

(

as

5

I

.

glow of the

i

o

u.

The most unusual aspect is the buttons on
the remote which are mounted almost flush
with the panel. With one exception. the controls ill the remote exactly duplicate the front
panel. ()n the remote there are two rotary
encoders. un the main unit only one. The extra
o
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inputs. This nomenclature is a source of Ixtential contusion it you du not read the manual.
Depending un the panicular application. this
may not necessarily Ix the place where you
do PEC- Direct (tape-source( switching.
The output of this block directly feeds the
u uni sends external output connector that
would typically he used as the source for an
encoder-decoder such as Dolby Digital, DTS
or SDDS. It also feeds the -4:2:4 sends connector using do\vnmixing parameters. 'This.
as the name implies. is used as the source fi)r
a Dolby Surround or Ultra Stereo encoder inputs block
decoder. lue output of the \\
also appears as an input in the Monitor Source
area. The top row of four keys deals with
direct sources. and the bottom row returns.
\\Im)) :Input mix is above \w me Return. The \wmr.
Return is used to return the output of an external processor or as a replay return from a
recorder. So this pairing can also Ix used four
I

)1

for two different sets of house speakers or if
visiting engineer prefers to bring their own
LCR monitors. Surround and inners in -.I
mats remain the saune. however it is possble
tu invoke another set of surrounds with the
\I :I is -Rs key. This allows for the alternative
point source and diffuse surrounds speci!ed
by different proprietary enco xting systems. The
other options are a close -field stereo pair and
a s\t, t.t. \lux° option that might he used to
check sound on a internal TV speaker. The
sut err ox section provides keys that select and
indicate the monitor status of channels of the
Monitor Sourie. In effect these are used as
individual speaker mutes. but it is inlponant
)id
to realise that here they act on sources to avoid
interfering with the bass redirection funfiti: ns.
The function of these channel keys is charged
to solo with the sut) I \t our key.
All gain control is carried out by DCAs t Diga

itally Controlled :lttenuatorsI which are>

without full range speakers and for checking
the effect of decoder bass redirection on s stents with satellite speakers which cannot
handle full range audio. Bass is redirected to
other speakers that can cope -small surrounds may have the bass redirected to) the
LR fronts or the sub.
i
The display -which is identical on the
large enough to
main unit and renxmte
provide a graphic showing the format of the
selector once a menu is entered. rxi takes
\\ I I )I: inputs and both a numeric and graphyou hack tu the normal operational display.
ical read- out of stain and pnxduction SPL.
Given the nunlxro rf possible parameters this
llolike the units I have previously seen,
works reasonahl' well. although there are
MultiMax also provides an eight wide niter
occasional contusions until sufficient familoutput. This is nut. of course. affected by the
iarity is gained.
speaker trino controls. hut dues fillow the
fop level options cover Formats, Downsource switching. In an ideal we odd. cou would
mix parameters. LEE filter. Bass Redirection
have the same switching options for metering
Main and ALT. Trion. External Control paraas for speakers, but under independent conmeters. Other and Noise. Formats enables the
Ann Inputs. AIDE Return and Main monitors
trol. Ilowever. this would probably result in
the cost of the unit becoming unrealistic. As
to be set t
the required format( )0
it is. this provision is most welcome.
I
I or LORS. Additionally the surrounds
may he set level or to the filet industry -3dB
The ,\tutti \IA\ approach is rather different
from the (other multichannel monitor processtandard. This attenuation is used because
sors. It offers the means to extend !monitor
the surround ink orntatiu in is typically logy level
and dropping the surround monk( r level
and control of sources considerably beyond
results in a hotter level tu tape and thus
the capabilities of the consoles it is likely to
Ix partnered with. The duwnntixing (options
reduced noise. I)ownntix and 4:2: send lev are particularly comprehensive and allow fenels :uc automatically compensated when this
all the current surround formats.
option is chosen. The pink -noise generator
If there is a downside it is in the A :n susse
is a useful feature. There is also a BI' band (of this is presented. The menu system is not
pass filtered option with 5)H)Hz and 3k1 iz cut had. yet could he better. I ano aware (of the
o1 t lee el ce orrected u help set up limited hand argument that says speaker amps should
width speakers. ( )h» wsly no) the
subwoofers.'The noise is applied to the vow
always be powered up last'. but aller consulting a number (of practitioners the verdict
sends. the .4:2:4 and I)ownntix outputs to help
was unanimous: powering up a monitor unit
check ce mtinuily and alignment. The pink and
should not produce big splats on the speakBP filtered noise are also two of the three
source (optic Oils used in conjunction with Trim
ers. MultiMAX wakes up cc ith Direct and Console selected. I would rather have it in the
to align the speaker outputs to an accuracy
of II.IdB. This is also the means of calibratstate it was when turned off-with one exception. it should always wake up with the outing the SPI. read -out.
Alternatively. the external inputs may he
put muted. The PEC- Direct switching can he
somewhat confusing. I think this arises preused to source noise tronc a cons( de or tape
machine. To protect ears. sanity and speakcisely because the unit offers rather more than
some of the competition. but also because il
ers, \II Tr and t1I are automatically engaged
Moen noise is applied to the outputs and
seems to be aimed particularly at consoles
should he defeated with caution... Downwith a restricted number of buses -the Console input is only four channels wide I LCRS).
mix level options !mirror those allowed in
For example. if you are using an 8-bus conI)WD production. Centre may he set Io -3c115.
sole with the bus monitor outputs feeding
-13c114. -(i111 or OFT and surround to -3(113 or
-6x113. Similarly the LEE Filter option is set at
the REC input and an external processor tu
8I )I Iz n simulate the'. I. filtering which (occurs
monitor the effect (on the noix you can connect a wide recorder return either no the play in some hitstream compression encoders.
back input in the wide inputs section ur no
External Control sets the options h or control
over \Imite. Dim and So do. Dim and \lute are
the surround processor itself which would
used for l'EC- Direct switchself-explanatory. but Solo is a little more comthen have to
ing. An alternative Wright loe tot use the autoplex. In this context Solo means an external
Solo command will force the unit to switch
nmatic E- too -F switching switching (01:1 rocoorder
'\ Isere its input is con ils monitor source to Conm, ted to the console bus
sole in either I.CRs or
Martinsound, 5 W Valley
ais and the recorders
Mono ch m nnti\eel nu ales.
Boulevard,Alhambra, CA 91803, US.
.m,aiogue (output is connigh this is tine it you
Tel: +1 818 281 3555.
nected to the Direct input
have a Flous console it
Fax: 818 284 3092.
for monitoring purposes.
!might prose limiting with
Email: sales @martinsound.com
Once a suitable A a of
an t$-pus. I would have
working is established
liked to have seen provision for external PIF- Direct switching. The
none (of the foregoing will be a problem and
enigmatically named .Other parameters are
there are a lot of pussihilities once you get
into \lulti \IAX. With the well thought through
display contrast. DIM level and Pr Kluctio on
level. These may also he adjusted from the
and particularly generous provision for
panel without using the menus by turning the
external processing and downmixing.
MultiMAX should be a strong contender for
knob while pressing and holding the relevant
mastering and versioning as well as surround
key. I)I \I Icwel ranges from -íd13 to -30dli.
(origination.
Bass Redirection allows for monitor systems
< physically controlled by the Rotary encoxler
on the steno unit or the two encoders on
the rent ote along with the \u Er and DWI keys.
The final section is where the fun stans.
Pressing r\ rit opens the Setup Directory on
the clear. backlit ir0. Navigation and selection are achieved with a combination of
repeated presses of the I\ i.10 key and the
main rotary encoder which functions as :t
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Sound Technology plc
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There's a mystique surrounding the
world's finest studio microphones. It
involves a heritage of technological
development that goes back about 80
years, along with a history of
performance that's set the standard for
the best sonic quality in recorded music.
As a new division of Alesis Corporation,
GT Electronics' mission is dear: let
nothing stand in the way of delivering the
ultimate sonic quality that makes a mic a
Iègend in its own time.

0
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1633 26th Street
Santa Monica
CA 90404
www.gtelectronics.com
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Studio Sound

The B firth 0 f A Legend
What turns a studio
microphone into a legend?
Natural warmth. Rich
character. Crystalline
clarity that perfectly

All GT Electronics AM Series mics use a
super -thin 3-micron, gold- evaporated
mylar diaphragm for the ultimate in
sensitivity and transparent response.
Over 1" in diameter, the extra -large
diaphragm is precisely tensioned by
hand to ensure perfect accuracy.

captures the fine details
of eve-y nuance. Most

importantly, it provides an
indescribable intimacy that
makes listening a deeply
emotional experience.
Legendary mics are made
by people who share a
passion for the art of

The GT

AM6- and AM62 maintain an

sound. So we gathered

all -tube signal path for preamplification.
The tube, a rrilitary -spec GT5840M, is
the most advanced audio vacuum tube
ever made. It offers incredibly low self
noise, along ife and nearly non -existent
microphonics. The result ... classic,
warm, rich tone that you demand from
a legendary tube mic.

together some of the most
passionate designers in
the world to create
GTElectronics, a new
division of Alesis that's
dedicated to the qualities
of egendary audio
ec,uipment design.
It all starts with the

AM Series large diaphragm

Fixed Cardioid

Cardioid,
Omni,

Fixed Cardioid

Cardioid,
Omni,

Figure 8

Figure 8,
Super -

Cardioid

studio condenser
microphones, which offer

everything you'd expect
from a legendary mic
except the legendary price.
G-. The new legend
has arrived.
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Please contact your local distributor for more information.
UK customers should call Sound Technology on 01462 480000
GT Electronics - A Division of Alesis Corporation
CU

Alesis is a registered trademark: AM51. AM52. AM61. AM62 and

G

I

f_lectronics are trademarks of Ales's.
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Monitor Control Systems

JI

The growing requirement for surround -sound monitoring is leading
manufacturers to develop add -on controllers for desks with standard
busing arrangements. Rob James rounds up the li'l' critters.
have all said they are 'I(x>king at
STAND- ALONE MONITOR con the problem'.
trollers have been around a long
For :I reasonably simple and straighttime, but until recently these were
forward solution at a very keen price
high-cost custom or semi-(.U.t( )In
the Studio Technologies StudioConlm
affairs. tailored to specific clients needs.
Most recently. a number of manufac\lodcl 6869 has much to commend it.
For many applications this will be all
turers have realised there is now a
requirement for relatively low cost 'off that is required. The largest format
and with relatives
the shelfmonitor controllers to com- accomnlOdated is
limited inputs the Model 61; 69 ( Sti, /i'
plement the new consoles. ( hrr the List
Sound. October 19911) would he ideal
few nlonths I have examined a numfor a setup where 8 -track recording is
ber of these in detail.
used for up to 6- channel surround. The
The first observation to make is the
diversity in design philosophy and extra tracks can be used for a stereo
reduction M&F. or whatever and the LR
price. There is n( \\ something available
bypass input and remote h\ ]lass functi suit nears e\rr\hodv. I liowevcr, this
dues not clean there is no room for tion enables cas cocxistcn(r Will) the
nl(>nitoring on a stereo cons, de.
improvement or for another manufacWith very little work Ind wiring the
turer u) build a 'better mousetrap'.
Deciding which of theavailable mod- 68869 cran he integrated into an existing studio without changing the way
els will hest suit a particular application
stereo monitoring is done. The
play not he easy as all have strengths
ergonomics are good and the learning
and weaknesses. The one depressing
curve shallow.
feature was that three of the four nu)dThe middle ground separating the
els. as supplied for review, put splats
on the monitors when powered up.
contenders is a little more difficult to
navigate. The Magtrax :NusiclBox (StitSurely with monitors capable of prot/it) Sotwd, January 19991 caters for a
ducing target SPIs as high as 90dli per
.1riet\ of formats up to 7.1 Discrete
channel, this should he a basic considLORS. matrix LCRS, 5.1. 7.1 and virtual
eration. Perhaps unsurprisingly. it w :Is
-.I. It is also passible to store up to
the most expensive unit best addressed
tour setups for future use. .-gain the
the problem. This aside. construction
number of inputs is somewhat limited.
standards are universally high and
hut fOr most peuple this should not be
have no reliability worries about any
of them. The other manufacturers
too Hutch of a handicap. The 5.1 and

.
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inputs with two 8- channel outs plus one
stereo. A subsystem is also available that
can work in tandem with a Director system or function as a stand-alone format
selection matrix and or third -octave
speaker equaliser. The Adgil feels
a full closer -and indeed is closer
blown custom solution. However, once
you get into this price region there are
other contenders from Studio Technologies and MagTrax. Otani with its
PicMix system and several others.
The bottom line is that if you are serious about surround work. then you
need a separate monitoring controller
unless you are fortunate enough to own
one of the few consoles with an adequate built in provision. Once the
requirement for a controller is established. the actual choice of unit
depends on what you want to do, now
and in the future and. of course. what
you can afford.

-to

Adgil Director

- modes allow the user to specify
whether Suhwoofer. Centre and Inner
LR speakers are physically present.
I

Where they are not. the unit provides
an apprc>xim :ti(rn hydownmixingont()
the available speakers. In all modes.
with virtual or physical speakers. it is
possible to 'collapse' or downmix to
mono or stereo to check compatibility
at the press of a single key. Ergonomies
are reasonable and the menu system
can he worked out without reo rse to
the manual.
The more costly \Iartinsoun(I
MAX reviewed (>n page 31) also caters
for formats up to -.1 channels. It has
more multichannel inputs than either
of the above units, but these may he
of limited use t(> many people. For conventional film -style mixing the PECDirect control may he contusing.
MultiMax' forte is in dealing with multiple formats. Two codecs can he connected simultaneously and there are
numerous down- mixing options. but
no means of storing complete setups.
It is the only unit in the group with
the considerable bonus of separate
meter outputs.
The ergonomics are also reasonable.
but with a slightly less obvious menu
system than some. I think the choice
between the middle two comes down
to a relatively simple system for mixing
or a more complex one with more
options such as meter outputs which
will be particularly appropriate in mastering or versioning.
The remaining system is the Adgil
Director (Studio Sound. March 1999).
This carries a hefty price premium over
the others for a fully featured unit. But
this is a modular design. It is possible to
start with a comparatively modest set of
(

Adgil:
Fax:

Sascom, US. Tel:+

+1 905

469

1

I

modules and expand the s\ stem[ as the
studio requirements change. Director
supports all formats up to 5.1 and yorious codecs. A fully expanded system
with the 984O remote offers up to HO

"46:ce .544#
Providing Broadcast Solutions to the World
When you need

a

piece of

broadcasting /transmission
equipment go shopping at

,gem s46fr
We supply everything from
PPM /VU Drive Cards to
Problem Solving Boxes.
See our full catalogue
and on line

ordering
service.

9C5 469 8080.

129.

MagTrax: Aspen Media. UK.

website: www.aliceshop.com

Tel: +44 1442 255405.
Fax: +44 1442 399944.
Otani: Stirling Audio, UK.
Tel: +44 171 624 6000.
Fax: +44 171 372 6370.

Click' here for our new on line broadcast/ transmission equipment

ordering system.

Studio Technologies. US.
Tel: +I 847 676 9177. Fax: +

1
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847 982 0747.

Tel: +44

(0)1342 833500 email: sales @alice.co.uk
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For methodology see Studio Sound,April 1998, page 14.
See it on the Internet website:
www.prosfldio.com/ Studiosound /aprl98 /r_tannoy.html

ATC SCM20A Pro

Keith Holland reports

Studio Sound's 'bench test' loudspeaker reviews continue with the SCM20A.
ATC SCN12OA Pro
is a' 2 -s( :\1 active
louchpraker With a
built -in amplifier and cross T11F

over package. The logy frequencies are handled hy a
nominally 2110mm diameter
cone dric er and the high frequencies by a 3(1111111 soft dome tweeter that fires
through a shallow horn
wave guide. The cabinet is
a sealed -hack ( infinite battle) design of cast alu-

response (Fig.1) lies Within
}2dß ft-cmi -OFIz to 2 ()kHz:
a commendable result. The
hny- frequency response is
smooth ;uxl extended. being
10d13 down at 4OHz and
only 20(.113 down at 20Hz.
The acoustic centre result
(Fig.2) confirms this gentle
roll c>ft c\ith the h
frequencies suffering a group
delay that corresponds to a
shift of only about 1.5m
relative to the high frequencies. The harmonic distortion results shows levels
below - c0ó13 ( I'I,I) at all
frequencies above 8011z it r
the 2nd harmonic. and
above 6011z for the 3rd
harmonic. The horizontal
directivity (Fig.SI is Well
controlled With hardly any
narrowing in the upper frequency range of the woofer.
and a SITU >othly narrowing
high -frequency response.

Nvith

an unusual shape. haying a
plan view that is best

described as the shape of a
lady's fingernail. With the
drivers mounted at the cuticle! The rear panel has a
large rot heatsink With vertical tins. an II:C -type mains
socket. an Mitt Me input
socket and switch. and a
control marked lcAS tx, that
has 5 steps from Itd13 to
+(x113. The measurements
presented in this review
Were carried out With the
Bass FQ control set to 0ó13
ref. Also on the hack panel
is a sensitivity trim control
accessible with a small
screwdriver through a hole.
The cabinet has external

dimensions of approximately -130mni high by
265mm Wide by 312111111
sleep. and. despite its reasonable size. weighs in at

approximately 30kg per
cabinet: monitor bridge
mounting is definitely not
recommended.
The on-axis

ATC, Gypsy

frequency

Lane, Aston Down,
Stroud, Glos, GL6 8HR, UK.
Tel: +44 1285 760561

Fax: +44 1285 760683
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Figs: Horizontal directivity

vertical directivity

(Fig.()) is similar except ti H
the inevitable dip at the

crossover frequency due
to the physical spacing of
the drive- units. The step
response of the loudspeaker
Fig. 3) shows good time alignment With a high frequency rise occurring only
about 1I.Sms earlier than the
main response. The polder
cepstrum
Fig. +)
shows
hardly any evidence of
echoes: cabinet edge diffraction problems appear to
be kept to a low level by the
adoption of rounded Rattle
edges and the Aunt tweeter
horn
result that is confirmed by the smooth onaxis frequency response.
Fig.- shows the waterfall
plot for the SC\120A Pro.
An
impressive
low-frequency time -domain pertì>rmanc'e is evident from the
rapicl decay at low frequen(

Fig.6:Vertical directivity

III

(

at+
61

-a

the response falls to
--()dB after less than 2unls.
Apart from some very low
cies:

ringing at about
30011z. this waterfall ph
is
level

nearly perfect. Overall the
ATC SCM120A is an excellent
performer. The on -axis frequency response and time
domain performance are
commendably good and
the directivity is well controlled. Perhaps the most

,/
211

IIYI

411

INNI

rrayurn. Hn
I

Fig.7:Waterfall chart

impressive feature of this
loudspeaker. however. is the
logy- frequency
response:
ATC have achieved very
respectable lots- frequency
extension from a small cabinet. without the need for a
port or a high -pass (subsonic) protection filter. The
result is much less low -frequency group delay and
increased response at very
lots frequencies. ATC claim
lots levels of harmonic

distortion ;t high levels fì r
their driver: our measurements at 90/113 at lm distance cannot confirm this
claim as the measured levels
are about average for a
loudspeaker of this size. but
if true. the IoW frequency
performance of this loudspeaker should he very impressive indent. The clog n
-side f(ir some. however.
may be the sheer weight of
the loudspeakers.
June 19°
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Fig. I: On -axis response and

distortion

Superdupe dubbing suite,
New York.
Design by Walters

Storyk
Photo by Robert Wolsch.

SURROUND YOURSELF
WITH SPENDOR
©
Spendor

is

consistently associated with

the highest quality active monitoring

Fig 2:Acoustic centre

systems as many of the World's top

Broadcasters and Production facilities rely

on Spendor for their ultimate reference.
Facilities such as the world famous

Superdupe dubbing suite in New York.
Spendor also recognise that to confidently
create and mix natural, well - balanced audio
in the 5.1 format, requires a monitoring

solution specifically designed for the task.

with this in mind that we have
developed a new range of dedicated 5.1
monitor systems.
It
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Fig.3: Step response
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Regardless of room size and budget,
these systems simplify the task of installing

definitive surround monitoring for both

purist audio
and audiofor-video
mixes.

Call now for
a full color

brochure.
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SPENDOR AUDIO SYSTEMS LTD
STATION ROAD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE

HAILSHAM

EAST SUSSEX

TEL: +44 (0) 1323 843474

BN27 2ER
FAX: *44 (0) 1323 442254

web: http: / /www.spendor.mcmail.com
email: spendor @mcmail.com

HEAR THE DIFFERENCE
The world of audio has just changed everything. Just as the CD

revolutionized the music industry some fifteen years ago, DVD
shaking things up even more.

is

The New World of Audio
Most people think DVD is lust about video, but it's the sound that
brings the picture into focus and immerses you in the experience.
DVD's large storage capacity and high bandwidth make it perfect to

deliver

a

wide range of new formats. With the advent of the new

DVD -Audio specification, DVD now delivers even more High Density

Audio in surround, sampling rates as high as 192kHz, streaming lyrics
in multiple languages, Smart Content automatic mixdown, extended
program lengths, and more. The world of creative possibilities has
exploded overnight.
DVD -Audio is changing the way music is experienced, how it is

mastered and delivered. If you're

professional mastering engineer
with the creative tools and
technology to start working with audio for DVD today.
a

or studio, then you need to be ready

Sonic Keeps You at the Forefront
delivered the first non -linear system for professional audio
editing and CD prep, SonicStudio°. Since then, we have kept our users at
the leading edge of technology, helping to deliver the Oscar Grammy
and Emmy -winning productions that set them apart
In 1988 Sonic

,

.

In 1996 Sonic

pioneered the world of DVD publishing with DVD

Creator", the industry's leading DVD -Video production system. Today,
SonicStudio HD" and DVD Creator are used to make DVDs by more
facilities than all other companies combined. And now, Sonic integrates
the best of both with the first -ever systems that enable you to master
DVD- Audio.

- a powerful option for SonicStudio HD
audio workstations that gives you the power to master DVD -Audio
content, or set up a multi -workstation DVD -Audio workgroup there's
Start with OneClick DVD"

-

a

system to match your individual application and budget needs, and

you can add additional capability as you need it. In fact, you can easily

expand your existing Sonic audio mastering suite to include multichannel, High- Density DVD -Audio mastering today.
If you are premastering high quality audio sound tracks for cutting

edge artists, or editing

a

symphony master in multi -channel 24 -bit,

96kHz audio, Sonic Solutions delivers the professional audio

solutions you're looking for.

Hear the Difference Today.

Visit us at www.sonic.com
Sonic Europe

21

Warwick Street, 4th Floor, London W1R 5RB, UK
fax 44.171.437 1151
email: info©europe. sonic .com

tel 44.171.437 1100

1999 Sonic Solutions The Sonic Solutions logo. Sonic, Sonic
Solutions. and SonicStudio HD. High -Density Audio, OneClick DVD and
DVD Creator are trademarks of Sonic Solutions. All others are trademarks of their respective holders.
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tc electronic Finalizer Plus 96
Soundscape R.Ed
Soundscape's new R.Ed DANN' is expected
to ship in the summer and uses 32- track,
24 -bit hardware with 28 inputs and 32 outputs per unit running on Windows NT ,
95/98. Prices for a 32 -rack system with 24
digital I-Os starts at 13,395 + VAT and supports two fixed and two removable EIDE
drives per unit to a maximum of 137Gb per
disk. It has two AES -EBU inputs ad four AESEBU outputs plus 24 digital I -Os via three
TDIFs. The TDIF ports can be connected
to three Soundscape SS8IO -1 audio interfaces for analogue interconnection and
TDIF-ADAT conversion. Recording, editing
and playback runs from enhanced Version 2
software from the company's SSHDRI -Plus
system. Synchronised high -quality nonlinear picture can be played via video capture
cards and R.Eds can be linked together for
a larger system with the Mixtreme PCI card
providing an expandable mixing engine.
Soundscape, UK.Tel: +44 1222 a50 120.

Dateq broadcast console
Dateq's BCS 25 console has been designed
for postproduction rooms, OB vans, onlocation transmission studios and second
studios. The BCS 25 frame comes with eight
input channels (with an equaliser being
optional), Power Supply section and an
extensive Master section with ten PPMs. The

Upping the ante on an established processor is a shrewd move
towards fast and wide digital audio. Dave Foister clocks the kit

\

without compromising things like bass and
hass drum, which can he left sitting firmly in
the centre. This small but original idea is very
effective. adding controlled enhancement
where it is most useful without the usual side effects. Why this can only he done in the
96kHz version is not clear.
But of course this high sampling rate capability is the real key to the new version. The
96kHz mode is selected on the main input
page. and thereafter the actual clock rate can
he set to either 96kHz or88.2kHz. Unlike some
other processors. there appear to he no tradeoffs to using the higher rates: the full set of
processes is still available as it would be at
-8kHz. This means that all the familiar features of the Finalizer can now be used in fullblownn high resolution applications, complete

IL tc electronic introduced the
original Finalizer. it was aimed
not at the mastering rasp but at
WI

,

the recording studio. The intention was to pro vide enough mastering tools in one lox to
allow the smaller operator to cut out the middle man and create finished punchy masters
at the final mixing stage. The fact that it does
this rather well is attested to by the presence
of a Finalizer in a lot of mastering rooms. particularly since the upgrade to the Finalizer Plus.
But nowadays you can't call yourself a mastering engineer if you can't deal with 24 bits
and 96k1Iz sampling. and while the hits were
provided for the sampling rate wasn't. Until
now: here we have the Finalizer Plus 96.
accommodating everything the aspiring high end piaster needs.
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with the facility to dither down to 16, 18, 20
The 96 d( es more than just add the high samor 22 hits (or even 8!) as required. As one
pling to the Finalizer Plus. but before larking
would hope, there is a choice of dither options,
at what that is, a reminder of the Plus's features
although the basic type is fixed at TPDF. What
was my first
would be worthwhile
is adjustable is the distribution of the dither
encounter with one after years ()f using an origacross the stereo. with a choice of mono.
inal Finalizer. On the Plus the signal path allows
stereo or out -of- phase.
for even more flexibility: the original chain
The output format options seem to cover
always had F.Q. gain normalising. compression.
most requirements. It would have been easy to
expansion and limiting. plus an insert point that
opt for 2-i hits only at 96kHz on the assumpwas reallw just a choice of three extra processes.
The Plus retains the full set of multihand tion that the two always go together. but that is
dynamic processing and the normaliser. but not the case: I am not the only one with a Pioneer 96kHz DAT machine that can manage the
n(Av has two insert points. either of which can
high sample rates hut is restricted to 16 hits.
contain a 5 -band parametric EQ if it is needed.
Although sample rate conversion is availThe other alternatives are still there. including
the Digital Radiance Generator and the stereo able on the Finalizer's inputs. it doesn't appear
to include the facility to downsample from
width balance processor. together with MS
encoding and decoding. so that any two of double to single rates, a job that needs to be
done properly in the increasing number of
these can be combined along with the dynamsituations it is required. The Pioneer, for
ics. And there are extras. like the dynamic EQ.
instance. can do it. but the implementation
a Ix avertul to x rl that can ok r de- essing and much
according to some leaves something to be
more. with full control over the frequency hand
desired: this would have been a useful addiand width. threshold. attack and release. The
tion to the Finalizer's features as more and
last addition. perhaps the simplest but wort'
more material is being recorded
much in demand. is the option to
at high resolution and conuse either insert as a real insert
verted down for existing CDpoint. taking the signal out (idle
tc electronic Denmark.
format media.
Tel: +45 86 21 75 99.
Finalizer in analogue or digital
But that is a small omission,
US: tc electronic.
Berne) for external processing
and the real point of the FinalTel:+ 805 373 1828.
( revert being the obvious thing
izer Plus 96 is not necessarily to
Fax: + 805 379 2648.
that the Finalizer can't do itself)
do very much new, but to do
and hack again.
the things it already does so well in the highThe 96 version adds yet another insert
option called Spectral Stereo Image. This uses sampling domain. The power of the system
is established and the couple of extra features
familiar techniques to make the stereo picture wider or narrower. but as might be also work very effectively, broadening the
expected from the Finalizer it does it inde- palette still further. In its hot- roxlded form it
will be received enthusiastically by those who
pendently on three frequency hands. with
know it and trust it. and want to bring its familuser -adjustable crossover points. Thus the top
iar arsenal to bear on high-rate projects.
and middle can have their widths extended

-it

universal Input Channel features three
inputs (Line 1, Line 2, Mic), a Gain control,
a 3 -band equaliser (optional) and a Balance
control. Communication facilities are inteis the abilgral to the console. Among
ity to route the communications signal to
the PGM Output.
Dateq, Netherlands.Tel: +31 36 547 2222.

the

,

Fairlight pictures
Fairlight has unveiled the Vivid nonlinear
digital recorder. ViVid's recording data density is selectable and runs to a 9Gb hard
drive. To keep maintenance to a minimum.
ViVid's mechanical design contains just six
moving components. An optional editing
package for ViVid video and audio files is

included as part of the introduction, and the
recorder will be interfaceable with Fair light's digital audio workstations via future
software release.
Fairlight,Australia.Tel: +61 2 975 1230. >
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beyerdynamic M 99
Returning to the root of its namer, beyer's latest mic is
a quality dynamic. Dave Foister goes into action
BEVERDY \:\MIL s NICE 90. re' iewed
ating its own bright forward sound. which
last month. is not the

only newcomer
in the catalogue. While that \\ as an
unusual electret condenser, the M 99 is the
kind of thing that gave the company its name:
a quality all -round dynamic. Dynamic microphones often have one special area in which
they shine. and the true all -rounder is relatively rare. but this is what pryer appears to
he trying to achieve here.
There is enormous potential for confusion
when first using the \I 99. \( Ailing on the microphone indicates which is the front: its related
MCE 90 is a side-fire design and similar in appear-

ance. sharing the sanie suspension mount: and
the picture in the manual shoes it sitting upright
in its mount as though it were side -fire too.
Putting it up like this results in huge disappointment. as the sound is distant and vague.
The reason. you've
guessed it. is that the M
99 is actually end -fire
like the hig E -V. Add the
fact that its polar pattern
is a

tight hvpercardioid

(tending towards fig ure-of-eight at low frequencies I and its failure
to work properly in the

wrong orientation is
hardly surprising.
Swivelling it through
90 brings a big sigh of
relief. as suddenly
everything comes into
tocub. It also makes it
easier to inspect the
switches on the micro-

Octagon enhancements

is

distinctive enough to be used as an effect in
its own right. The other setting does exactly
what it says next to the switch, and produces
a very thrusting sound that could cut through
anything
unwisely tried it on a close -up
tenor sax and it could have cut through steel
plate. In its place this will be very useful: this
just wasn't its place. For spoken voice it has
the right ingredients to grab the attention and
punch through a background. delivering a
sound that is much larger than life in all the
important ways -and it looks the part too.
I suspect that if the M 99 had to choose an
application to specialise in. this would be it.
as it does it so well. It is not completely
immune to pops. hut will present no problems to an experienced broadcaster.
No amount of on -hoard EQ tailoring would
he worth a light unless the basic sound of the
M 99 was up to the mark, and it has to be said
that it would be surprising if beyerdynamic
had achieved anything less. Attempts to put
a dynamic into the same league as a condenser in terms of its accuracy and neutrality rarely succeed. but this comes far closer
than most. Put it up next to a décent condenser on a demanding source like a grand
piano and the differences are considerably
less than might be expected. There's not quite
the depth or the warmth, but the top end is
remarkahly smooth. extended and controlled.
Obvious enhancement is avoided, and
the overall breadth and flatness are very
condenser -like.
Of course in the obvious applications it
excels. It seems impervious to high levels. so

-I

that an enthusiastic guitarist's amp inches away
phone's hase. a further
presents no difficulties at all, and the sax menindication of the flexitioned earlier, while showing that the EQ does
bility Beyer hopes to not suit everything, showed no signs of strain
achieve. A dynamic
when the linear setting was used. This commicrophone rarely has
bination of quality frequency response and
any controls on it. apart from the on-otT switch
rugged SPL handling is a particularly attracon a hand -held vocal model. and user control
tive pairing of attributes that is no doubt
over the behaviour is normally the domain of exactly what its designers were hoping
the condenser microphone. Yet Ixyerdvnamic
to achieve.
has opted to put not one but two frequency
The supplied kit comprises the microphone
contour settings on the M 99.
and its suspension mount -there is apparently
One setting is the obvious bass rolloff for
no other kind: although the stem at the base
close wc trk. designed to comlooks to be a standard 19mm
pensate for proximity effect.
cli :ureter
a big standard
and the other specifically
plastic carrying case. The box
beyerdynam ic, Germany.
addresses broadcast
voice Tel: +49 7131 6170.
looks to he more than equal to
applications with an overall
the demands of protecting an
Fax: +49 7131 60459.
loudness contour. This attenualready robust microphone.
US: beyerdyn amic.
ates the mid hand leaving effecTel: +151629 3 3200.
The mount centres on a ring
boost
tive
at
the
top
with three teeth that dip into a
Fax: +1 516 2 93 3288.
and bottom. aiming for a hig
groove around the V99's midUK: beyerdyn amic.
punchy sound.
dle, and this certainly engages
Tel: +44 1444 258258.
One of the microphone's two
more easily than it disengages.
Fax: +44 1444 258 444.
switches chooses between
A dvnatnic that thinks its a
these two settings while the other bypasses
condenser? The hest of both worlds. smooth.
them altogether for a linear response.
rugged, simple and sophisticated. would he
Neither of these curves could he called
a useful animal indeed, and, although
subtle. The LE filter does a more than adethe M 99 is not quite that animal, it conies
quate job of reducing the hass response. creremarkably close.
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D&R has launched the Airlab radio on -air
console for local community and hospital
radio. An original feature of the console is
the ability to program various set ups of the
console and store these on a chip card. This
allows engineers and DJs to configure the
console to their personal requirements
using their own card. DecR has introduced
a Stereo Dual Line module for the Octagon
film console. The module features two
stereo line signal paths with motorised
100mm faders. Each signal path has 4 -band
swept EQ with fully parametric mids.
Twelve Auxes are available, the first four
of which are stereo pairs. Inputs can be
assigned to the main eight master buses as
well as the 48 group output buses.
D &R, Netherlands.Tel: +3 294 418 014.
1

FAR's AV6
FAR's 2 -way active AV6 features amplifiers

that deliver 120W (180W peak) for the low
frequencies and 70W (110W peak) for the
high frequencies. The compact monitor will
generate 120dB from 45Hz to 21kHz. The

woofer is a high -power 8-inch device able
to reproduce high output without distortion. The Av6 also benefits from optional
electronic 'curves' that include a simulation called 'car' that reproduces the sensations felt in the hest car installations.
FAR, Belgium.Tel: +32 259 7412.

Euphonix convertors
Euphonix has revealed a range of multichannel convertors described as offering
high -quality 44.1/48/96kHz, 24 -bit signal
paths and 'setting a new standard in per channel price performance for the digital
broadcast market with 28- channel modularity', configurations include analogueAES-EBU; AES- EBU- analogue; AES -EBUMADI; MADI -AES -EBU; MAIM- analogue;
analogue -MADI; analogue -analogue via
MADI (snake) and AES-EBU -AES -EBU via
MADI (snake).Features include on- demand
sample -rate conversion and bit reduction
per AES -EBU stream and auto -detection of
external sync.
Euphonix, US.Tel: +1 650 855 0400.

Audio Design EuroRack
Audio Design has developed a range of
24 -bit A -D, 20-bit D -A and 20 -bit >
June 1999
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The combination of professional features and
easy to use remote interface makes the
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Black Box and Ravencourt gadgets

>

< sample -rate convertors as 160mm plug -

W

A location recordist's lot can be made considerably happier through
the use of various gadgets. Neil Hillman weighs up a sack full
TIME WAS WHEN a sound recordist N as
considered to he just a little bit flash
if he carried anything more exotic than
a Sennheiser 416, a' .inch Nagra. a propelling

-51)dli. with respective output impedances of
60052. 3k52 and 30052 for each position. The

stereo monitor returns are selected via a
-a- position rotary switch. with the fourth return
being on a 3.5mm mini-jack socket.
The Ravencourt Really Useful Box certainly
conforms to the trade descriptions act. for
either studio or location use. This is again a
small and lightweight device that performs
several functions to assist in rigging or lining up to remote sources. The tone generator
offers IkHz or 10kHz at OdBu and is routed
to the output via a 3- position master toggle
switch ( marked 'n, orF or Tt1) set to TN. and
then on to an attenuation bank of two switches
that enable reduction up to -50dB in 10d13
steps. Wall the 3-way master toggle set instead
to TB. 7alkRack communication may be created through the internal electret microphone
and preamplifier sent to the output. The
-inch headphone output can be used to
either monitor the output of the device or by
pushing the RI F switch, the signal arriving back
at the device. The return input is electronically
balanced and unperturbed by unbalanced signals. The main output is electronically balanced on a 3 -pin male XLR connector and
cross -coupled so that it may be unbalanced
without any signal loss. Two t.EUs indicate the
presence of microphone power at the input
to the microphone prey mp; one a.a:U lighting
for T Tonader power. both t.FUS illuminating
to show phantom power.
But perhaps the most exciting device from
Ravencourt is the Check-Mate. a pen -sized
device that plugs straight onto the microphone
connector of either a Micron or an Audio Ltd.
radio transmitter. In the area that would normally house the pen cap there is a display window that on connection to the transmitter gives
a read -out that shows. firstly. the battery voltage and then the operating time left in that
battery. This display window may be twisted
to enable viewing if the transmitter is being
worn by an artist and would pay for itself in
terms of reducing unnecessary battery
changes in a very short time.
Okay, perhaps the simile to the lead guitarist is tcxa rich; most of my sound colleagues
would be most uncomfortable falling to their
knees as if in the middle of a screaming -harmonic, middle-eight solo. Maybe then. we are
really the bass players tithe television industry. This reminds me of the first time I ever

pencil and an interchangeable screwdriver.
Not these days: we could. should we choose
to. take to the road with as many peripherals
as a seventies rock guitarist on tour with his
latest incarnation of super- group. I can verify, however. that woolly-\windgags are flammable, so tucking a freshly lit cigarette into
the end of the Ix tom pole immediately before
recording while appearing immensely cool.
could be rather expensive. Therefore. while
flared trousers are no longer obligatory. time code devices certainly seem to be.
Black Box Video is a small British company that has been at the forefront of this new
market sector. offering a fine selection of innovative products all built with the recordist very
much in mind. B13's time -code TX -R\ system
is able to transmit time axle from a camera
to a recorder using a reliable. robust UHF link
on -418MHz. The subminiature transmitter is
little bigger than the aerial and plugs directly
into the camera's BNC socket. Power is taken
from the camera via a -4 -pin Hirose plug. The
standard range is approximately 100M, while
the 'X -tray version on 433MHz has a higher
power output, lower power consumption and
a 3-fold range increase. The receiver is small
(30mm x 120mm x 60mm) and outputs data
on a BNC connector. A locking toggle switch
ensures that the unit is not accidentally
switched and the quick change battery compartment carries a standard 9V MN 16(14 bat tery that powers the unit for about 12 hours.
Time -code readers are also available for production staff to simultaneously take accurate
shooting notes. fed from the same source.
The whole system is DTI approved and the
good news is that no licence is required.
A useful. inexpensive item is the Black Box
BNC Time-Code Pad that offers just the right
amount of attenuation for feeding a Walkman
recorder for transcription cassettes. With the
pad in place, the output is set at -12dB relative to the programme to ensure crosstalk is
eliminated. Generally. the convention that has
become common practice is to record time
code onto Track 1 and programme material
onto Track 2. This little addition to the armoury
is necessary as an ordinary 6005 20dB pad
does not present the correct impedance for
the time-code signal.
filmed in a rain forest in South America. When
Ravencourt is another small
we were greeted at the jungle
UK company that offers interairstrip by our local fixer
esting specialist items. The Black Box Vi deo, UK.
\ bantu, we asked about the
'Ravencourt Camera Splitter Tel: +44 1494 6 76192.
incessant
tribal
drums
has a small footprint (120mm
Ravencourt. UK.
-Drams stop, very. very bad'
x 60mm x 40nim) is robust yet
Tel: +44 1422 8 44877.
came the reply. Next clay.
lightweight and completely
incessant drumming, sanie
passive. It turns the 10 -pin output of a I(Kareply. For three weeks the drums relentlessly
tion mixer into three independent stereo baltortured us until eventually we cracked and
anced feeds. all with return monitoring. screamed 'Manta, please, why very. \ cry. had
Switched attenuators for each output give a
when drums stop ?'. Shaking his head .slowly
choice of levels between OdB. -10dB and Mantra whispered 'Drums stop. bass solo'.
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in Euro cards. Designed as a cost -effective

solution where installation budget and
space are limited, these units offer up to
eight channels of AD and DA plus SCR
conversion in lU for as little as £199 UK
per channel. The housing rack will accommodate up to four modules, and has builtin redundant power supplies with onboard
external sync capabilities to lock the plug in convertors to World Clock or house sync.
Audio Design, Germany.
Tel: +49

7 14

1

22660.

Opticom OPERA
Opticom's OPERA -Objective Perceptual
based Analyser-is claimed to be the first
commercially available tester to incorporate PEAQ, the ITU -R recommendation for
measuring perceived audio quality. OPERA
can assist broadcasters, network providers
and equipment manufacturersto objectively

evaluate
[Id
monitor the sound
quality for almost any ápplication from system design to live on -air operation. As
opposed to traditional audio measurement
methods, the new systems will be able to
simulate the subjective evaluation of a single subject or even complete listening tests
in the daily operational environment. This
is because the systems, which work in the
same way as the human ear, are able to distinguish between imperceptibleand annoying transmission errors. The OPERA family
of measurement equipment comprises a
PC -based workstation with Pentium II
processors, state-of-the -art audio interfaces,
and runs Windows NT. This allows for
easy interchange of measurement results
with data bases, as well as convenient

programming of automatic quality
assurance applications.
Opticom, Germany.Tel: +49

13

169 160
1

360 Systems

hard -disk recorders
New, from 360 Systems are the 4- channel
l'CR4 and 8- channel TCR8 synchronous dig-

ital audio hard -disk recorders. The models
offer 24 -hit audio, massive internal hard

disk storage, high -density removable disks,
random access hard -disk storage, complete
time-code implementation, and VTR emulation. Editing features on both include >
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With 16/24/32 module frame sizes

including split frames, and 35
module options comprising various

forms of Mono, Stereo, Telco, Stereo Telco, Group, Master,
Communications and Monitor, the new Soundcraft Series 15 radio
console is precisely what you need it to be.
4 stereo groups as standard give the Series 15 exceptional

flexibility for production work, and excellent cleanfeed rejection
equips it perfectly for the ISDN age.
Being

a

Soundcraft console, everything's right there - external

machine control, muting, monitor dimming and legendary Soundcraft
sound quality, all accessible from a panel layout that will be instantly

familiar to all users of other Soundcraft radio consoles.
Now there's

a

flexible, cost- effective console solution for all kinds

of broadcast and on -air radio broadcasting. Soundcraft Series 15.

Soundcraft +44 (0)1707 665000
Soundcraft

US

1-615-360-0471

Soundcraft
H

A Harman International Company

W

Tube Tech CL2A

>
W

The Danish blue brand has melded two CL Bs for stereo compression.
Zenon Schoepe counts pennies, wondering what might have been
IT I" \o )T Il I: \f )!TEN than 'lute' 'felt
:\ valve-based gain slake up sectiou11 otters
I

(

(orme, out with a new unit. but whenever
it does. \:II \'e' aficionados have to sit up
and listen. Thu last offering fro nl the Danish
company's cusp was the superh \II.CIA. a
masterful interpretation of the concept of'die
voice channel an(I one that Combined component building block derivatives nil existing Tube Tech pro )ducts. Combining a soie DI
input section with EQ and opto compression

IUdR extra at the end of the chain and threshold is fully y :triable from -20413 to off. Rear
panel XLRs provide the inputs and outputs to
the device while jack sockets allow access to
two link buses for connecting up multiple
channels for 'imultanel)uscontpressil)n. Front
panel s\\ itches in each channel allow election of Link 1. Link 2 or off and each channel
can also be bypassed individually. Each channel also has a small well illuminated
VI' meter which can Ix switched to
read output level or gain reduction.
All that remains is the large out off
knob \\-ith its associated standard
'Elvis ring chronic surround red
power indicator.
If you liked the C1.1 11 mono unit
then you will love the CL2A most
particularly because it allows you
to handle stereo programme that
in a single channel device it used the preamp
much moire easily and conveniently. It also
from the NIP I A. the compressor from the CI. I B
substantial k. cheaper than buying two CIA Is
and the equaliser is based loosely on that
with no associated loss of functionality.
found in the more elak irately detailed EQIA.
Remember that the CL2A only does comFor the CL2A it has combined two mono
pression. there are no bolted on bells and
CLI B compressors into a 21..-high unit to give
whistles. and this fact will immediately attract
a dual channel opto compressor. Enhancesome and alienate others. The hornier camp
ments ower the original mono compressor
will be (rawn by the CI. t ti's legendary squash
include 5kL2 input impedance and the two
potential. a property that made "fltlx Tech 's
channels can Ix linked for stereo operation
name in \
e opt)- compression. and it really
and multiple units can be side -chain linked.
is marvellous classic sounding stuff. Sin( oth
Features include variable or fixed attack and
as the proverbial infant's derriere and caparelease times. a \ ale push -pull amp. click ble of a transparency that has to be heard to
less relays to
s\\ itching the compressors in
be believed. In fret volt !MY': to see it on the
and out f circuit. :uxl halanCetl floating inputs
meters at times to reassure yourself that it is
and outputs.
happening so complete and intact is the result
It's a Ixauty. No amount of familiarity with
albeit accompanied by a subtle thickening
the brand can slake you bias about the coneven on gentle settings.
struction quality. finishing detail and sheer
It's a labulous tracking compressor that is
feel -gaud factor that encountering a Tulx
eminently \(rsatiIC and supremely silent.
Tech creates. At a push you could say that the
\\ ïnd it up and its nature becomes tar more
pots could Ix slightly more damped and so nne
pronounced and you can cclfi)rtably endfi)rn1 of gradation on the attack, release and
stop the device \yitll Ito) nasty artefacts or o H110.0 nolpressio Ill ratio put sweeps other than the
pLlirns. just more of everything for more of
extremes could help matters but they might
the time.
detract from the fail that \ ou are expected to
Comparisons will be made to Tube Tech's
use your ears when using a box like this.
LCA2B. a stereo) unit that Combines sophistiDialling in constants front) other units would
cated compression control with preset co nsimply not trnsfer at all well.
stants :Ind separate limiters on each channel.
Even sorutacktin )eisfully variable fro nt rots
It's probably the more advanced of the two
to)(> flnts and release runs from (ttnutoo 2s. \yltile
b) )\e, alt hough the Cl 2A is probably the purer.
the ratio) kicks in a I.5:1 to a ma
Either Way if volt are turned on)
of 11th and proves that if
bw the idea of Tube Tech comthe compression type is musical
Tube Tech, D enmark.
pression) then you
)old invesand progressi\ e then yo ou can find
Tel: +45 38 7 10021.
tigate both.
a world of a difference between
UK: Systems Workshop.
The C1 .2A is a classy piece of
these values. .As already menTel: +44 169 658550.
kit that you will nut hear the like
tioned attack and release times
of from any cheaper pretender.
can also Ix fixed with a type of preset switch.
That is something anyone investigating valve `values for this aren't given. in the same way
based conlpressil in will have IC co )nlc to terms
that they're not in the I.CA 213 stereo cunlpreswith. If you \\ ant this sort of performance
sor- limiter. but I'd say they're fairly gentle setand this sort l d silky smooth thickening optotings given the pertinent:uxe with a \ariety of
compression then you are going to have to)
programme types. It's a thoughtful inclusion
pay fon' it. If you really cannot afford it then
but doesn't detract front the satisfaction you
do not risk playing with it because it will only
get front setting values manually.
stake you unhappy.
)

o

o

1
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< user-selectable crossfade length,
dynamic edit mark features, and pre -roll,
edit in, edit out and pont-roll. Rehearse functions allow for full simulation, and the RMW
(Read -Modify- Write) feature provides layering and mixdown capability. All units
include analogue and digital -0, a large
display screen, built-in keypad fou cut titling
and organisation, and a number of remote
control options including P2 (9-pin), RS422
and GPI connections.
360 Systems, US.Tel: +1 818 991 0360.
1

Sono
UK-based talkhack system manufacturer
Drake Electronics, together with the German system house Sono Studiotechnik and
the MCI subsidiary of Studio Hamburg, have
developed a 3 -in-1 desk -mounted cammentator unit designed for international
broadcasting and conferencing requirements. Featuring three configurable modes
in one package, the Commentator Unit is

intended for conventional commentating act
large and small events, provision of simultaneous translation at multilingual wenue4
and traditional high -quality talkback. The
Commentator facility supports brcade s:
quality audio in a portable format. This
plug -in module allows the user to nix programme and intercom feeds to is separate ear- pieces, providing individual
volume controls for mixing together with
a master volume control for each htadset.
A desktop version of the unit is available
for talkhack only applications, but can be
upgraded to a fully featured Commutator
Unit as necessary.
Drake, UK.Tel:+44 1707 333 866.

AT UHF
Audio-Technica's UHF -7000 Series multichannel UHF system provides a 700MHz
operating frequency hand. a choice o;
multi -PLL-synthesised channels and =nvisibleLink circuitry, that is designed to eliminate interference. The system comes as a
body -pack or a hand -held system. The
ATW -7375 UniPak Transmitter System is
made up of the ATW-R73 true divrsity
receiver and ATW-T75 body- pack *.iansmitter. A wide selection of Wireless Essentials mics and cables are available for the
ATW-7375 UniPak system including tivalier, headworn, gooseneck and insta_ledsound microphones.
AT, UK.Tel: +44 113 277 1441.
June
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Gus Dudgeon's insistence

that his career is founded
on his good luck is at odds
with the level of his success.

Richard Buskin untangles
fact from fortune
l'ROI)I t:LR I have always
a high- quality sound.'
asserts Gus Dudgeon. 'Previously, when I was an engineer -and
not a particularly good one
wanted
to get good sounds on tape, but I was
never interested in how the gear
worked. I went exclusively by my ears,
which meant that more often than not
4

A

wanted

-I

I made bad decisions, yet I learned
something out of it all by occasionally
making good ones, and when I got a
quality sound I knew it and liked it.'
Probably best known for his -vcar.
10 -album collaboration with Elton John
during the seventies. Gus Dudgeon has
enjoyed a varied and successful career
as an engineer and as a producer over
the course of more than three decades.
Starting out at London's Decca Studios
during the mid sixties, Dudgeon turned
knobs and pushed faders on hit recordings by artists ranging from The Rolling
Stones, The Zombies. John Mayall and
The Small Faces to Tom Jones and Marianne Faithful. Later in the decade he
then launched his own production company and enjoyed instant chart success
with David Bowie and the Bonzo Dog
Dcx>-Dah Band. before embarking on
his aforementioned association with
Elton John that resonates to this day.
Aside from quality of material, one
characteristic that distinguishes John's
early seventies recordings from those of
most of his contemporaries k the quality of sound. Of course. in recent years
said recordings have been dent )isecl and
generally cleaned up for CD reissue.
yet even in their original state the
arrangements. sonic clarity and separation on instruments make them stand
out from the rest.
'Working with Elton I felt that his
music required that quality of sound,'
says Dudgeon. and I also thought that
his records should particularly reflect
the decision to
1

large orchestrations. After all,
there's no point in using .1 large orchestration it it sounds like shit. At the time
I thought that I w a. doing something
really good and I felt it was high quality. but now. of course. it doesn't sound
particularly special and you can only
judge it properly by listening to whatever else was around back then. That's
not something I spend time doing.'
Dudgeon's career moved from engineering into production early in 1968.
the result. he recalls. of 'both Denny
use
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Cordell and Andrew Loog Oldham.
within the space of a month. telling me
that this was the area I ought to get into.
not least because I had probably heen
interfering too much with my own opinions of their sessions. In fact, having
left the studio. Andrew came hack, stuck
his head around the door and said. -Oh.
and by the way. don't forget to ask for
a royalty". and left. I thought. "Well, that
sounds like a good idea". and consequently I was on royalties before
George Martin. which is pretty >
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< damned ludicrou..
\\'hen. in I969, "Pony Visconti refused
to produce kn id Bowie's Space Odd-

'I

process what do and don't

I

ity'. dismissing

it

I

as 'second -rate Simon

and Garfunkel'. (.u. I)udgeon gratefully
accepted the assignment. and it was this
record tltai .Orin brought hint to the
attention of Elton john. Steve Brown.
who had produced the /:Fu/)h'.\>l'Yalhunt
just oyes two years earlier. bran ely
declined the opportunity to take charge
of the IC ill( )w-up
the grounds that he
felt under -qualified. As a producer Dudgeon \\ ;i. no better qualified. yet. egged
(at by arranger Paul Buckmaster as well
as his (A\n loc e for 'Space OdditV Elton
ignored the inexperience factor and
asked the former 1)ecc;t staff engineer
to produce his eponymously titled second album. I9(0. as you can see. was
us I)udgeo nt. and
a Very goad year f( >r GUS
he made the most of the chances that
carte his way. So. for that matter. would
Elton John.
'I think Fhon has improved enormously as a MUSIC-Ian Oyer the year :s..
says htd;teon. If you listen closely to
Tour Song. you'll notice that the piano
isn't actually as loud as you might think
it is: that's just an illusion. It's I()ud when
it needs to he but at other times it really
isn't. because his plying was a little hit
messy. s() it's nut taken dOwn far en( )ugh
to disappear. but it's taken down to a
level where you don't basically notice
the fluffs. In those days he \\ as good at

like, and

see that

try to make them

I

I

like what

I

like so

much that want to improve
I

what don't like. However,
would never say, "This
I

I

is

-

set in stone, this has to

change or I'm out

.

I

tell them very early in the

of here"

vamping and he was a go x )d player. but
wouldn't say that he was anything
extraordinary. He was, however. leaning
towards
a
great
feel.
a feel that happened to like a lot. which
was that whole American choppy Leon
Russell sound.. \nyw ay. the sup))siti(>n
\\.t. that Elton would get better as he
went akmg. and of course he did.'
The rest. as they say. is history. Dud geon and John would join forces once
again for a couple of albums during the
mid eighties. yet in the meantime the
pr(cucer also lent his cars to projects
with acts such as Black Sabbath, loan
rntatrading. Ten Years After. Chris Rea.
I

I

.'

I'lkie Brooks. Lindisfarne. Xi'(:. Ralph
\Ic'l'ell. the Strawhs and The II( onttown
Rats. Today he is as active as ever. with

recents
credits including up-and -coming
names such as \lensweur. the Frank &
\\alters. \I :trlu and Seafruit.
Tin not a Phil Spector kind of guy.'
responds Ihtclgeon when asked about
what qualities he brings to artists' session.. 'I don't create a sound that is nie.
\\hat I'm trying to bring is openness on
the h;tsis of. "Look. what love about
What you're doing is this. V hat I don't
like is that ". tell them Very early in the
process what do and chnit like. and
like what
trey to ,Hake them see that
like so much that I want to improve
what don't like. however. I would
never say. "'Phis is set in stone. this has
to change or I'm out of here -. and I'm
also not looking to create a compronukes area wet
mise. because
wank. A compromise is solidly set in >
I

I

I

I

I
I

I

Red or Ded!!

31M,
www.soundscape-digital.corn
Tel: +44 1222 450120 Fax:+44 1222 450130

email :sales@soundscape- digital.com
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Tape

Dea-d?

Register otiliue at

www.digidesign.com/mdni

Tape is fine for some things

ring out of

a

-

sealing up boxes, taking some

snare drum, posting messages on

a

computer

And the best news of all: After attending the event, we invite
you to trade in your VHS or 8MM -based

nodular digital

monitor. But using it to record music? Haven't we moved past

multitrack IMDM) recorder at ari authorized Digidesign

that yet?

dealer

little biased. We know that with

a

digital

In return, we will happily present you with

1.659 discount off the list price of

a

We admit it. We're a

.

a

Digidesign

Pro Tools124, Pro Tools 241 MIX or Pro Tools 241 MIXplus system

audio work -station, you have :he creative power of hard disk

recording

instantaneous record/playback, non -destructive

edits, and real -time automation.

As we see it, the only reason

digital tape record=rs are still around

is

that many engineers

out there aren't fu ly aware of the power of

a

Digidesign audio

workstation.
So

we're taking our educational crusade out on the road by

putting

with

a

a

Pro Tools 24 MIXplus system, as well as an MDM
1

mixer, in the hot seat of

a

typical studio session. We'll

For event registration and

additijnal information on this

amazing limited -time offer, visit our web link at

www.digidesign.com /MDM or call 44 (0)1753 658 4%.

Digital Village

Croyd3n

Syco

Londcn

July 12 '99
July 13 '99

Digital Village

Acton

July 14 '99

KGM

North

July 15 '99

Media Tools

London

July 21 '99

KGM

Bristol

July 22 '99

Notts

show you how Pro Tools builds upon the capabilities and

M

unleashes the const'aints associated with linear tape -based systems.

MediaSpec

Glasgow

July 29 '99
Aug 4 '99

Studiocare

Liverpool

Aug 5 '99

PRO
TOOLS

Get The

MlXpack

Call your authorized Digidesign dealer or Iccal Digidesign office for

with Great TDM

Plug -Ins FREE with any upgrade to
Pro Tools 24 MIX or MIXplus!

-

Nearly

a

-Corp

£2000 value!

a

list of quadied MDM's.

Offer valid from 17 May, 1999 to 23 September, 1999

digidesigrrY
A

divniai
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'Half of the time you're
flying by the seat of your

was cluing the mix and it just so happened that Ion the Lapel Elton struck a
chord an exact ti)ur heats lick ire the
downbeat of the actual s( nig. which was
not something that he Itad ever done
before. and I initially hadn't even
noticed it. I suppose it \vas in place of
a count -in. and while I w as doing the
mix I was just about to flute that piano
part oft the front when it occurred to
ale that. even' time played the tape.
it brought to mind what often happens
in a live situation, when somebody on
stage is trying to cue a hand as they're
about to start playing a song.
' \\e basically threw delay on everything so that it sounded more like it was
in a concert hall. and then we dragged
in some applause tapes. and then got
some people to do some whistling on
it and stuff like that. and slow lv cn 'erted it into a "live" song. I didn't even
say to Elton. "What do you think?... I just
got on with it. and so the first time he
heard it like that he went. " Bloody hell,
how did \ n1 do that ? ... its not that clever
actually. it's dead basic. hut it sort of paid
off somehow. Happy accidents like that
happen all the tinge. You just think.
"Wow. where did that come front"
1c) do the artistic and political machinations between musicians and record
company execs. Having been hired by
the latter. the producer is usually well
advised to ensure that he knows precisely what the :\&R department's
I

pants in virtually any

situation. Happy accidents
happen all of the time'
< neither one thing or the other. 'Mere
again. it a compromise is also )lately the
0111)- way to go. it s got U) be because

the other side is saving. "Ihonestly don't
know. \\ "h do n't you go with your
instincts?.. and I II say. -Fine
'If somebody hires the I guess there's
something about what I do which they
like. and oh\ioush they don't Have a
clue as Iu how its been arrived at nu ),I
of the time and neither du I. because it s
all hit -and- miss anyway. Ilalfofthetime
you're living by the seat of your pants
in virtually .iny situation. Happy accidents happen all of the time. Thu think.
-Wow. Where did that come from?"
'A classic example was -Rennie and
the lets ". That was never intended to
he live and it was never proposed that
it should he faked at any EN )int during
the recording. First of all w hen saw
the lyrics I thought it cy. . )ing t.) he
an tut and out ruck n' n)II thing. .0
when it turned out to have this quirky
sort of jump feel I thought. "Hoy
bizarre That threw nie a bit. and then
I

.,,o

1

1

requirements are. Nevertheless. this still
to) circumvent a situation
where the artist confides that he n she
totally disagrees with the )pink in of the
Ac\R guy.
'When that happens it's very awkward.' says Dudgeon. 'because you're
then trying to fines some common
ground where it all works. In that situ atic nl what you try to di -assuming that
you're working in the sanie country :(s
that in which the record conlpam is
based
slake store that the record
company gets to hear something every
now and again. however. what von
let them have a tape
never di -- ever
at any stage. because if they do they get
hooked on that particular mix. 'there
will he something about it

won't help

o
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what the artist wanted. So, you have to
play a certain amount of mind games
every now and again. and you occasionally just have to have an orgasm
without any physical stimulation.'
Although not a musician himself
I woukl have liked to he able to play
the piano. but I can't. \Iv dad thought
it was poofy tì it me to learn it at school
whenever showed an interest' -Gus
Dudgeon is newer at a loss for words
when o ni er.ing with artist. and trying
to relay musical ideas of his own.
'\\hen I'm talking to musicians I've
always gut an idea in my mind,' he
states. 'I've never said, "I've got no idea
what to do with this. lust copy the
demo ". I've always got specific things
in mind. and pt' )ple usually choose to
work with me just because they really
love some record that I've made. even
though what this don't know some-

-

I

'I'd be doing Kenneth

McKellar followed byThe

Zombies, and would also
be swapping studios within
the Decca facility. I'd do a
session in the morning in
Studio One and then move
I

completely different
room in the afternoon'

into

a

that they love that's completely wrong,
and they'll want you to keep doing it
wrong from then on.'
So whose side. if any. does Dudgeon
feel more obliged to take?
'Obviously, at the end of the day. I'm
more inclined to side with the artist' he
responds. The artist's opinion in a split
vote has to he the more important one
when it comes to an artistic decision,
and when it comes to a marketing decision which affects an artistic decision
then I have to say no to what the A&R
guy is saying. There are occasions when
the A&R guy makes a very valid point
about, say. a lyric. and he'll say. We
can't use that. You'II either have to bleep
it out or get rid of it". Or there will he
a situation where the artist wants to do
a song at a slower tempo and the A&R
guy saw.. "Well, I've always seen it as a
dance song ". What these A&R people
are doing is taking in a whole load of
fresh information on first hearing. even
if its slightly out of whack in the balance department. and hopefully they go
away loving it. All they remember. in
retrospect. is what they heard, and so
when they then hear the final mix six
weeks later they go. "Yeah, but you
know. that was so great when the snare
was hardly audible ". and you're thinking. But I was always intending the
snare to he the biggest snare in the
world ". So was the artist, and that's why
it's like that now. It's difficult. because
they weren't there when the decision making process was going on and therefore their concept wasn't tried, but
presumably the producer has reflected
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with hindsight.'
That having been said, innovation
was not exactly- a prevalent feature of
Dudgeon'sc',Irh career at Decca.In line
with other major facilities of the era the
sessions were strictly timed and tea breaks were adhered to. and even
though such rules and regulations
began to disappear towards the end of
the decade their effect on the fledgling
producer was tangible.
'I doubt that I was trying to do anything that was remotely innovative in
the seventies.' he admits. while adding,
I guess that to some degree what I >

r

ftfr-1

) 4T
irtio
.

,

times is that a particular record that
they're going nuts over is one that I've
always been pissed off with because
I ruined the mix. Or it was always too
slow., or I wish I'd done it the way it
wound up eventually being done live,
or all of the other ramifications that go

sit
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< was doing with Elton was putting a
theory into practice. Having done it with
'pace Oddity. which was planned to

the yen Iasi detail.

thought. -Well, I'll
ha\C tO dO the saute with Elton -I-hcn
I realised that. having clone it once.
only needed to do it once. I mean. having clone something in minute detail.
where almost Over- thought it and over theorised it when I went to do Ttn»
h /(1/(('('d OM/WC/kW
just threw the
rules out of the window completely and
carried Olt like that. It really was very
much a case of -seat of your pants -.
and I think that produces good results.
I

1

I

1

It gives things

a

freshness and an energy.

'l'm so grateful for the experience that
I got at 1)ecca. working \with such an
incredible variety of artists. Everyone
from \larianne Faithful!. Los Bravos. Billy
Fun and Tom Jones [of( ihn \layall and
\lantoyani. \'(
mild work with a max imum of three different acts within the
same clay. because there would he three
sessions: lt).t)Uant till i.ut)pm: 2.UUpnì
till 5pnt: 7.01)pm till I0).tn)pm: and every
studio pretty ntttch ran to that same
schedule so that the musicians could finish a session and get ti the next one.
'Ed he doing Kenneth McKellar fol)
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Contact: Carmen Juarez

lowed by
The Zonthies. and

I would
also he
swapping studio )s within the I)ecca tacility. I ci do a session in the morning in
Studio One and then move into a completely different room in the :thermion
before going somewhere eke in the
evening. It was pretty scary. but I have
to say that what you don't get as much
of nosy :idays is the personality thing.
There's a lest of artifice. and. conse(Iuently. there's a lot of artificial personality 'going on. because when you
sample things you know that whatever
personality in the grooves is born of a
machine.
'With John \layaII I did the Famous
Hh((sbreak('ralbum. with Eric Clapton.
and the amount of people who talk to
me about that bloody album is ridicu-

lous. Its as if I was Eric -they all go.
"Christ. that album changed my life. It
made me want to pick up :I guitar ".
I love the fact that that album's become
so important to people. I think that's
wonderful. but what a fluke. f lv whole
career has been :I fluke from day one.
It still is... It always will he. There's no
plan to it.'
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a
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auto copying of CD, DAT, MD, DCC and DVD track starts, and

CD

recorder? Well HHB just changed the rules. The stunning new

built in sample rate converter.

HHB CDR850 combines cool looks, a great sound and

Things are equally impressive round the back, where you'll find

a

budget -

friendly price with all the features you need for serious studio

XLR balanced and RCA phono analogue inputs and outputs,

use, easily accessible from the front panel via a straightforward

coaxial and optical digital /0s, plus an additional AES /EBU

menu system.

digital input. And peace of mind comes as standard with

I

CD -R in its class, the CDR850 uses

you'd expect from

CDR74.
r

both write -once CD -R discs and

CDR74_fiP

a

thanks to four easy record modes,
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So if you thought you couldn't afford a fully

new CDR850.

Developed specifically for professional audio use, HHB
HHB CDR74

a

your HHB dealer today and check out the

one touch operation,

Pictured lett to right:

full

loaded professional CD recorder, get down to

rewritables, and makes

recording

a

12 month parts and labour warranty, and the build quality

The most comprehensively equipped

CD -RW

a

CD -R

media sets the standards for performance, compatibility and archival security.
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P
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A GREAT SOUND
RECORDING
There's only one way to improve on the renowned flexibility
of Audio's RMS 2000 and RMS 2020 diversity receivers.

With two new racks. The four unit Dk2000 and, for ultra -mobility,
the new two unit Rk2 Minirack. Both designed to work the way
you work

- with

no compromise.
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Osening
Since the thirties,

NBC has driven
the development of
broadcasting, through
the advent of radio,
B&W television, colou
television and cable.

Tim Goodyer
tunes in to digital
OME OF THE DOORS of NBC's
New York City headquarters, are

open to the public. Through them.
you can visit the NBC Experience.
which includes a tour of the studio complex including the famous Saturday
Night Live set. The declared brief here
is to entertain and educate.
'NBC has always been a popular place
for the public,' says Jim Starzynski, project engineer of NBC's East Coast Entertainment Operations. 'We've got a lot
of history-we were part of RCA, we
introduced colour programming, we
did a lot of early broadcasting technology R&D. We're very proud of our story
and we like to tell it.'
Today at NBC headquarters there are
entertainment and news studios. Three

entertainment studios and control
rooms, four news studios and control
rooms deliver Late Night with Conan
O Brien, Saturday Night Live, and The
Rosie O Donnell Show (a Warner Brothers show using NBC studio space and
crew with the signal distributed by
Warner Brothers). Four news studios
ó and control rooms produce the Today
Show, Dateline NBC, NBC NightlyNeu's
°o
with Tom Brokaw, NBC News at Sunrise and NBC News specials.
NBC is the broadcasting component
of the American conglomerate General
óElectric Company whose services
'5 include CNBC, the Consumer News and
Business Channel, a world -wide cable
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financial and business channel; and
MSNBC, a joint venture between NBC
and the Microsoft Corporation. There is
also an MSNBC web site and NBC has
an interest in the Snap portal. Apart from
its NYC HQ, there is a studio production centre in Burbank California helping serve 13 owned and operated stations, and over 200 affiliated stations.
But tucked among the open doors.
there are others that are firmly closed

Jim Starzynski:'We've

got

lot of history -we were
part of RCA, we introduced
colour programming, we did
a

a

lot of early broadcasting
technology

-not

R &D'

only to the public, but to much
of the broadcasting industry. Behind
them, the future of American broadcasting is being cast. As an NBC lead
audio engineer, Starzynski is one of the
few able to move freely through them:
his responsibilities make it clear why.
'I make sure we keep on top of the
audio end of our business in terms of
research and product and installations,'
he explains. 'Along with researching
technology I get involved with the spec-

ification and purchase of new equipment. along Nvith the design of control
rooms and edit rooms-all the way from
drawing the blueprints to buying the
gear, to laying out the information for
the room and writing up justifications.'
Keeping him busy recently has been
the S60m -SH0m task of establishing a
digital infrastructure for the operation.
l'p until six months ago. we were
operating out of a network distribution
facility that was comprised of seven -

tie.. eighties and nineties technology
-partly digital. but mostly analogue.
Over the last three or four years we've
been moving slowly off the analogue
platform onto a full digital platform that
allows us to create 40 network channels leaving the building. We can now
do distribution and targeted sectionals
R) different affiliates based on the
required programming for their market.
That's a huge accomplishment and we
think we're a cut ahead of our competitors.
Most significant is the move off of tape
and onto DDR- digital disk recorder
-so everything is stored on hard disk.
Another accomplishment is reinvention
of the routeing control system. It used
to be one massive analogue router. but
now has become several independent
computer controlled digital routers that
have embedded audio inside the video
signal. They talk to each other almost
like telephone networks talk to one >
55

sweetening .evadable to all of our clients
and additionally serves as the live music
rtx>in for Saturday Night Lite. Inside of
that is a 96- channel SSL -series console
:Ind that gets used on a daily basis either
for Rosie O'Donnell. for live Saturday
Night Live. for post Saturdur.Vight Live
or for other postproduction. That's the
highest end audio facility in the company-both here and in Burbank.
One of the key things that makes the
room so popular is that we've always
been able to keep up with technology
in there. \Y'e built a really great architectural shell in 1988 and we continued
to upgrade the audio technology in the
room. Since 1988 -and I've been
involved in all of them -we've done at
least four upgrades going from a
SL6000- series console to a -i8- channel
SL4000- series and a 96- channel SL4000series. and then to a j- series console.
And it'll probably go to a digital console fairly soon.'
Each project has involved a predominance of off- the -shelf technology with
custom solutions employed where necessary -aS will be the case for the forthcoming replacement of cart machines
with a centralised digital system, a project slated for the near future. More
familiar items will be central to the
planned replacement of our audio consoles and the refurbishment of the control rooms housing them.
But it is the infrastructure that will provide the platform for NBC's progress.
Starzynski readily identifies the move
from tape to a disk -based format. and
digital routeing as the way to escape the
inherent problems of analogue. Determining the best time to go to digital
beyond that backbone is more difficult.
In ternis of the studios and the edit
rooms. a lot of it is based on client applications and demands.' he explains. In
my opinion. currently we don't have to
go digital there. \X'e could go super analogue and everybody would he happy >

DISTRIBUTORS

j

< another. So we can now build addi-

tional pieces onto the routeing system
and crap around tie -lines for connectivity as we See fit. This digital architecture
eliminates the deterioration and distortion. and maintenance issues associated
with analogue distribution. From :In
audio standpoint that"s significant:
In ternis of other audio facilities
Starzynski comments: ' \\e have a combined audio postproduction and live
room on the 8th fltx rr that's used fi )r audio
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Focusrite Platinum Range brings you three essential processors to
ensure that your recording projects have great tonal quality,
controlled dynamic range and all the power of a potential hit record.
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Australia

Syncroted, Systems Design Pry. Ltd.
Fax (02) 98 79 08 99

Tel. (02) 98 79 08 00

Austria

Grothusen OHG

C.

Tel. (0662) 4 33 68 80

Belgium

Fax (0662) 43 60 04

Luxembourg

+

(02)2168025

Tel.

Canada

A. Prévost S.A

(02)2167064

Fax

Electronics Canada
Fax (514) 457 -5524

T.C.

Tel. (514) 457 -4044

Croatia cat audio d.o.o.
Tel./Fax (01) 230 -3962
Fax (01) 601 -632
Czech + Slovak Republic

AUDIOSALES S.R.O

Tel. (02) 2 32 60 03

Fax (02) 2 32 58 88

Denmark Audio

Visuelt Centrum NS

Tel. (75 62) 45 77

Fax (75 61) 46 99

Egypt

Decibel Audio Equipment 8 Installations
Tel. (304) 79 90
Fax (304) 85 10

Finland Moderato
Tel. (09)

3

Oy,
Fax (09) 3 40 40 82

40 40 77

France beyerdynamic france S.A.
Tel. (O1) 44.09.93.93

Fax (01) 44.09.82.33

Great Britain

beyerdynamic Ltd.

Tel. (0 14 44) 258258

Fax (0 14 44) 258444

Greece
Tel. (01)

3

Bon Studio
80 96 05
Fax (01) 3 84 57 55

Hungary

AUDIOSALES Hungary KFT
Fax (01) 214 -9549

Tel. (01) 214 -9549

Italy

Audium S.R.L.

Tel. (02) 27 30 42 42

Japan

Fax (02) 27 30 90 18

MTC Japan Ltd.
Fax (03) 5413-4619

Tel. (03) 5413 -4611

Korea
Tel

(02)

5 14

Young Nak So Ri

Mexico

Tel.

< with that. But there's a maintenance

issue with analogue -things as simple
as dirty switches. The other issue is that
analogue k nowhere near as flexible as
digital because it can't he napped out.
snapshot and reset-and for broadcast,
that's a really big one. In the post room.
dynamic automation is important, in the
live rooms its not an issue and we'd
actually prefer not have it cluttering the
console. The ability to move console
setups from one room to another is
important
you get a new client and
you want to accommodate the business.
and things get busy, you might get
humped out of a room. If you can take
the setup with you to another suite.
that's a great thing. Another desirable,
networking microphones -terrific. Digital brings a lot, but well pursue it slowly
and bring in onboard when the time is
right to do so.'
Adopting a digital infrastructure
inevitably raises issues of audio standards. 'It's an interesting and sometimes
controversial issue,' Starzynski admits.
The infrastructure of the company is
now basically digital and it has nodes
that go out to the control rooms that
are digital but how the control rooms
deal with signals is based on what's necessary for the application. Currently

Jim Starzynski:'The

is

based

on what's necessary

for the application'

-if
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Fax (09) 4 43 25 29

Netherlands Electric

Sound B.V.
Fax (036) 5 36 87 42

Tel. (036) 5 36 65 55

rooms that are digital
deal with signals

Fax(5)6041614

South Pacific Music Distrib.

Tel. (09) 4 43 12 33

control

but how the control rooms

Vari S.A.

(5)6046946

New Zealand

Norway audiotron
Tel. (047) 22 87 15 50

Fax (047) 22 38 41 28

Portugal
Auvid Cientifico Tel. (01) 4767360

Fax (01) 47543 73
Fax (02) 33948 79

Ruvina Tel. (02) 3394868

PR

China, Hong Kong

Tel. (852) 28 08 61 11

Russia,
Tel. (095) 234 -0006

MS MAX
Fax (095) 249 -8034

Tel. (02) 6 69 12 52

South Africa

Dah Chong Hong Ltd.

Fax (852) 28 73 39 11

Saudi Arabia

that's a mixture of analogue and digital. We hope in the future that it will all
be digital. In terms of audio, digital
slakes a lot of sense; it's cheaper to
install. it's more reliable in the long term.
it can sound as good -although we
don't say better-than analogue. But
there are a couple of things that come
in to play here. In some cases the analogue studios are fairly contemporary
and don't need to he upgraded again
for a while. In other cases there are projects that need to be pushed forward
and we need to move to another level
of technology. In those cases the
options are wide open and we'll make
decisions based on what we feel is best
for the operation.
'Our long-tern intention is to go >

Sa

Fax (02) 5 14 01 93

45 67

Jeddah 21495
Fax (02)

660 08

50

EMS Africa (Pry) Ltd.
Fax (011) 7 26 25 52

Tel. (011) 4 82 44 70

Spain Media-Sys

S.L.
Fax (93) 4 24 73 37

Tel. (93) 4 26 65 00

Sweden KB Luthman Scandinavia
Tel. (08) 6 40 42 42
Fax (08) 6 40 73 35

Switzerland
Tel. (041)

7

Turkey
Tel. (312) 4 35 31 31

Go Wild AG

Fax (041) 7 20 05 25

20 05 20

ATEMPO Ltd.
Fax (312) 4 34 47 27

USA beyerdynamic Inc.
Tel. (516) 293 -3200

Fax (516) 293 -3288

/More /,ffor/wai on'
for
Tel. (01444) 258258

Burgess Hill, RH15 9TN

e -mail: sales ®beyerdynamic.co.uk
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What Is
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Dynamic range is the
ratio of the size of the
smallest signal that a
system is capable
of processing, to the
largest. It is expressed in
Decibels. A ratio of
123 dB is

greater than

1,000,000.000.000 to

So

1!

what's
the
,

Real, breathy,
o p e n sound -

vocal clarity from a
whisper to a scream.
Precise detail in

percussion and every
nuance from the
saxophone and trumpet.
It means you can use
all the dynamic range

digital systems can
handle with less
dynamics processing.
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STUDIO MONITORS
INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
AUSTRALIA: AWA AUDIO PRODUCTS
Tel 02 9669 3477 Fax. 02 9578 0140
Contact Michael Guest
AUSTRIA: STUDER AUSTRIA GMBH
Tel 01 865 1676 Fax. 01 865 167699
Contact Reinhold Fhedl
BELGIUM: EML PRO AUDIO
2355 Fax 011 23 2172
Contact Erik Gysen

Tel. 011 23

CANADA: HHB COMMUNICATIONS CANADA LTD

416 867 9000 Fax 416 867 1080
Contact Dave Dysart

Tel

CZECH REPUBLIC: AUDIOPOLIS
Fax 02 3332 4172
Contact Jan Adam

Tel 02 3332 2132

DENMARK: INTERSTAGE
0000 Fax 39 46 0040
Contact Finn Juul

Tel 39 46

GERMANY: TRIUS VERTRIEB GMBH
05451 940810 Fax 05451 940819
Contact Hubert Dierselhu4

Tel

GREECE: KEM ELECTRONICS

Tel 01 674 8514 Fax 01 674 6384

Contact Thaws Kolikotsis

< digital. but \ve won't (lo that unless
it's done in a prudent fashion -meanin' Ihat we won't take the risk ()f going
to digital until the technology is proven
and as reliable as analogue has been
over the last I; years. There are some

inherent complications Iudigital audio.
lu c er we'vee been \\ orking with various manufacturers to help them understand what our requirements :1te from
.1 (ligital mixing standpoint so that they
can (level( products to suit our needs.
'Audi(, quality is absolutely :in issue.
Because it's digital does not mean its
better. Our plant is built :wound (t -hit
digital -to- analogue convertors. Its a
really solid. good -sounding infrastructure. In ternis (>f the mixing consoles.
audio quality is ahsolUtely inlportmlt.
hut I don't want to state that digital
sounds better because it's not the case.
\We'\e had high -end analogue consoles
that can blow some digital consoles
away. I)ut I think that as digital products
mature they'll sound better. With the
td'ent of I)VI) -Audio and different
forms of lossless audio compression
appearing. and digital surround- sound.
audio is really taking a step fi>n\ard.Our
view is to determine what would help
us the most anti what the smart moves
are to slake. and then to make them.

in

television. what's important

is

clean audio and making it to its destination all the time -that's primary. Our
requirement is hw a reliable. flexible.
ru in -stop. g(x >(l- sounding pelf( >rmance
from our audio equipment. \\ ith that
said. the current standard is ttikl Ir. 2Obit an(I we're happy with that. \\e II let
the music industry push the envelope
f( n' Its and Well receive the benefits from

their

).

'But \\ hat is television without audio?
\()bud\- \\ ants to stare at a monitor if it

60

Jim Starzynski:'Do we feel

we're ahead of the game in
terms of our competitors?
Absolutely. Do we feel it's

important that we're there?
Absolutely. Do we see audio
as being equal to video? do'
I

d(>esn't have sound. High -quality audio

pursued. created. maintained and
researched by us and it's never Ileen anything but that. 1)u we feel we're ahead
of the game in terms of our competitors?
Abs(,lutely. l)o we feel its important that
we're there? Abs( >lutel'. Do we see audio
as being equal to video? I (lo. If we commit to a high -end video s\\ iteher for a
new control r(xm1. you know there'll he
a companion mixing c( insole in the n s
that's just as important.'
With the first regularly scheduled
high -definition T\' broadcasting just airing (a joint project between Sony and
NBC broadcasting the HI)-1\' Toni bi
Shots with Jay Len)). NBC's strategy is
about to he put to the test. And if Starrvnski hadn't been busy enough. he's
presently putting the finishing touches
to the revamped NBC Experience.
'Inside is a retail space. candy shop.
inch displays about NBC entertainment.
NBC news. and NBC on the Web.
There's also a 40- person globe theatre
with -. I sound and a 3- projector edge blended high -definition screen. People
can come in and enjoy the presentation
and the store. get a tour of \B(, studios
and get a feel for what NB(, is all

HOLLAND: TM AUDIO HOLLAND BV
Tel 030 241 4070 Fax 030 241 0002
Contact Peter de Fouw
HONG KONG: DIGITAL MEDIA TECHNOLOGY
2 721 0343 Fax 2 366 6883
Contact Wilson Choi
IRELAND: BIG BEAR SOUND LTD
662 3411 Fax 01 668 5253

Tel 01

Contact Julian Douglas
ISRAEL: BAND -PRO FIM/VIDEO INC
Tel 03 673 1891 Fax 03 673 1894
Contact Ofer Menashe

Tel.

ITALY: AUDIO EOUIPMENT
039 212 221 Fax. 039 214 0011
Contact Donatella Quadric)

MALDIVES: ISLAND ACOUSTICS PTE LTD
Tel 960 31 0032 Fax 960 31 8264
Contact Mohamed Habib

Tel

is

MEXICO: LOLA DE MEXICO
525 250 6038 Fax 525 250 6038
Contact Carmen Juarez

NEW ZEALAND: SOUND TECHNIOUES

Tel 09 846 3349 Fax 09 846 3347
Contact Stephen Buckland
NORWAY: LYDROMMET AS
Tel 22 80 94 50 Fax 22 80 94 60

Contact Jarle Fern
POLAND: DAVE s.c.
Tel 22 826 4912 Fax 22 827 4854
Contact Bogdan Wolciechowski

PORTUGAL: ELECTROSOUND PORTUGESA
Tel 01 417 0004 Fax 01 418 8093
Contact Carols Cunha
SINGAPORE/ASIA: SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC ASIA
Tel 065 273 5202 Fax 065 2735038
Contact Donn Ho
SOUTH AFRICA: E.M.S.
482 4470 Fax. 011 726 2552
Contact: Dennis Feldman

Tel 011

SPAIN: LEXON
Tel 93 203 4804 Fax 93 280 4029
Contact Robert Serrat

Tel

SWEDEN: POL TEKNIK AB
46 8 449 4440 Fax 46 8 88 4533
Contact Jarmo Masko

SWITZERLAND: DR. W.A. GUNTHER AG
Tel. 01 910 4141 Fax. 01 910 3544
Contact. Roland Bricchi
TAIWAN: DMT TAIWAN
Tel

02 516 4318 Fax 02 515 9881

Contact. Honton Sze
USA: HHB COMMUNICATIONS USA
Te1:3103191111 Fax 310 319 1311
Contact David Beesley

about.
HHB Communications Limited
73 -75 Scrubs Lane

London NW10 60U UK
Tel: 0181 962 5000 Fax: 0181 962 5050 E -Mail: sales@hhb.co.uk
Visit HHB on line at htlp: //www.hhb.co.uk

DON'T LET THE SIZE OF YOUR
WALLET AFFECT THE QUALITY
OF YOUR MONITORS
Despite standing just over 10 inches

minimise resonance, resulting in

high, the diminutive new Circle 3 packs

amazingly low distortion.
A

an amazing punch and,

controlled order

again, is available

crossover in both
the active and

in both active

passive models

and passive

versions.

ensures that the
Circle 5's sound is

never tiring, even during
And with built -in 5 channel

long mixing sessions, and the

Combining great British pro -audio

complete absence of any limiting in

active filtering and an on- board, 100

the active bi -amp module means that

watt amp module, the new Circle

the sound remains balanced and

powered sub -woofer fits into any stereo

accurate at all

or surround sound system without the

listening levels.

need for additional amplification.

innovation with exacting

manufacturing standards, the

HHB

Circle range of active and passive

Accurate monitoring is

monitors delivers detailed, accurate
and powerful sound at

a

1

a

right, not

a

privilege. Check out the Circle range

new price

at your local HHB dealer.

point for precision studio monitoring.
mid -field monitor

The Circle

5

features

revolutionary injection

a

moulded cone, varied in thickness to

Five active Circle 5s with the new Circle

HHB Communications Ltd
Tel: 0181 962 5000

re
British sound at its best

1

powered sub: The perfect 5.1 system

73 -75 Scrubs Lane. London NW10 60U, UK
Fax: 0181 962 5050

.

E

-Mail: sales©hhb.co.uk

1410 Centinela Avenue. Los Angeles. CA 90025 -2501. USA
Tel: 310 319 1111 Fax: 310 319 1311 E -Mail: sales @ihhbusa.com

HHB Communications USA LLC

HHB Communications Canada Ltd

260 King Street East. Toronto. Ontario M5A 4L5. Canada
Fax: 416 867 1080 E -Mail: sales ©hhbcanada.com

Tel: 416 867 9000

.

http://www.hhb.co.uk
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Keanu beeves and L

gib

rence Fishburre's new special
efrA'ts extl-avagara, The Matrix, placed part,cula
ifdemands on ts sound teams. Richard Busk
with scund designer-supervising sound edit
Dane Davis, FX mixer Gregg RiAloff lakme mi
John Reitz and music mixeir:
a

EVER HAD TROUBLE analysing

your dreams? Thomas Anderson
has -in TheMatnv. the new sci -fi
thriller written and directed by brothers Andy and Larry Wachowski. Anderson (Keanu Reeves) is a mild -mannered
computer programmer by day who. in
his night -time guise as an arch hacker
named Neo, sets out to find the legendary hacker-outlaw Morpheus (Laurence Fishburne). The trouble is. when
he finally encounters this mythical god
of dreams, Anderson is informed that
his nocturnal world, the Maine'.. is just
one great big virtual reality trip. By then.
however, he is transfixed. and so it is
that the fun really begins. resulting in
an effects -laden extravaganza of comic strip cyber escapism.
'Basically we wanted to create all of
the sounds for the movie from scratch
in order to give it a very unique quality, but we were also dealing with a lot
of genres that we really wanted to transcend; martial arts scenes, gun battles.
and so on,' says sound designer-supervising sound editor, Dane Davis, who
started full -time work on The Matrix
project in July of 1998. This was about
a week and a half before the completion of principal photography. which.
although this is a Warner Brothers.film,
largely took place on the Twentieth
Century Fox lot in Sydney, Australia.
Thereafter Davis used his own Pro
Tools -based Danetracks facility in Hollywood, while the mix took place on a
Neve and Fairlight- equipped Warners
sound stage in Burbank.
'We wanted to take all of the conventions, both good and bad, and just
sort of blow them up,' Davis continues.
'I therefore created all of the noises tì)r
the movie-every body -hit and
whoosh -and for these I primarily used
plug -ins with the Pro Tools. I have a
gigantic Pro Tools system with loads of
plug-ins, and a lot of these sounds are
evolved step -by -step. In fact, many
plug -ins are feeding other plug -ins.
'Pro Tools was used for recording.
editing, processing and manipulating all
of the sound in the movie -the music.
the dialogue, everything-and. aside
from some mag stems for one of the
temp mixes, tape was never used for
any of the post work. That kept everything flexible and efficient. and also
think it added a lot to the clarity.'
And that is a word that keeps crop` ping up whenever I talk with the audio
guys about their Matrix assignment:
'Retaining clarity is, I think, the
i clarity.
challenge with any big scene.' says
effects mixer Gregg Rudloff. 'You can
o
put in everything and add all of the
music and it just becomes a cluttered
ó mess. So, trying to keep clarity and have
u, your focus go where you want it is the
ithing, and on this movie the directors
were very keen on keeping it clean.
ó whereas often you'll have a client who's
I interested in just having a lot of things
Studio Sound Irene 1999
I

I

going all of the time and they end up
getting in each other's w :1v. The
\X'achowskis draw a yen definite line
when it conies to distracting the audience. and that also ties into. the sense
of
the movie t(
be as dvnatttic :u pOssiblc w itltout necessarily being loud. \\''e knew a lot of
the scenes would he loud. but we did
not want anything to he so loud that it
would put people off.'
The audio team for Tbc Matrix was
basically the saute as that \!rich worked
on Any and Larry \\achowski's previous picture. Mullet( )nee again. the filet
shoot adhered strictly to the story boarding, so everyone was. well aware
in advance of what to expect. and consequently all of the special effects had
to spring front the storytelling.
'The \X :ichow skis wanted electricity
to infuse the whole movie. )ane Davis
I

explains with regard ti his work as the
sound designer. 'After all. it , about elcx'tricity. It might he dealing w ith the digital domain. but you're still talking about
pulses and electrons. and so they
wanted everything to have a kind of
electrical edge and that was therefore
one of the framework dissensions that
tried to g,) with.
'For instance. there were things like
the NehucTia dnezzar hovercraft. where
the propellers had to he electromagnetic. Well. didn't sec what those propellers looked like until just before they
finished the movie. and the idea was u)
build something that had no engines.
no thrust. no explosives. no exhaust. no
combustion. The power had to he
purely derived from electricity. zinc! to
that end those pre Tellers were all made
from arcs. \\'e rented a six -trot -tall.
30.111)(\ lacoh s !.adder. :und
>
I

I

1

63

<obtained the sort of I)opplering arc
cycles that I needed fur t base propellers
by recording this huge arc Bing veil
cicriely by the ntic :utd n>aking forwardreverse loops. I think there were ten
propellers. And each of them had three
forward-reverse to ups of this I )opplering arc. and they were also pitch -shifted
s samples. That's where all of that
power c( m>es tram.
'There's also a lot of metallic resonating of the Nebuchadnezzar when
it's moving. and. ;tit hough that's propulsive it was all just produced with huge
sheets of steel that were being vibrated
with dry ice and things like that. So,
that wasn't specifically electrical. hut.
being that the ship is electromagnetic.
everything on the Neh is steel, and so
that was another emphasis. I got to
stomp around on some of the set parts
from the ship when I was in Sydney

i
..m

,oq

{l( j- Fi
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Sound designer aid supervising editor, Dane Davis, at work in his own Danetracks facility

a feel for that. because, even
though it wa,,n't really steel, it looked
like steel. \\ :tilted to convey the idea
that the electromagnetic field from those
propellers \yas affecting everything
you know. like the steel was always
being kind of pushed and pulled by the
electromagnetic field, and so that's why

and get

I

-

used the steel sheets.
'There was a giant metal gate that
I recorded in Texas a few years ago that
made this singing resonance, and so
I pitch- shifted that down many many,
many octaves using a program called
Sounds lack, one (idle few stand -alone
applications that I used, can do pitch shifting a long way without hearing any
nonsense. and so I used that to create
all of these extremely low metal resonances that you hear inside the ship.
Another program that I used was
\Ietativnth. and that really defined the
sound quality of a lot of things, giving
them an extremely clean and distinct
I

timbre while doing digital processing.
I
used it on anything that had
to feel digital. not wanting to get grainy
in an ugly way--- except for five or six
sounds in the movie that did have to be
grainy in an ugly way. In some cases I
had to create an audio file and import
it to \IetaSynth. export it hack to Pro
Tools and then let it continue with its
linear progression.
Meanwhile, further electrical devices
were recorded in order to attain the >
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hoosing the right audio Codec.
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The Dialog4 MusicTAXI range is one of the most comprehensive codec
packages on the market today. It contains all the standard ISO/MPEG
audio coding algorithms in common use today such as Layer 2 and
Layer 3, as well as CCITT G.722 for high grade voice bandwidth
connections, and G.711 so it can talk to a plain old analogue telephone
line, too. Connectivity features include upto three ISDN terminal
adapters and X.21 port, for operation up to 384kbps. Dialing is quick
and easy using the 96 entry directory.
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The range of network protocols included means that it can be taken
to virtually any part of the world. In the studio the audio i/o can be
analogue or digital (AES /EBU & S /PDIF interfaces are both provided).
The aux data channel enables embedded control data to be sent
alongside the audio, and the unit can be controlled remotely from a
PC or the external Remote Panel if desired. Most importantly
automatic sensing of the codec at the other end of the call means
that it sets itself up to communicate with the most commonly used
systems in use today, i.e. Telos Zephyr, CDQPRIMA, Glensound and

I

0.0. eiVeá itint .11

Dluoc4

PAN

others without complicated manual programming. Operationally the
buttons are large and straightforward to use, while the illuminated
LCD display gives a clear indication of what is going on at all times.
No noisy internal cooling fan to worry about in quiet studio
conditions. The Remote Panel can control a MusicTAXI from over
500m away via the RS422 interface. The online menu indicates
online time, send -level, receive -level, adjusted headroom, Rx
and Tx audio
30
-25
-20
-IS
-10
configuration,
L, 40
,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.
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SYNC flag of
MusicTAXI at
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01141225930
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12BH 48.0 JOIST STEREO
12BH 4B.D Ji'lnT STEREO

the other end.

Tapeless recording and transmission on the spot is the answer to the
enhanced requirements of correspondents. The CTAXI is the solution
and is set to become the standard for mobile recording and
transmission, because it satisfies the users demand: stereo recording,
editing, file-transmission to computers, realtime-transmission to all
well known codces. The CTAXI is, of course, child's play to operate.
You can use it as telephone, walkman, audio recorder, mobile editing
station, transmission device. The size is as small as today's cutting

edge technology allows: 58 x 239 x 150 mm, the weight is 1150 g
including 2 x Li -ION batteries. The charger is inbuilt and allows
uninterrupted operation. PCMCIA flash cards or hard drives can be
used for stereo recording. BWF format is supported.

We are not American or British. We don't belong to a big industry
corporation. So we have to work that little bit harder. We started 8
years ago with advanced MPEG Integration into Audio Codecs
and have dedicated ourselves to making them as user -friendly as
possible. Our product know -how covers ISDN and satellite

transmission, recording, editing and storage. Add our experience,
research capabilities and production expertise and you have the
legendary German Quality that keeps us one step ahead. For more
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< sound of the power plant which the
main characters visit. 'Everything had to

have these throbbing electrical cycles.'
says Davis, 'so i used a lot of free -arcing, where I was just taking transformers and arcing in the air. and recording
Tesla coils and things like that. In all.
that power plant has about 50 electrical elements that are all kind of working in sync to a big
pulse, and that was
fun. Also. when
you go through
the TV monitors,
through the letters
on the screen or
through the code,
there's a lot of electrical arcing that's
been either digitally
manipulated to feel
digital or left fairly
raw in some cases,
just pitch -shifted
way up in order
to give it a really
crackly quality. That's

one of the things
they really wanted.
giving you the feeling that you are moving through electricity when you go through the
screens.'
John Roesch and Hilda Hodges took
care of the Foley work at the Warner
Brothers facility in Hollywood, with
Thom Brennan supervising. Recorded
on 2 -inch tape with SR before going into
Pro Tools. this comprised a lot of the
film's external elements in addition to

The

the usual array of sounds. They did a
fantastic job.' says Dane Davis, and it
was \ cry sparse Foley for a movie like
this. Scenes like going into the pod in
the power plant. all of the little 'plashes
and movements were done by he Ft
crew and the effect was beautiful. We
were shooting Foley for months before
the mix. because i was incorporating
Foley into what i was
doing, and i was doing little temp mixes
for their Avid all of
the way through the
t

pr(>cess.

'Being that the picture editors were in
Sydney :Intl was in
had
Los Angeles,
editors building the
sound -design
and
action -type scenes
from the material as
I was making it, and
I would do premixes
that i would wire
back to Sydney. They
would then download them the next
morning-which was
really a clay and a half later for them
-and cut everything direct into their
Avid. Therefore. as they were cutting
the movie they would have early vet-Si(
of everything that was snaking,
which is a terrific way to work in spite
of the 8,000 miles between us. Once or
tw ice a week we would get on the
speaker-phone with the \Vachowskis
and discuss where things were at, and
I

I

I
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" The Audio Toolbox is a DSP- powered, wunderbox packing
dozens of functions...every audio pro needs one."
George Petersen, Mix Magazine

Outputs:

Inputs:

Built -in speaker
Balanced XLR
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Stereo balanced XLR

1/4" TRS

Stereo 1/4" TRS
Stereo RCA phono

MIDI

RCA phono
1/4" stereo
headphone jack

Plus:

MiDi

Graphical backlit
LCD display
Battery or AC power

Acoustic Analysis Tools: Real Time
Analyser. SPI.. ETC. RISO.
Speaker & She Polarity
Session Helpers: Tuner. Tempo
Computer. MIDI Data Monitor. MIDI
Transmit. SMPTE Read/gen/re -gen.
Hunt Cancellation
Test Functions: Signal Generator.

all for

£ 650.
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dB/Frequeney Meter. S/N.
Frequency Response.
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Cable Tester. Phantom Power
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Armed with his Rycote -encapsulated
Schoeps mie, Dane Davis faces off against
a 20,000 -voltTesla coil fulmination
so we all evolved together. Then, the

morning after they arrived back in the
I iS, we slid a 3 -day temp mix in my studio with all of the music that had been
cut to that point, and for the first time
we all got a sense of how everything
was going In play.'
Chris Jenkins, Mark Sniith and Ron
Bartlett spent eight clays in January of
1999 doing a temp mix off of five Pro
Tools systems using :t Neve console at
Todd -AO. Thereafter. the temp mix
updates were done by Dane Davis at
Danetracks. while the niix proper saw
John Reitz, Dave Campbell and Gregg
Rudloff taking care of dialogue. music
and effects on a brand -new sound stage
at Warners. where a pair of 32- output
Pro Tools fed a Fairlight ,MFN3 setup
via the recently installed AMS Neve DFC
console.
The Fairlights and the Neve worked
together really well.' says Rudloff who,
together with his colleagues. mixed
over the et )arse of a (-week peri( id from
early February to late March of 1999.
'The setup provided flexibility so that.
when there were picture changes. the
drives could be pulled out for the fixes
to be niade on a Fairlight editing station on the lot and then popped back
in. That's very necessary on these kinds
of movies. We used the Fairlight s both
for recording and playing hack. and it
all went fine.'
Configured for dialogue. music and
effects. the all-digital. :all -automated
DFC console is set up in four tiers, with
each fader capable of up to an 8-track
pre -dub. AVe did a 6-track mix, so all of
my preduhs were in 6-track form.'
explains Rudloff. 'The six channels consisted of left- centre- right. a left surround. a right surround and the sub
information. I wasn't using the faders
of each tier; just (>ne layer had the
6-track predub. but I was using multi layers for other things. Depending on
how- you set it up and what you're using
the signals :Ind routeing paths for, the
board can provide up to 500 paths.
'it was a straightforward project in
terms of satisfying what the client wanted.
but it was also fairly complex. with a lot
of stuff going on-the lobby shoot -out,
the shooting-out of the office building
with the helicopter and all of that-and
so we kept as much separation as possible in the predub process. i was basically working with like 20 predubs per
reel, and we were also flying stuff in wild
because we didn't get some of the final
June 1999 Studio Sound

visuals until WC Were in the process.'
In terms of the dialogue there was o'er\
little AI)R. the \\'achowski brothers
large] shunning the looping option
--4)111 of about I011 lines shot roughly
only 36 were used. whereas some filet
projects can call for as much :is -66 Tines
of :V )R.
crtheless. this is not to say
that The .1/crlri.rdicln': need it.
The dialogue was in terrible shape.'
says John Reitz. l'he\ had a lot of problems when they were shooting in Australia, with plenty of rain machines and
lighting machines causing some high frequency problems that we had to get
rid of. Basically. anytime you have that
mane special effects going your production has a lot of noise that you have

\

'

Davis with the Warner brothers. L -R: Music
Mixer Dave Campbel ; dialogue mixer
John Reitz; FX mixer Gregg Rudloff

to deal with. and so I used different
devices to clean it up. I used a -t-band
gate' plitter. and I also used the Yamaha
dip filter in a lot of cases to get rid of
steady frequencies. In the construct area
where it was all white- screen I had :III
production dialogue and it was pretty
noisy. so it was gated quite Ilea\ Hy. not
so much with l)<>Ih\ liar. but basically
just with the 4 -hand gate -splitter.
Keane Reeves doesn't really project
that much. so it was kind of difficult at
times to get him through. Flowerer. battling the effects wasn't really a problem
because Gregg tends to work around
me in a lot of rases. and the same applies
with the music mixer Dave l( antpbelll.
\\e all pull down a little and he fits in
around the dialogue-the three of us
have worked together for 18 years. so
we're veil tuned into each other. and.
if one guy has a problem trying to get
something through. the other two guys
will back down for him:
'I worked less on this show than on
anything I can recall' adds Campbell
regarding his mix of the score that was
recorded on a Fox sound stage. it came
in on 24-hit Pro "fools. it was set up in
:in adjacent room here and I never even
saw it. It just came to me on faders and
it worked wonderfully. Armand Steiner
had recorded a 6 -track orchestra and it
was magnificent. It was absolutely perfect. 'then I had an additional six tracks
of synths which Don Davis did before-

hand -these had been mixed dc>w n
with Armand's orchestra. and it was so
well balanced that I almost never
touched it:
Still. touch it he did..\Ieanwhile. when
it comes to the overall sound. with any
action movie there is always a danger
of employing what could he described
as \lickey \luuseeftects'. emphasising
every nuance in unimaginative audio >
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fashion. On The Matrix Davis
is ryas
therefore determined that obvious solutions to the on- screen proceedings were
to be avoided at all costs.
'It's quite risky using things that illustrate the film- making process rather
than what the characters are perceiving.' he saes. l'ou experience that in a
lot of movies. where the sounds are all
about the scan(' editors and the mixers. Well, the audience doesn't care
about that process and its also a distraction from what they're watching. On
the other hand. a scene such as that in
which the government lobby is invaded
had sounds for every movement,
ement, even
bullet. every explosion. even possible
c'etail. and then during the mix we
pulled everything out and just put in
the things that we needed based on how
the characters perceived them.'
'That scene. we decided. was really
too big ti>r too long. and it could become
annoying.' says Gregg Rudloff. 'Again.
then are directors and producers who
like it to be that wary, but the \X'acho>wskis were more interested in peaks
and valleys.'
-As soon as the audience would
expect something. such as the guards
to keep shooting. we'd pull way hack
on the gunfire and just go with the
sound of the bullet flying past fron)
Neo's perspective. adds Dane Davis.
That means it Lk wsn't play at till in a
literal way, hut its still really exciting.

-

<

that makes a really big difference.' Davis
continues. 'I don't ever use synthesisers
whether we're talking software or hardware. and even though have tons of
them-unless the thing on the screen is
a synthesiser. and apply that same principal to creatures such as the robots in
this nu)yic. I didn't want them to make a
sound that seemed like it was being male
for the benefit of humans. and. while
that's guiding principle in all of my work.
in this movie it was a law. If a sound
makes the audience think alxut s(
body creating that sound then it's the
I

I

The Powerhouse effects team. L-R: Eric
Lindemann; Julia Evershade; Dane Davis
a lot of times we'd insert the
reverse sounds of guns being shot
because it worked great with the music.
It made the heat more intense and
punchy. even though it had no literal
meaning. and we'd also put in off screen gunshots because they were
interesting in a musical way. In tact. the
producer. Joel Silver. is known for liking things louder. but he loved the
poetic approach so much that even he
said. "Hey. go more abstract ". Coming
from Joel that was terrific. and it was a
license for joyous insanity.
-1 always tiv to break clown a scene
into characters. whether they're humans.
animals. rchots ur any other machines.
and then try to figure out what noises
they w( add create when doing whatever
they're doing in that scene.'
An approach that Gregg Rudloff refers
to as 'see a hear. hear a bear'. 'Sometimes

Similarly.

wrong sound.'
Still. with movies such as The /'bantom .l /e')raLe lurking around even corner. there is undoubtedly a hot of
pressure on sci-fi film- makers to hit
audiences between the ears with a
plethora of novel sounds. 'We didn't
want anybody to hear anything that theyhad head before.' agrees Davis. 'Nevertheless. that kind of pressure to be
unique does make it a lot more tun; ten
times as much work. but a lot inure fun.
had to kick people's butts with the
sound effects. because certain scenes
had to be really radical and intense. and
they had to make a huge impression on
the audience. Of course. also didn't
want it to scent like we were trying too
hard -and that's never easy -but in a
lot of cases the rule had to be that when
we were getting used to a sound then
that was the time to get rid of it.'
I

I

I
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Incorporating our unique Reflex technology,

the newly formulated dye ensures the most
accurate pit writing possible for crystal

clear audio playback, every time. Even if it
took her fifty -eight times.
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Throughout the history of audio, the topic of recording
media has prompted development and distress in equal
measures. Carl A Snape replays the history of storage
FORTY l'l:AIts

is a long time. Forty
years takes us hack to 1959 when
magnetic tape was the primar
storage media for audio recordings. It
also takes us, conveniently. almost to
the very beginning of polyester base
magnetic tape. Originally. in the very
earliest days of tape. paper had been
used, but over time this was replaced
with cellulose acetate and in the early
fifties. when the first long planing tapes

were introduced, with polyvinyl chloride (PVC).
In the early sixties triple play tape was
introduced. What made triple play a
reality was a new plastic base filet material. Polyester only needed to he 18pm
thick compared to the 25pm thickness
necessary for PVC and the 50pm of cellulose acetate. Initially the professional
recording industry was suspicious of
these new tapes and for good reason.
Although cellulose acetate would
stretch slightly under normal use, when
it was put under high tension. such as
abrupt braking. it snapped. and in most
cases would have to be repaired with
splicing tape.
Polyester. on the other hand. had a
nasty habit of stretching, and the stretching got worse as the tension increased.
effectively rendering that segment of the
recording unusable. Pre -stretching the
polyester (tensilising) did reduce the
problem and this. coupled with careful
tape transport design and improved
braking. resulted in polyester ultimately
replacing the earlier hase films and
establishing itself as the main base film
material for virtually all professional
recording tapes. Although normally
referred to as polyester its full chemical name is polyethylene terephthalate
so you are likely to see it identified as
PE or PET. It is also widely known by
its Dupont registered name of \iylar.
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When BASF introduced its triple play
polyester tape in 1963, it was originally
designed for open reel applications.
however its introduction caught the eye
of another European manufacturer
-Philips. With BASF's experience with
low noise high output formulations.
and now with its ultra thin tape. it would
seem that Philips' new innovation -the
Compact Cassette -and BASF's new
tape would make perfect partners. And
indeed this proved to be the case. When
the original Compact Cassette \\ as introduced at the Berlin Radio show in 1963
it contained BASF's new polyester tape.
Although Philips invented the Compact ( :assete. it \vas not the first company to have the idea of putting tape in
a plastic shell. RCA had actually marinch
keted a cassette o)ntaining two
reels of tape as early as 1958.
The sixties were not the era of the
fact the Compact
Compact Cassette
Cassette was not widely accepted until
1970. it was the time, however, when
professional multitrack recording began
to flourish. The early 3 -track multitrack
recorders used ';' -inch tape. Although
changing the tape width to accommodate more recorded tracks is a major
design challenge for the tape machine
manufacturer, it is a relatively straightforward procedure for the tape manufacturer. This is because during the
manufacturing process the magnetic
material is coated onto large juntlx) reels.
often several feet wide. flaking'. -inch,
-inch or 2 -inch tape. although a precise and skilled ()penal( ni. is essentially
determined by the position of the tape
slitting knives and how many you use.
By the late sixties most professional
recording tapes were back coated. Normally a thinly coated carbon pigment.
this would be applied with at suitable
binder ( usually a polyester urethane

-in

1

-the same binder used in the magnetic
coating) to the hack of the base file-..
The hack coat helped dissipate static.
hence the carbon, and the matte surface
improved the winding characteristics.
Throughout the sixties. tape manufacturers competed with each other to
improve their formulations. During the
early part of the decade the emphasis
was on low-noise formulations, but
waiting in the wings \vas a new innovation. The prototype A30I Dolby
A -type n(,ise reduction was first demonstration at Decca Studios in la mdon in
November 1965. According to Dolby
Labs, by the end of 1969, driven by the
increasing use of multitrack recording.
the majority of London pop music studios were equipped with Dolby A.
While Dolby noise reduction certainly
addressed the noise issue this did not
mean the tape manufacturers gave up
developing their tape formulations.
They turned their attention to higher
maximum recorded levels-increased
dynamic range in other words-during
the latter half of the sixties and would
continue with this type of development
through the seventies and even into the
eighties with tapes such as Scotch 996.
With the advent of digital recording
however factors such as noise and headroom ceased to be so important.
Dropouts. tape smoothness and
improvements in runability were to
become more important concerns with
digital media.
Digital recording brought with it not
only a plethora of storage devices. but
also a bewildering number of recording formats and types of storage media.
The latter can be classified into three
main categories: open reel. rotary head
(video cassettes) and data storage.
When the very first digital recorders
were built it was basically a free -for-all
with each system being incompatible
with any other. The very early systems
(levelOPed by Decca. E\lI. 3M -BBC.
Soundst ream. and Sony used open reel
and video -based storage media. >
71

< There was no common recording
standard. neither was there a common
tape speed for the open reel fi)rmats.
Broadly speaking. three tape formats
survived: I)ASH and ProDigi. which
were both open reel. stationery head
formats fin' multitrack and mastering.
and ie Rh the introduction of the Sony
1610. and later on the 1630, l nrttic.
which became the standard media for
CI) mastering. Alm introduced by si my.
and taking its naine front the way the
tape was wrapped round die video
head. t'- mastic was one of the very earliest yieleo cassette formats. In spite of
its cl) )se associations with professional
users
manic was actually conceived.
originally. as a consumer fì rmat.
Another consumer video format from
Sony would also end up in the recording studio. Iserunax was introduced in
19'S. Coupled with Sony's F-1 digital
processor, it provided the basis for an
inexpensive digital recording system.
Although ultimately shunned by consumers as a \ isle, and audio recoi hag
format. lietaunax tape continued to be
used for CI ) mastering until it was finally
replaced by 1)A'l'.
lietantax was joined by l \'C's \'I IS lì)r-

r

Had it not been

for the interest
shown by
pro audio DAT
would have
probably been

)

relegated to the

history books
long ago

1

tu

ai in 19--. Video
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IS
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198- and 11i -8 in 1989. All these videotape fì)rntats would eventually end up
being used. in me way or another, for
digital audio recording: S -\I IS fin- ADAT
and Hi-8 for DTRS. for example. In 1986.
ho\\e\er. a new tape format was
announced specifically_ for recording
digital audio.
The Digital Audio lape format or 1)A'1
as it Was to he universally known, rev -

olutionised digital audio recording.
t'sing a much smaller cassette. narrow
3.81min tape and a rotas head recording system. R -DAT ousted its stable
mate. S- DA'l'( Static )vet head) when the
final format was voted on at the DAT
Conference General Assembly in September 1985. Details of the R -DAT format were finalised in 1986. Shortly
afterwards sum- she )wed the first working prototype at NAB.

Although Sony had developed a professional I)AT recorder very early on.
once again the format was primarily
aimed at the consumer market as a prerecorded format and as a replacement
for the analogue cassette. Originally fur
types of I)AT tape were specified. One
for I ilun tape and one for 'thin' tape.
Standard and wide -track recordings
could also he automatically detected by
the arrangement of recognition holes on
the base of the shell. The magnetic coating was specified as metal powder
( metal particle or NIP). With the thinner
10frnt tape. recording tinte was
increased by So., The first tapes were
all 60 minutes long. but 90- minute and
120- minute tapes soon followed. Today
DAT tapes are available in a wide variety if lengths front 15 minutes to 2 how:s.
In spite of the efforts to market 1)A1
as at consumer product this never really
happened. Had it not been le ir the interest shown by the professional audio
community DAT would have probably
been relegated to the history books king
ago. With hindsight many probably
wish it had leer!
\ot e\ ery( me- includingSonv-\vas
happy about DAT being used for professional recording. Sony responded
with the \tO -based PC\I t)OOO format,
but failed to get it adopted as a universal CI) mastering format. \agra. on the
c

other

h :>ud. developed its Nagra -D format using -inch open -reel tape in
order to provide a higher quality and
more reliable digital recording format
for professionals needing a portable digital audio recording fi>rmat.
Although DAT is still used today in
mane- ways. the nineties has become
the age of computer editing and t ee>rding with dart -storage media increasingly
replacing analogue and digital tape.
Originally vast arrays of hard disks
were used to store digitally edited material, but as computer technology
matured an increasing diverse range of
high capacity storage options 11:1\ -(2
became available. One of the first was
the 12 -inch Write Once. Read \Luny
(WORM) disc which was followed in
November 1988 with the first commercial rewritahle \IO disc. One of the first
professional audio uses for this new
double- sided disc was the . \udiflex digital dialogue editor. At the time hard
drives could store around 2 - -28 minutes of sound. The new disc could store
up to ;S minutes per side. As the technology developed not only did the
capacity increased hut also smaller
i' -inch (lises have been introduced.
Even smaller still, yet still using \I( )
technology. \IiniDisc was originally
announced in Nlay 1991. Its small size
and protective shell have seen increasing numbers of broadcaster use the
media for recording and program
archiving. In fact a number of broadcasters are switching to recordable
\ID in preference to DAT.
\lagneto- optical media is not the only
option far data storage. )'ape -based fin-mats such as the 8mm Exahyte cassette
(currently with three different storage
capabilities/and the DI:I'cartridge with
tour) are already well established. The
f>inner. in particular, f> r (I) mastering
and the latter for I) \'I). However,
recordable CI) and I) \I) already pose
an on -going threat. Certainly CD-R has
bee( me an increasingly popular torntat
urn' CI) mastering and one imagines it
is only a question of time bete ire >
r

><
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< recordable 1)\'I) will follow in the
sane footsteps with respect to I)\'t)
Video and presumably I)VI) Audit.
So is that great survivor analogue tape
finally going to he laid to rest? Somehow doubt it. When you (Tear stories
of recording engineers hacking up their
RADAR systems with analogue tape
there is something to he said. not only
for that analogue sound, but also for
the compatibility and universal playa hitity of the analogue tape formats.
As for the future. inevitably we will
see more k)rmats developing for digital audio recording and long -term storage. Certainly archiving on large
computer networks will he the way forward for those responsible fOr large collections of media assets. For the smaller
studio. keeping an eye on new consumer formats man provide s( nne clues
as to where digital storage may he heading. Whatever
tever tomorrow may bring. it is
still increasingly important to protect
vour current recorded assets 1 r with out these original recordings you compromise hack -catalogue releases for
future formats.
Although it may he tempting to imagine that all your problems are over once
the multitrack has been mixed and the
production master sent to the facture.
in fact this is far from the case. simply
stickinga label on box, filing it (n a shelf
and turning the light out and then com-

So is that

a

I

ing hack in

1()

or

15

years time expect-

great survivor
analogue tape

finally going to
be laid

to

rest?

Somehow doubt
I

it.

ing everything to be as you left it is simply courting disaster. If you do not look
after your assets you may end up without any.
\\'hen it comes to proper analogue
tape storage. prevention is far more
preferable than cure. There are three
key elements that are important. Avoid
any fora) of contamination -dust. dirt.
fingerprints. moisture. Avoid any physical stresses that might defer ii the tape.
Finally ensure your tapes :ire stored in
a stable. controlled environment. It is
not a good idea to subject tape to rapid
changes in temperature. "Taking a tape
from a cool library to a warm control
room will have a detrimental affect on
the tapes lung -term stability. Another.

often overlooked. point is to avoid storing anything in the box along with the
tape such as track sheets. Although it
may not seem so, paper is an ideal
source of dust and also provides a comfortable home for bacteria. You should
also avoid 'protecting' your tapes by
putting them in plastic bags unless you
are alsulutely certain you are doing it
in a moisture -free environment. The
plastic bag will simply trap any moisture, which will then accelerate deterioration of the magnetic coating.
Ideally open reel tapes should be
exercised every 3-4 years. Avoid uneven
winding as this can create air pockets
which can then create stress, greater air to- tape contact and potential tape edge
damage. Ideally. winding should be
clone as slowly as possible. Some
archivists even suggest 'winding' the
tape at plan speed on a machine with
the heads removed.

Environmental conditions are critical
for ensuring that your tape library
remains in the best possible condition.
High temperatures and high levels of
humidity should be avoided at all costs,
as these will have an adverse affect on
the tape and also encourage fungal
growth. Quantegy. for example. recommends a storage temperature of 18 C
±1 C (65 F ±2 F) and a relative humidity of

40"

±$n,,.

Others. suggest even

lower temperatures (15 C) and relative
humidity levels (?-+" .). There is a >

DENON
Professional Audio Brand

Perfect for production
at a perfect price
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CompactDisc Player

Application Post production, Live playout, AV, Broadcast, Theatre.
Features GPI + fader start, cue to audio, instant start, balanced XLRs, digital output.
Benefits Space saving size, time saving intuitive design, quick to use.
Price "You wouldn't believe us if we printed it"
FOR MORE INFORMATION EMAIL IAN DOWNS AT:

idowns @compuserve.com

HAYDEN LABORATORIES, CHILTERN HILL, CHALFONT -ST- PETER, BUCKS. SL9 9UG. TEL: 01753 888447 FAX: 01753 880109
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STUDIO MASTER

900
maxima

because of the sound - it is so punchy, the output
is so high and the noise levels so low. A modern analogue
tape like SM 900 gives me all the things I want: warmth,
compression, etc., without losing that sound.

SM 900

maxima is

a

high -

tape
analogue
output
specifically for
designed
and
-track
recording
multi
mastering. with extra wide
dynamic range. low noise and
low print through.

Ash Howes's credits include recordings with
,

,

and
Further Information from EMTEC Magnetics U.K. Ltd.

EMTEC /V1agnetics

Phone 07803/890652
or in the Internet: www.emtec- magnetics.com

easy,

One question
that everyone 1
asks is how long
will CD and
CD -R last.
Again it will
depend on how
you store them.
In the dark is the
first recommendation

<

clanger. however. that if the relative
humidity is too low this will encourage
static build up and can cause shrinkage
oÌ the backing material.
As many have found to their cost, one
of the biggest problems with the longterm storage of analogue tape is mois-

ture. I ligh humidity, for example. will
not only tend to stretch the backing film.
but will also increase hydrolysis.
Although you may not have he :nrd oÌ
the terni you will no doubt Iat e heard
of its affect on tapes that have been
stored for several e:urs.
Hydrolysis is a chemical reaction
between the Cape hinder :utcl moisture
in the air. The process creates carboxylic
acid and alcohol, which ultimately manifests itself as gummy. tacky substance
on the recorded side of the tape. In an
advanced state. the reaction can affect
the bond between the magnetic coating and the underlying plastic filet
resulting in total separation of the magnetic layer if any attempt is made to
rewind or even play the tape.
The problem first came to light in the
latter part of the eighties when record
companies wishing R) reissue back catalogue material on CI) tì>un(' to their
horror that some masters fn
the sixties and seventies had been affected by
hydrolysis. In some cases the tapes
would squeal when played. In other
cases the machine would slow down
or grind to a halt. In the very worst cases
engineers had to peel the magnetic
coating from the heads. Early attempts
to reduce the squealing involved lubricating the tapes. C)ne meth( id was to
split a pencil lengthways so that the
graphite core, supported at the rear with
the wooden sleeve. was exposed. This
could then be used as self- lubricating
graphite guide. Also tried. were various \ya XL'', and special lubricating wipes
used by the filet industry for lubricating film stc )ek.
l'c)wanls (lie end of the eighties. Agfa
developed a commercial process for
restoring these damaged tapes. Known
as the NT Process the tapes were subjected to a 5 -stage treatment process.
76

After cleaning. the tape would he
chemically treated and then baked. The
major drawhack with the technique
\vas that the treatment only lasted an
hour and the tapes could only be
played once. Alter looking at the problem Ampex devised an alternative solution and published the details in 1991.
TO(LtV there are a number of slight variations on the original recommendations but they all largely follow the
,,:Tile technique. The biggest differences are in the baking time.
Although the original baking process
could take up to four clays. tapes would
n(>rntally remain stable for up to 30 days
under reasonable roost conditions
(avoiding high humidity). The process
could also he repeated a number of
times even if the tape had been put hack
into storage and retrieved several years
Liter. Critical to the process was the temperature and the ability to accurately
control it. If the temperature was
allowed to g(> above S F. the base
material may soften and physically distort. Although a domestic oven could
he used in theory this Was not recommended simply because domestic oxen
thermostats normally (lo not operate

below ,0 F.
l 'sing the highest recommended temperature it takes up tc> it hours at
F
to hake a badly affected .-inch tape
(96 hours for a 2-inch tape). however.
F you run the risk of slightly
at
increasing print -through thy ahc>ut
1(lI ). If this is critical the recumnten(lation is to use a lower temperature. In
this case. typically, a -inch tape would
need to he treated for -2 lu
at 45 F.
Although hydrolysis has not been an
issue with digital tape that does not mean
you du not Kaye to be concerned. Similar hinders ran he found in videotape
so in theory at least they are just as susceptible. Most of the general storage recommendations kit analogue tape also
apply to digital tape media. It is important that the tape is neat) wound and it
is also recommended by some manufacturers that the winding of video cassettes is reversed every -3 years. Video
cassettes. even it stored in library cases.
should be st( teed vertically and open reel
recordings should not have the end of
the tape hanging I(x>se when stored.
One question that everyone auks is
how long will CU and CI) -R List. Again
it will depend on how you store them.
In the dark is the first recommendation.
According to National Nleclia Labs.
stored at It) C and 25"o
I, good quality (.I) -Rs should last between 10 -100
years. pour quality (.1) -Rs up to five
years. At
C and 3tru RH expectancy
drops to -ill years and two gars
respectively. Although these tests were
based on media available in 1995 the
tests do show the great variation in both
the span of life expectancy and quality
of individual manufacturers. The test
results are also based on infrequent
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access and good enyironmmrit :tl !it( n
age conditions. Generally speaking
CI) -RO \1 and WORM discs have the
greatest life expectancy: \IO and CI) -R
the (east.
\lore int(n'mation on recording and
:milking issue, can he found via
TRH All: who can be contacted at

\yww.triumf- uk.clenxm.co.uk.
In some ways. although analogue
media deteriorates. at lust its still fairly
easy to find tape machines on which
http:

to play the media. The same cannot he
s:ticl of digital:md the situation in 10 or
20 years bite may be even worse for
original multitracks or masters stored
on computer media. One of the nice
things about analogue multitracks is
that the recordings can he remixed and
reused with any future format. If you
are relying cnn an archive of (:I)s then
all you have got is 16-hit tt.lktlz
stereo. which is great for Cl). but very
little else. If yuur archives consist of
multitracks anel -or mixes on computer
storage media then you could fare a
more worrying situation.
Computer. :tnd computer products
continue develop at an ever- accelerating rate. The leading edge -ix CI) -ROM
drive of Iìmr years ago is a snail compared to today's it
drives. but VOL!
could argue that your (:I) -RO \I is still
playable and that's true. however a
growing number of people are already
finding it very difficult to locate
veny earliest digmachines to play
ital recordings. Spare. are like;gold dust
and we :ue only talking about recordings from 111 or 12 years ago.
With computers. formats come and
go: operating system, et tine and go. old
trs and spares disappear off the
processors
face of the earth. Computers are constantly updated. so is software. (: :tn you
still read your tld media? Are those old
replacecl drives still in good order? IN)
You still have the manuals? IN) you
know where the software drivers are?
nless yc m have a policy of backing up
your archives with more modern media
you could he creating a lot of work for
yourself in the future. \'ou (oulcfeven
end up with unpla\ahle media.
Fortunately. largely due to (.I) and the
recognition of the value in reissuing
hack catalogue, there is a far greater
awareness of looking after multitrack
and master recordings. Certainly the
clays when one large VS entertainment
company allegedly stored part of its tape
library in an area exposed to the outside elements appear to be a thing of
the past. Rut this isn't just an issue facing the nnajor record companies and
studios: it ct tn(crns everyone involved
tnal recording. It is not
in professional
beyond the hounds of possibility that
you could he recording the first demo
of an artist destined to become the next
Sinatra. Elvis or Lennon. In to years time
that recording will probably he price Iea The thin.;
will it he playable? II
l

QUALITY CONTROLS
The smooth touch of Penny & Giles' faders and controllers. Precision

components for the audio, broadcast and entertainment industries.
Providing human interface solutions for the widest range of applications
-

analogue or digital, simple or sophisticated. Specified by the world's

leading equipment manufacturers,
for performance, reliability and
complete quality control.
conductive plastic linear faders

-

manual and motorised, analogue
and digital

conductive plastic rotary faders

-

multi-gang options for surround
sound
manual, motorised and multi -axis

joysticks - surround panning and
remote control
analogue and digital

T -Bar

controllers
endless -belt digital controllers
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Penny & Giles Controls Limited
Nine Mile Point Industrial Estate
Cwmfelinfach, Gwent NP1 7JB, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1495 202024 Fax: +44 (0)1495 202006
email: studio.sales ®pgzontrols.co.uk
web: www.penny- giles- controls.co.uk
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Westlake Audio

- introduces the full range BBSM10 system...

THE NO COMPROMISE SPEAKER MANUFACTURER

C
To most people's ears the BBSM -10 is a full range speaker
system. But now, with the addition of the new BB10 -SWP
subwoofer speaker system, full range is redefined.

IvI'J'JI',

Westlake Audio Speakers are designed for the most demanding of audio engineers and golden -eared audiophiles. The
no- compromise manufacturing process includes extensive internal cabinet bracing, hand built crossovers with precision matched components, and drivers that are meticulously selected, tested, measured and matched. Cabinets, drivers
and crossovers are also thoroughly dampened to eliminate any resonances or vibrations. So if you already own a pair
of BBSM -10s and want to extend the bottom end, or if you're looking for a full range speaker system- you have to
listen to the BBSM -10s with the BB IO -SWP subwoofer system - you will be very impressed!

irli:J r .

MANUFACTURING GROUP
2696 Livery Court, Unit

2nd

18,

Newbury

Park. CA

,

USA 91 320

Ph 805-499 -3686

FAX 805 -498-2571
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CDR -1616

Digital Audio Matrix from DK -Audio
16 in/16 out digital audio mat

.:cepts AES/EBU and SPDIF Input formats
Automatic output synchronization
Click Freem switching
input to
any output
DSP Array Technology
Sample Rate Ic'verter5 o all inputs
Logic font panel control
Optional remote control
impact 19 -2U size
,

4M1V,fIeldiannel

rM metering with MSD600C.

...as easy as analogue J

DK -AUDIO Manelundver Phone +45 44 85 02
e-mail infoadk -audio con
'
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LIKE \1:1 \1
that have a language
that doe. not transfer
readily across borders. Italy
balances
small, although
relatively pr( digious, national film industry along with the
demand h n h reign language

ul

the selling off of areas
f>

housing develop-

r

ments, but the majority that is left holds a
lot of originality and
is largely unchanged
from the c >uiplez
that was built within
ar pine wood all those
\ ears ago. Its ar tact
that is evidenced by
the number of enormous pine trees that

as

dialogue replacement. As is
often the case in these cirIn the land of the original voice -over,
cumstances. this breeds a
middle market industry that
Zenon Schoepe visits four film facilities
is ;r fait- cry from the Ilagship
filet emporia of Flares like
in the Italian film capital of Rome
still dominate much
International Recording. th :t
of the landscape and served as backrecently opted hw A Is \ewe I)F(a. hut
get throw- away nu>\ ies as Bet l/nr. The
it is a middle market that is a hive of
Bible. and Cleopatra. and assured its
drops in those Biblical epics.
immortality. Fellini almost lived at
And where better t( build a proposed
activity :s it serves the demands of film
and TV pu)grauui ing requirements.
Cinecitta and made most of his filets
massive new 18-cinema multiplex than
here including of course La Duke Ilia t.
here in the lu line of Italian filet. Some
Italy's film heritage is a long and illus?Ids people are employed with around
trious one. :incl because of this it is
His office has been left untouched and
?(i stages and there s a small audio
unusual as a nun- English speaking
his personal Stage. Stage S. is referred
nation in having a good handful of to :Is Fellini's stage.
deoartnterlt that has \\ (> mixing stages
directors that are well known and
Lauer still pan >)t the site became a perequipped \with an SSI. rn(U and a vent'
heavily modified and extended Studer
respected beyond the confines of its
manent plot for the Spaghetti Westerns,
borders. This heritage also extends to
but it has always managed to keep itself
as its premiere theatre. Much of the supporting audio past \V( irk happen out busy. Italian television was swift to take
its filets studios :Ind the name Cinecitta
sic!e and (inecitta's main hand is in its
is at least ;Is well kno\\n as any other
advantage of the film city located in the
outskirts of R(>nte and RAI OI3 trucks
real estate and its film -staking expernon-1 folly\yood filet staking plot.
Created originally by Italian Fascist dicare a permanent fixture working alongtise. Italian productions do get sonie
side the permanent sets that serve as the
tator \lussolini in 193- as part of an
public financing and cinemas get a consideration if (IRA' show a stininnnu perbackdrop for soaps, games shows.
:Imbitious plot to aggrandise the
centage of It tan produce in the course
nation's art and cultural output. ;old to
drama and series. TV accounts h r s> ntu
of a year and this goes some way :o
serve his own party's propa ;g;n d
OO
&fthe(:inecittabusinessthesecla s.
but II>Ilvwcx>cl still centres back with the
needs. after the war the enormous plot's
keep the industry alive.
potential \vas spotted and pressed in to
However. a look at the middle ins :rlikes of Stall( ne with C7i%/bnnger.
service by h>IIy\wood which enjo\rd
ket studio sector reveals ¡test how c< nnk>i. example.
pie x the stake -tap of national film
its affordability. good climate and a willThe plot has been reduced in size
ing and skilled indigenous worktorce.
industry can be. and how different the
Above:SoundArt's facility with Cinemix desk.
Cinecitta played host to such low bud forces that dictate what a market can >
silver screen. and the projector room
t
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HUb
ADVANCED MEDIA PRODUCTS

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
AUSTRALIA: AWA AUDIO PRODUCTS
Tel 02 9669 3477 Fax: 02 9578 0140
Contact: Michael Guest

AUSTRIA: STUDER AUSTRIA GMBH
8651676 Fax: 01 865 167699
Contact Reinhold Flied!

Tel. 01

BELGIUM: EML PRO AUDIO
2355 Fax 011 23 2172
Contact: Erik Gysen

Tel 011 23

CANADA: HHB COMMUNICATIONS CANADA LTD

416 867 9000 Fax: 416 867 1080
Contact: Dave Dysart

Tel

CZECH REPUBLIC: AUDIOPOLIS
Tel 02 3332 2132 Fax: 02 3332 4172

Contact Jan Adam
DENMARK: INTERSTAGE A/S
Tel 39 46 0000 Fax. 39 46 0040
Contact: Finn Juul

FINLAND: HEDCOM

Cinecitta'sVenetian yet waterless plot

Tel: 09 682 866 Fax: 09 682 8489

Contact Jarmo Roivas

< suppon or tolerate are. and how these
tr )lie, combine to create national identity and character.
Hollywood nn :r well he taking to the
DEC in force. but Ronte is breaking out
in a rash of-not D&R Octagons -the
altogether cheaper D&R Cinemix console. But then it is a country in which
the filin audio industry employs a Cinetrack- modified incarnation of Digigranfs Xtrack system as an editor of
choice with a filin- specific front -end
designed by an Italian company.
Sound Ocsign is a relatively new and
compact film facility that has recently
added a Cinemix for its second mix
roost for TV. The studio was started in
1996 with a Dolby mix room and Sound craft I)C2020. smaller tracking rooms
plus a transfer suite. hut a pick up in
workflow soon necessitated the open-

ing of another two voice -over rooms. It
works in films and TV productions NV it I1
pretty much the whole gamut of Dolby
formats catered for. and the Cinemix
roost can also he used for voice :tnd
music recording as the console is on
Wheels and can he moved out of the
way. Recording is handled by the aforementioned Cinetrack. Akji DRlós. the
usual Tascam \II)NIs and film.
Owner Elio Gualfucci is a graduate
of the Cinematography Centre in Rome
and has served his time working up
through the film ranks. He says the studio specialises in Italian TV fiction
mostly in Dolby Surround. although
there is still a high proportion of mono
work Ixnsing through. 'The Soundcraft
was the first affordable console with
multichannel capahility. although
things ha e moved on a lot since >

FRANCE: MILLE ET UN SONS
Fax: 01 47 89 8171
Contact Didier Rupin

Tel: 01 46 67 0210

c

FRANCE: TRM
41 18 7965
9003 Fax.
Contact. Henri-Dominique Saumon

Tel 01 41 18

GERMANY: TRIUS VERTRIEB GMBH
05451-940810 Fax: 05451 940819
Contact: Hubert Dierselhuis

Tel:

GREECE: KEM ELECTRONICS
Tel 01 674 8514 Fax: 01 674 6384

Contact: Thimios Koliokotsis
HOLLAND: TM AUDIO HOLLAND BV
Tel: 030 241 4070 Fax.
241 0002
Contact: Peter de Fouw
HONG KONG: DIGITAL MEDIA TECHNOLOGY
Tet 2 721 0343 Fax: 2 366 6883
Contact Wilson Choi

IRELAND: BIG BEAR SOUND LTD
Fax 01 668 5253
Contact Julian Douglas

Tel: 01 662 3411

ISRAEL: BAND-PRO FILM VIDEO INC
Tel. 03 673 1891 Fax: 03 673 1894
Contact. Ofer Menashe
ITALY: AUDIO EQUIPMENT SRL
Fax: 039 214 0011

Tel: 039 212 221

Tel:

Contact Donatella Ouadrio
JAPAN: SOUND HOUSE INC
0476 22 9333 Fax 0476 22 9334
Contact. Rick Nakapma

MALDIVES: ISLAND ACOUSTICS PTE LTD
Tel 960 31 0032 Fax 960 31 8264

Contact Mohamed Habib
MEXICO: LOLA DE MEXICO
0525 250 6038 Fax: 0525 250 6038
Contact: Carmen Juarez

Tel

NEW ZEALAND: SOUND TECHNIQUES

Tel 09 846 3349 Fax- 09 846 3347
Contact' Stephen Buckland
POLAND: STUDIO DAVE
Tel. 22 826 4912

Fax: 22 827 4854

Contact Bogdan Wojc echowski
PORTUGAL: ELECTROSOUND PORTUGESA
Tel. 01 417 0004 Fax: 01 418 8093
Contact' Carols Cunha

RUSSIA: A&T TRADE INC
Tel: 095 229 7516 Fax 095 956 6881

Contact Alexei Gorsky
SINGAPORE / ASIA:
SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC ASIA PTE LTD
Tel 273 5202 Fax 273 5038
Contact: Donn Ho
SOUTH AFRICA: E.M.S.
4470 Fax. 011 726 2552
Contact Dennis Feldman

Tel 011 482

SPAIN: LEXON
Fax. 93 280 4029
Contact: Robert Serrat

Tel. 93 203 4804

SWEDEN: POL TEKNIK AB
449 4440 Fax 08 88 4533
Contact Jarmo Masko

Tel 08

Fonoroma dates back to 930 and predates even Cinecitta, it was Rome's first studio
and the place where voice overs were invented with the first experimental recordings
to lacquer in 193 .MGM opened its first studio in Rome within the Fonoroma complex.
The building houses two new Dolby Digital dubbing studios with Cinemix desks and
a third Amek Hendrix room.These are supplemented by ten additional studios used
for voice overs and more rudimentary mixing and a dedicated video post facility.
Originally a private company it was later sold to a co- operative made up the employees
which still owns the complex today.The film work quotient of the facility has increased
to 80% with the introduction of the two new theatres, something of marked swing
away from the 50:50 split that existed before. Future developments include the
installation of small digital desks in the voice -over studios and a small -scale board for
one of the smaller mix studios in order to gain experience in digital mixing.
1
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SWITZERLAND: DR. W.A. GUNTHER AG
Tel: 01 910 4545 Fax 01 910 3544
Contact Lucienne Schenkei
TAIWAN: OMT TAIWAN LTD
Tel: 02 516 4318 Fax: 02 515 9881
Contact Honton Sze
TURKEY: SF DIS TICARET AS
Tel: 0212 227 9625 Fax 0212 227 9654

Contact Samim Mutluer
USA: HHB COMMUNICATIONS USA
310 319 1111 Fax. 310 319 1311
Contact David Beesley

Tel

r'''0
HHB Communications Limited
73 -75 Scrubs Lane London NW10 60U UK
Tel: 0181 962 5000 Fax: 0181 962 5050 E -Mail: sales@hhb.co.uk
Visit HHB on line at http: //www.hhb.co.uk

ASK HHB ABOUT DIGITAL
RECORDING MEDIA AND WE'LL
THROW THE BOOK AT YOU.
Audio professionals the world over rely daily on
HHB Advanced Media Products. In every major

format. HHB digital
CDR746

recording media sets
_..
DAT125

the standarcs for

perform 3nce,
MD74

compatibility and long

DID-RHldá 2G8

ADAT45

term archival security.
Now, to help you get even

more from your digital recordings.
the latest HHB Advanced Media

guide to choosing and
usingg
di g
audio
udio recording media
A

Product is

irk
A

a

book

-

guide to choosing and using

digital audio recording media.
Technical Notes: How
the major digital
recording formats
work

It's essential reading for all audio

Application Notes: The
pros and cons of
each format explained
FAQs: Your digital
recording questions
answered
Jargon Busters A glossary
of technical terms
HHB

professionals. Contact HHB today for

your free' copy.

Advanced Media Products:
Full specifications

While stock, last

Contact HHB today for your free copy of 'A guide
to choosing and using digital audio recording media'

Tel: 0181 962
E

HHB Communications Ltd
HHB Communications USA

73 -75 Scrubs Lane. London NW10 6OU. UK

Tel: 0181 962 5000

626 Santa Monica Boulevard. Suite 110. Santa Monica. CA 90401. USA

HHB Communications Canada Ltd

260 King Street East. Toronto. Ontano M5A 4L5. Canada

Tel

Tel:

310 319 1111

416 867 9000

-

Fax- 0181 962 5050

Fax: 310 319 1311

Fax. 416 867 1080

E

-

5000

-mail: media @hhb.co.uk

HHb

E- Mail sales @hhb.co.uk

E-Mal sales ©hhbusa.com

-Mail: sales©hhbcanada.com

Visit HHB on line at: httpJ /www.hhb.co.nk
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< then,' says Gualfucci. 'The Cinemix is

an example of that. and it's beginning
to appear in sonie numbers in film studios in Ronne. I like the fact that we have
different types of desk here and that is
generally the case in Ronie studios.
they've never really standardised and
i think much of that has to do with the
fact that suitable desks haven't been
available, so people have had to experiment. This may well change as the Cinemix does give a lot of film features for

I-

J
U
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the money.'
Sound Design typically supplies complete sound services to the TV projects
it handles right up to the international
soundtrack if required. The market is

The world's finest microphones
are now on your desktop

I

s

www.dparnicrophones.com
The

world's finest range of standard microphones

is

rr

(02) 99575389

walla

Ou

klgium (02) 5200827

Just seconds away at

our new and comprehensive

11
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24981788
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webie.
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Mepuhh,

When quality and versatility are the key issues, DPA

23 26 003

2

0enma4

48 14 28 28

hrnnu 6411006

Microphones' Series 4000 provide the perfect solutior

n

rnhnd (09) 512 3530

the discerning audio engineer. Incorporating legendary

(01) 46678210

vue

I

0180 2000 282

Gemanl

Grtne(01)3304228
capsule technology from Bruel 8

Kjar, the unrivalled

214 9549

Mungary

lalaid SSI 2555

build quality of the Series 4000

is

matched only by

its superb acoustic

wa (021) 8292202
-44 (0171) 3855565

Indo
Iron

clean and uncoloured sound. From Cardiod

microphone.

(03) 5441113

heul

performance, delivering characteristeIy

lul, 051 766648
pp4n

(03) 37798672

MaMrpnm

(010) 4147055

aland (9) 2797206

Me.

for the purest separated sound and Omnis for ultimati
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versatility

-

to individually selected

A -B

Stereo Kits, the

Muu S03 956
Smgapnn

Series 4000

choice of

from DPA Microphones

is

the preferred

audio professionals world -wide

710 710

(01) 3538331

Nueugal

18 26

7489333

SIaa4

teobhr 7 654 222 49
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)

728 3102

Sou 80..a (02) 5653565
Saan

(9)

3

203 48 04

Sweden

(046) 320370

S.nar4and

(01) 8400144

for both live and recorded performances.
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713 9303

Ih,and (02) 373
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h6r, (212) 2243201
United Anh

1

nob, (02) 655446

Unnd h ;ean

(0171) 8907170
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519 745 1158

4nreue4 2 2581917

Series 4000 M'crophones
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+45 48142828
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+45 48142100
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healthy, but hourly rates are low according to Gualfucci who says he counters
this by hooking bulk work that ensures
the studio is kept full and also means
they can justify the sort of quality output that they strive for.
'Even so our prices are less than half
of what a comparable facility would be
able to get in America for example,' he
observes. 'Having said that I know that
our prices are lower than those in Austria, France and Germany. but our
predicament is dictated by the fact that
there are studios in Rome that charge
less than its and there is a lot of competition in the area of the market that
we operate in. We are also a relatively
new studio. but we represent very good
value for money because our equipment is much newer than some of the
other facilities, and that is a source of
satisfaction for me.'
Gualfucci sees real business potential in finding voice -over talent as an
adjunct to his existing services, and as
a means of tying a production into
his facility.

This precisely what Sound Art studios has done, although how it got there
is not through the more usual facilities
route. Studio owner Elizabetta Bucciarelli is also director of CDL, a premiere
voice -over talent association that numbers membership of some 200 of the
country's top film and theatre actors.
CDL members get the best chance of
regular work, and for getting paid for
what they do, according to Bucciarelli.
Built in the basement of an old church,
Sound Art has a large Cinemix niix theatre with three voice-over studios and
they are building another two. There is
also talk of another mix theatre possibly again with a CineMix and the facility handles Italian editions of foreign
films, although it specialises in high quality art films plus all- Italian productions.
The venture is clearly a success, but then
the formula covers a lot of bases with
the studio/voice -over agency arrangement. Bucciarelli has been involved with
voice- overtalent for more than 20 years,
and is on a personal mission to maintain quality standards in this line of work.
Some two years ago she decided that
they ought to create their own facility
June 1999 Studio Sound

She adds that voice -over recording is
really can't hide anything any longer, and
that applies particularly to die voice
also employed in Italian language films
oves,' claims Bucciarelli. 'l'm currently as she claims location recording in the
involved in a process of explaining to
country still leaves a lot to be desired.
my clients what can be achieved if you
Increased business will cone from fordo things properly and how much beteign filnis rather than Italian productions
ter their product will he received. \\ men
according to Bucciarelli who bemoans
the lack of new Italian filmthey understand and believe
makers saying that any new
that then we'll be able to
wave' is concentrated not on
charge a few percent more.' Sound Design.
The studio facility has been Tel: +39 06 3725 957.
cinema release. hut on television production. But she's
on the site for 20 years. but Sound Art.
Bucciarelli took it over only Tel: +39 06 3724671.
convinced the situation will
two years ago. Its an ideal Cinecitta.
change. In the meantime her
combination for us because Tel: +39 6 72293 250. operation is thriving by covFonoroma.
in foreign language replaceering all aspects from voice
ment an obvious and natural Tel: +39 6 77121.
casting through to the
relationship exists between
final mix.
where the voice overs are done and the
\\e handle the most films for cinplace where it will he mixed. You do
ema distribution in Italy.' she says, and
the complete job and you keep control,'
the film makers trust us because we
she says.
are experts:
I

A neglected homage
in La Dolce Vita

to Anita

rg,

rather than rely on those of others. 'It a
about the quality aspect,' says Bucciarelli. in our own facility we have total
control over yet another and important
aspect of the process.'
She claims there was a noticeable
degradation in quality productions
some ten years ago which was precipitated by changes in attitude in TV production. Budgets went down, throughput was high, and there was a kick -on
effect to the film industry.
Bucciarelli claims that the general quality of dubbing in Ita ;y today is inferior
to what it was 15 years ago. 'Yet the Italian film industry has a rich history.' she
says. 'Voice over was invented in Italy
and we really progressed just after the
war when we started translating American films into Italian and voicing them.
Twenty years ago there was an explosion in the TV business in this country
and there were many productions and
a lot of work to do,' she continues. But
they were watching costs and because
of this many lower quality expertise
voice -overs actors were recruited to
supply the demand. The film makers
started to ask questions about why TV
production could be clone so cheaply
and applied similar savings. They were
not prepared to pay for the better actors.
'We're beginning to see this change
because, although TV quality has
remained low, film is enjoying an
increase in popularity and the people
who go to the cinemas expect better
quality in the sound systems, the
acousl i, ,.:end the environment, and you
11
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Today's world is digital! And beyond the We do this with products from Aardvark,
established and accepted benefits of Dialog4, Glenayre, Intraplex and Z- Systems.
storage, manipulation and quality. come

a

range of new possibilities to embrace.
-

and complications to overcome.

With more digits flying around the studio all
the time Aardvark and Z- Systems provide

the means to keep everything in perfect sync

and under automated control.

Our experience at The UK Office with
complex wide area audio and data network
design and specification, including ISDN &

permanent circuits, as well as studio signal
routing and clocking, means we can help you
with the practical implementation of most of
your digital interconnect requirements.

Then, from simple studio to transmitter links
network
distribution
of
complex
programmes the Intraplex multiplexers are
to

the

gateway to

Glenayre spread

telecoms El
spectrum

circuits, or

(licence free')

radios. While Dialog4 ISDN codecs offer
some unique features for dial -up links.

Make The UK Office Your Digital Connection
Now

t:nka,l

ordre

at

httpi+www.theukolñoe.00m

le

GLENAYRE

Tifr
DIAI-oG4

lntraplex

z
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Will you

be there?

Look who will...

Save E5 Pre -Register Now!

RECORDING
H N O L O G Y
The Exhibition For Recording & Post Production Audio Professionals

T

E

C

live presentations and seminars on topics of immediate importance, including
Mixing for Surround and the implications of DVD and MP3 to the recording industry.
A unique opportunity to meet the people who develop and drive the new technologies
as well as
network with your peers. All the leading brands will be represented and this
will be the first opportunity in the UK to see many new products. Don't miss Recording Industry Event of the Year. The only UK exhibition for everyone in:
Featuring

CO

professional studio recording 1
personal project recording

post production audio
5.1 surround mixing

(

film scoring & dubbing
mastering

the future of
recording is here

10am

- 6pm

THE BUSINESS DESIGN CENTRE, 59 UPPER STREET, ISLINGTON, LONDON

TICKET HOTLINE: 01923 690645 ON -LINE REGISTRATION: www.aprs.co.uk
come and see...
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...and many more! Don't miss out -for more information on exhibitors, conferences & seminars, check out www.aprs.co.uk
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RICHMOND
FILM
SERVICES

Tel: +44 (0)181 940 6077 Fax: +44 (0)181 948 8326
THE HIRE

COMPANY

OTHER HIRE COMPANIES HIRE FROM
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Only
£60

per day
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sound SBES-i
broadcasting
equipment
show'"
2/3 November, 1999

Hall Eighteen, National Exhibition Centre

Birmingham, UK
GOING FOR A LICENCE?

96 kHZ SAMPLING FREQUENCY
NOW AVAILABLE!

The SBES is a good place to start. Experts in every field of

broadcasting are at
what is needed.

SEES

anxious to offer you FREE advice on

NETWORK WITH THE BEST

The new
2

STELLADAT

You can almost guarantee to meet everyone who is involved in

11

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING NEW

and 4 tracks on -ape

Many manufacturers use the SEES to launch their latest products
or market test their ideas.

44,1/48/96kHz sarrpling rate
True 4 channels audio mixer

GET UPDATED - FREE!

Only 4 kg (8,8lbs) with battery
2

to

3

sound broadcasting. It is THE annual meeting place.

hours with- _ithium Ion battery

The SBES Seminar programme covers a wide range of sound

broadcasting topics. No booking
and join in - FREE!

is necessary,

simply turn up

The premier event of the UK sound

broadcasting calendar. The ONLY show this
year where you can see the UK's sound

broadcasting industry under one roof, in one
hall, on one level and with easy access.

SOUND BROADCASTING EQUIPMENT SHOW
is

the trade mark of Dave d Paula McV

xx

Exhibitor enquiries: 01398 323700

Battleton, Dulverton, Somerset, TÁ22 9HU, UK
Registration hot -line:

31

The most advanced Time Code DAT portable recorder
SONOSAX AUDIO SYSTEMS SAS SA CH -1162

S1 -Prex

SWITZERLAND

Tel: .41 21 806 02 02 Fax: .41 21 806 02 99 E -mail: sonosax @sonosax.ch

Studio Sound .'ie 1999

Tel:

+44 (0)

1398 323049
85

advertisement contact: Studio Sound (Classified).
Miller Freeman Entertainment Ltd..
8 Montague Close, London SE1 9UR. UK
Tel: +44(0)171 940 8518 Fax: +44(0)171 407 7102
All box numbers reply to the above address
To place an

àùnd
RATES: Recruitment £38 per single column centimetre. All other sections £33

(minimum 2cm

x 1) Box

number £10 extra per insertion. Published monthly.

situations vacant
\l:l'll

l)lril \I \uplrl
I

PRE

FLi

(BROAE)CAST SYSTEMS) I.ttl
TEST TECHNICIAN

DAR has launched its new editing platform, the 64 channel SoundStatlon Storm, at the AES to rave

reviews. Coupled with the OMR -8 product family, DAR now have one of the widest product ranges of any
disk based workstation manufacturer, addressing many areas of the audio production industry at a
variety of budget levels.
We urgently need to expand our Sales Department to handle the huge interest in these new products
and are looking for: Regional Sales Managers

-

Basic

f negotiable

+

bonus

+

car

We are seeking dedicated sales professionals with a proven track record in direct sales and the ability
to work on their own initiative. Dealing with corporate clients both within the UK and worldwide, the
successful candidate will be comfortable with presenting high -end solutions to all level within an
organisation. Experience in the professional digital audio industry would be preferred but is not
essential. Enthusiasm, PC literacy, good communication skills and a willingness to travel will be required.
Sales Engineers

-

Basic £ negotiable

+

bonus

+

car

These positions provide pre and post sales support to the relevant regional sales manager assisting with
demonstrations, seminars and distributor liaison. The ideal candidate would be PC literate, enthusiastic
and comfortable communicating with people by telephone, email and face to face. A keen interest in
audio is essential. There will also be the opportunity for overseas travel.

2

Please send written applications with a detailed C.V. via post or e-mail to:
Mr. A. N. Campbell, Commercial Director, Digital Audio Research Ltd.
Silverglade Business Park, Leatherhead Road, Chessington, Surrey KT9 2QL
Tel: 01372 742848 Fax: 01372 743532

Email: mail @dar.uk.com Web: www.dar.uk.com
A Harman International company

L nS

Duties include testing equipment prior to
despatch, upgrading equipment to latest
specifications and the repair of returned
equipment. Also to be responsible for our
demonstration rooms and equipment and
to assist the sales department with
exhibitions. Experience with analogue and
digital pro audio equipment and the ability
to fault find to board level essential.
Preference will be given to applicants with
If you
a relevant technical qualification.
are a team player, able to work under
minimum supervision. we would like to
hear from you.

Contact

:

STEWART TRUSSLER

Tel: 0181 644 4447
Fax: 0181 644 0474

Email: Stewart.TrusslerIpreco.co.uk

products &
services
5.1 MONITORING

University of Surrey
School of Performing Arts
Institute of Sound Recording

Studio Support Engineer

Adgil Surround Sound
Monitor System

Salary in the range £12,867 - £15,826 or
£15,826 - £18,345 per annum

A competent audio engineer is sought to support teaaching and research
work in the institute of Sound Recording at the University of Surrey.
Technical and operational familiarity with a range of high -end studio
equipment and IT systems is expected. A degree in a relevant field is
desirable but not essential.

For informal enquiries please contact Dr Francis Rumsey.
Tel: 01483 876537.
E -mail: f.rumsey @surrey.ac.uk.

5.1 or 1.1 from your Stereo Console

200+ Inputs by up to 8 Outputs

.

Pec

/

Direct Switching

Insert for Encoding

/

8 Sub -mixes

Decoding Matrices

Modular, expandable design

office hours).

The University is committed to an Equal Opportunities Policy.

Mute, Dim, Mono, Solo 8 Cut Controls

Use as Mixer for Stems

For further particulars and an application form please contact the
Personnel Department. (JB/mm) University of Surrey, Guildford, Surrey
GU2 5XH or telephone 01483 259370 (answerphone available outside
Please quote reference 1760.
Closing Date: Monday, 28th June 1999.

Fully Programmable

Noise -96dBu

Ill 32

@ 22Hz

to 22kHz

In by 8 Out System Under

£3k

Visit our web site @ http://wwwsurreyac.uk
Tel: +44(0) 171 371 7771
Fax: +44(0) 171 371 7779

SY E N C E email:

sales@syence.co.uk

l'HE STUDIO WIZARD
Will Design, Supply, Build, Train, Install,
Debug and save you money! So if you want
a studio that works like magic call me!
Professional movers of studio equipment within the UK and Europe
Call Graham Cook on 0181450 9127
134 Cricklewood lane, London NW2 2DP

07803 666789

Experienced, reliable, fully insured and always on time

(mobile: 0385 290754)

Fax: 0181 208 1979

Storage facilities also available

- to a complete
construction project - at the right price!
From a little advice

n,

nlorr.'studiowitard corn W,'b www. studiuwirard

(

:01:1

situations vacan

- products & services
Mark Griffin Furniture

Fairlight ESP Ltd

CUSTOM STUDIO FURNITURE

European Sales
Fairlight ESP Ltd - manufacturers of the world's fastest and most advanced professional digital
audio products, are seeking senior sales staff to augment and expand its European operation.
Reporting to the European Sales Manager, successful applicants will be responsible for
achieving corporate objectives in Europe, Middle East and Africa by selling Fairlight's
established audio and rapidly evolving media production systems at all levels in Broadcast
and Production environments.
Reward packages will reflect applicant's prior experience and will improve notably for
exceptional achievers.
It you're looking for advancement in sales with a respected industry leader, please contact:
Charles Rowden at
Fairlight ESP Limited, Unit 12 Spectrum House, 32 -34 Gordon House Road,
London NW5 LP

Design und installs lion of sacking.
.su)rage and accessories
Please call for

Tel. +44 (01171 267 3323. Fax. +4410)171 267 0919
E

Thé.101 i í-t
:,-

-mail sales@fair ightesp.co.uk

#/ua

,.

- L

Tel: 01865 300171

FOR ALL YOUR RECORDING NEEDS
Spools. boxes. blades, splicing and leader tape
Custom wound cassettes Cl 120. labels, library cases. Inlay cards
Bulk audio COs. cases. pancake. Broadcast cartridges

HEARD BY MILLIONS BUT SELDOM SEEN
For further
information on the
C -ducer range

STUDIO DUALITY (ONMAO

contact

SOUND

&

2 High Street, Haslemere, Surrey GU27 2LY

VIDEO SERVICES

Shentonfield Road. Sharston Industrial Estate.
Manchester M22 4RW. Tel: 0161 491 6660

Tel: (01428) 658775

`

V`

V

lt4

Fax: (01428)658438

FOR QUALITY PRICE AND SERVICE

Avalon - Focusrite - Lexicon - Summit
TC Electronic - TLA - Eventide Massenberg - Alan Smart Neumann - Oram

-

HEAD TECHNOLOGY
NEW TAPE HEADS
Supplied for most makes.
Tape Head Re- Lapping/Re- Profiling
Same day turn round.

Mackie d8b Main Dealer

HEAD TECHNOLOGY

Call Nicki Melville- Rogers
0181 440 3440

11

w
solid service - professional personnel -

F7

+01707 271 468

SPEAKER BARGAINS GALOPE
+44 (0) 181

-

On A4 sheets tor computer printing by laser printer.

As continuous roll with holes for dot -matrix printers.
Supplied blank white with next day delivery from stock.
48 hour delivery on a wide range of coloured labels.
Custom printed labels supplied to client specification.
Telephone for overnight delivery of FREE samples.
Unit 15. Church Road Business Centre
sittingbourne. Kent 14E10 3RS England

Brdtania Way. Stanwell. Staines.
Middx TW 19 7HJ.

-

SPARES AND REPAIRS

Fax:

STOCK LABELS FOR COMPACT DISK
VHS VIDEO Sr AUDIO CASSETTE

. 101795) 428425 Fax (017951 422365

ua

TEL: 01784 256046

Lockwood Audio
-

Fax: 01865 303071

CONDENSER MIOIOPt$ONES

New G3 in stock.
Call Gavin Beckwith London's leading Mac guru.

Phone: +44 (0) 181

brochure

AMPEX- BASF -MAX ELL -3M- SONY -KAO
AUTHORISED NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR

Pro Tools and Outboard Specialists

TAMMY

a

Contact: MARK GRIFFIN
Byrebrook Studios, Lower Farm,
Northmoor, Oxford OX8 1AU, UK.

1

info @am -workshops.demon.co.uk

207 4472
207 5283

www.am-workshops.demon.co.uk/sonic.htm

=

World wide Web. IM, Ilwww wperlsat ao uk1aRU

AIR CONDITIONING &
VENTILATION TO SOUND
STUDIOS IS OUR SPECIALITY
We provide design only or design anc
installation for many well known clients.
Whether it be for displacement free coolirg,
V.A.V., V.R.V., split, unitary or centralised
Ta!I Mike Hardy of

Ambthair Services Ltd nn

CD

CDR

Mastering £50ph
Duplication £3 each

Copy Masters and Editing
Real Time Cassette Copying

RPM

Web:http://www.ambtharrcom
Email: cool @ambthair.com

Repeat Performance
Mastering

Free Glassmaster: 1000 CDs c.£650
6

CD -audio & CD-ROM
Printed labels & inlays

01403 250306 or Fax 01403 211269

Grand Union Centre

CLOSE
\1.1.

West Row

London W10 5AS

\II('ROl'HO\F: SYSTEMS FOR
\('Ot Sfl(' I\SIRI \IF\'fS

ki
I

Every copy individually checked
Excellent quality & presentation
Best prices, ultra fast turnaround
Tel:

l'I

Tel. 0181 960 7222

0181 521 2424
4343

Fax: 01/31 521

HILTO\GROVE
u'here ,Sound Mil lee roui h
The Hiltongrove Business Centre,

Hetherley Mews, Weithamstow,
London E17 43P
3 bans

Oentu'.I
Irk fi,,, Warh.mstow
Mein Une),

(VletrY tl000I' r eundr 9R
11

mini tram Mis

Email: info4fhgrove.dernon.co.uk

Compact Discs
Pro Mastering
5 Studios
32 Bit Technology
Cedar
Sound Restoration
Video Production
Digital Video Editing
One oft

1\

I

1
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1
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MUSIC and SPEECH

EUPHONIH

CS3000M

CONSOLE FOR SALE

moving faders
96 inputs
56 channels of dynamics
full surround sound

CD.

Design/Print
Digibin Cassettes

11

1

s
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REAL -TIME/HIGHER -SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from 1 -1000.
Computer printed labels.
Solo, '/" reel, Sony Betamas or R -DAT
recording. Fast Security Delivery service.
FILTERBOND LTD, pas records division
19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD, SG14 2DZ
01902- 500101

Enhanced CDs
In Houee

I

jbs records

Fax. 0181 968 1378

www.repeat- performance.co.uk

I

.1,,

new

-

many extra features - available ironic 1i,itrly.

Contact +44 (0)7970 791466

)

equipment for sale
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SOLD

CONSO1!S'
any condition...
we will purchase

PRO AUDIO
A UNITED KINGDOM BASED COMPANY

worldwide

THE `VINTAGE' NEVE SPECIAUST!!

Telephone: 01932 872672 Fax: 01932 874364 Telephone International: 44 1932 872672
Fax: International: 44 1932 874364 www.aesproaudio.com

505 -507 LIVERPOOL ROAD,

Mark Thompson
Helen Rider
Steve Lane
Clive Richards

LONDON N7 8NS
Tel:
44 (0) 171 609 5479
Fax: 44 (0) 171 609 5483
e -mail: sales@funky- junk.co.uk

FAVOURITE THINGS(To the tune of...'Weazels Ripped My Flesh')
"Classic Neave Consoles and Multitrack Studers...
AKG. Neumann and E -A -R- Tube -ERS.
AMS Reverbs and EMT Springs,
These are a few of our favourite things..."
"Goldfish and Turtles and Fresh Tea or Coffee.
After Sales Service by Bevies of Boffins.
Guaranteed Gear sent by Shippers with Wings.
These are a few of our favourite things...
Sales so far this year include: Neve VR72, VR60. V3 -60. V3 -48, 8048, V51 -48, V51 -36, 8108, 5316 x 3, BCM10 x 2 and more ..
SSL 4064 G plus. 4032G. 604G and more...STUDER A827 x 5. A820 x 4. A800Mk3 x 3. A80Mk4 x 3 and more.
EUROPE'S LARGEST STOCKISTS OF USED PRO AUDIO. CALL OR FAX FOR CURRENT LISTS AND APRIL ISSUE OF BAZAAR.
.

!

OTARI RADAR

II

ATTENTION

24-TRACK HARD [i

!

K

RECORDER £13,995

otari ufc-24 digital format converter with AES /EBU option fitted
leg to convert from RADARII TDIF to ProTools) £1895 Irrp £2.800i
Extra Radarll 9gig HDs: 2@£595 ea.

Prices ex. VAT All items virtually brand new, boxed with warranty.
Great opportunity for a producer or studio etc.
Call Darren

@

STUDIO, RECORDING & PA EQUIPMENT
+

all musical instruments

&

technology

`1'A \T rlt l: l)

STUDIO CLEARANCES UNDERTAKEN

MUSIC EXCHANGE
56

Notting Hill Gate, London

W11

T

0171 229 4805

Zeus Records Ltd on 0181 441 7441

Ampex mm 1200 2" 16 track,
15 or 30 ips excellent condition. £5,000.

Tel: 01424 428192.
East Sussex.

2 x Sabine FBX -900 Feedback
Exterminators, £650 pair + VAT
2 x Urei Model 539 31 -band Room
Equalisers. £400 pair +VAT
Tel. 01 788 541133

USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT
We are interested in purchasing any
used/redundant audio equipment.
Items of particular interest are:
Microphones: AKG, Sennheiser, Neumann,
Schoeps, Beyer, Radio Mics
Recorders:
HHB /Foxtex/Sony DATs
All Nagra recorders
Mixers:

All location mixers (SON etc)

All redundant audio equipment considered
in any quantity or condition. Call for a chat!
Contact Will Blackham at LTF Ltd
64 Oxford Road, New Denham,

wvvvv.recordingsound.com

"Everything Audio

ALL the

time

Uxbridge UB9 4DN
Tel: 01895 813698

Fax: 01895 813701

e-mail: willb@lft.globalnet.co.uk

equipment for sale
www.tlaudio.co.uk
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produces the DSA -I
hand -held AES /EBU
analyzer, the Dscope
FFT analyzer and
high- quality A/ D and
fD/A converters.

Microphone University
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Do you want to learn more
about microphones?
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The DSA -1 is the only
hand -held tool that
measures carrier
parameters and data
content. With

programmable
go /no-go limits and Watchdog or Channel
Check modes it solves interface problems fast.

Visit the Microphone University on the

The Father of British EO

General Microphone Techniques
Application Guide
Technical Corner
The Microphone University is

www.oram.co.uk

Hejrevang 11
3450 Allered, Denmark
Tel: +45 4814 2828
Fox: +45 4814 2100

ORAM PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
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Cambridge CB4 4WX
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famous Series 4000 Microphones.
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The Microphone University features:

John Ovaio

For Information on John Oram's stunning
range of Consoles and Rack equipment.
return details or visit our Web site.

For more information on Prism Sound range
of products, call:
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' Portable. battery powered
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Highly stable. low distortion outputs on LG1
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US:A word from the wise
Identifying common themes in contrasting experiences is a smart way
to glean what counts from what counts for nothing writes Dan Daley
EVERY NOW AND THEN you get to
step hack and see something that was
there all along. something that transcends frequency spectra and signal -to-

noise ratia. And there is nowhere heuer to
see it than over here in the US, where, if
you wait long enough and look hard
enough, you'll eventually see everything.
Recent interviews with two industry veterans provided just such a epiphianic
moment recently, and it put the day -to-day
clamour over the persnicketiness of the
record-making process in the digital age into
a new perspective. In an interview with
Norbert Putnam, the man who produced
Jimmy Buffett and Dan Fogelberg reminisced about his days as a session bassist in
Muscle Shoals and Nashville. A few weeks
earlier and 800 miles further away. I had sat
down with Carlos Bess, half Putnam's age
at 29, but a veteran of the rap trenches as
an engineer. Two disparate individuals, connected by music and the record -making
process though separated chronologically,

culturally, technologically, geographically
and generically. But they had a common
epiphany, one that's useful to keep in mind
as you flip through the pages of trade magazines filled with technology.

When he was a studio musician, Putnam
was obsessed with making the absolutely
hest tracks that had ever been heard on
recordsthe tightest playing coupled with
the hest sonics, ambitions consistent with
being a musician and a record producer. In
the studio and in the control room, he grew
up with the kind of selective hearing that
is endemic to those pursuits. What musician in the studio does not listen most
closely to his own parts?
Bess grew up in an urban culture, and

musically speaking, one that has reaped
many fine singers, musicians, composers
and producers, hut historically few technicians over the decades. His experience of
trying to learn the technical end of recording reminded me of my visit to the Motown
Studios museum in Detroit, where the curator told nee that all the engineers at the studio had been white because virtually none
of the black artists that Berry Gordy nurtured wanted to pursue that calling. They
wanted instead to go right from artist to producer. Without a high school diploma, Bess
could not get into any of the state- accredited engineer training programs. Instead,
he learned the old -fashioned way, going
from studio to studio and acquiring exper-

Europe: Listen and learn
Problems with high sound levels in a variety of workplaces are
prompting increased legislative action in Europe writes Barry Fox
EUROPE has had tight regulations to
control noise at work for ten years
now, but a recent report by the Royal

National Institute for Deaf People and the
TUC (umbrella Council for the Trades
Unions) shows how people are still going
deaf as a result of ignorance or indifference. 'Disturbingly little action is being
taken by employers', says the Indecent
Exposure report.
Our hearing is damaged when over-long
exposure to over-loud sound damages the
hair cells in the cochlea inner ear.
Temporary threshold shift dulls perception
for a few hours; if the problem persists after
48 hours the damage is permanent.
Cochlea damage is irreversible. There is
no cure. And time does not heal.
Damage is cumulative and usually
affects the frequency band around
3kHz-4kHz, which is the most critical for
speech. When your hearing dips in this
band, the first you may know of it is when
you find yourself saying 'excuse me ?'
regularly. At the same time you may experience tinnitus, a ringing or rushing noise
in the ear which usually passes after a
few minutes, but affects some people
permanently.
The UK regulations are typical of those
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the European Union has imposed across
the whole continent, and are based on the
assumption that constant exposure to anything over 85dBA, for eight hours a day,
is a risk. This equates to 88dBA for four
hours, or 91dBA for two hours. The Noise
at Work Regulations 1989 set so-called
'action levels'. The first level is reached
when daily exposure is 85dBA; the
employer must provide ear protectors to
any employee who asks for them. The sec-

ond level kicks in when daily exposure
rises to 90dBA or there are peaks of 140dB.
The employer must now ensure that everyone uses ear protectors.
Employers ignore these levels at their
peril. Anyone who can prove they have
suffered deafness because of excessive
noise at work can claim disablement benefit and sue for personal injury. The unions
will usually fight the case in court.
The RNID found that motorcycle couriers are going deaf through wind roar in
their helmets. People who work in telephone call centres are suffering, because
they spend all day with a headset clamped
to their ear, turned up loud to defeat the
noisy environment, and with beeps and
hash coming down the line as high level
transient bursts. DJs are suffering because

osmosi. and hard knocks.
Both came into the studio culture with
the intent of making things sound as good
as possible. But in the course of their
apprenticeships towards their ultimate
goals, they both realised something. For
Putnam, it came when he looked hack over
his time in the track trenches, striving for a
good hass sound and part, but later, as a
producer, realising that the producers that
he had worked for, like Felton Jarvis, who
had produced Elvis Presley, and Fred
Foster, who had done all of Roy Orbison's
hit records, did not care as much about how
well those tracks hung together or sounded
as they did in creating a comfort zone for
the artist, one in which the emotion could
Flow from the lips to the microphone. And
even the mic didn't have to he all that
great
just had to he there and he on at
the right moment. And creating that
moment is what, Putnam ultimately
learned, producing records is all about.
Carlos Bess came to a similar conclusion,
though from a slightly different perspective, from his work with platinum -selling
rappers like Wu -Tang Clan, Jazzy Jazz and
DeeLite. You can listen to those records and
cringe at the rampant distortion and crude
track edits that characterise them, and wonder how to reconcile the sounds you are
hearing with the millions of dollars in sales
that they have generated. But to attempt to
make that connection is a fundamental
canard. Those records are not about sounding good-they're about feeling good. The
Use via
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they have to premix through headphones
or monitor speakers at higher level than
the main system. Bar and restaurant staff
are now at risk, because it is trendy to blanket the premises in high level sound, which
bounces off wooden floors, mirrored walls
and metal or marble tables. Unfortunately

Hearing damage is
cumulative and usually
affects the frequency band
around 3kHz-4kHz, which
is the most critical for speech.
When your hearing dips in
this band, the first you may
know of it is when you find
yourself saying 'excuse me?'
regularly. At the same time
you may experience tinnitus,

ringing or rushing noise in
the ear which usually passes
after a few minutes, but affects
some people permanently
a

for our hearing, soft furnishings, that damp
the sound, are no longer in vogue.
The RNID is now starting a Noise at
Work campaign, that calls for the UK's
watchdog, the Health and Safety Executive, to do more to enforce the 1989
regulations-such as those employees
June 1999
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< track is almost an afterthought, though
it is part of what Bess is hired to think
about. But he has learned not to let details
like distortion get in the way of achieving
what everyone else in the studio is there
to get: emotion. The most important part
of being an engineer, he has learned, is
making sure the microphone is on at the
right moment.
That's what making records is all about,
in the end. You can go back and listen to
records made out of Muscle Shoals and
Memphis 40 years ago and find the same
things: soul records were loaded with distortion; not just the kind that everyone
today raves about-tape saturation and
such-hut pure, unadulterated overloading of circuits that were not all that robust
to start with. Those records, of course,
were plenty good enough for the AM radio
and $50 phonographs they were intended
for at the time. The quality anomalies
become apparent when you listen to them
over FM or on a CD. But even the higher
resolution of today's playback systems can
not squelch the emotion that was contained in those recordings.
So the next time you are fretting about
some minor blemish or imperfection in
the track, or spending an entire night
tweaking a vocal pitch problem on Pro
Tools, remember what more than one generation of record -makers has come to
realise over time and ask yourself the following question: What would Sam & Dave
have done?

who listen through headphones. The
report also calls for more workers to
wear ear protectors. But if bar staff wear
ear plugs, they will not be able to hear
what customers order. DJs will not be
able to cue up the next disc.
In many respects engineers, both in
broadcast and recording studios, are the
luckiest. They have control over the
sound level in their working space.
Anyone who gets a ringing in their ears
or a temporary feeling of deafness after
a working session should take it as a
marker of risk. Anyone working with a
producer who insists on monitoring at
excessive level, perhaps because their
own hearing has been abused over the
years, should exercise their right and ask
to wear ear defenders. A quiet word with
the studio boss should usually be
enough. No-one wants to be sued and
fortunately the music industry is getting
wise to the issue, and no longer thinks
it is macho to listen loud. Over recent
years I have noticed more and more
musicians playing club and concert gigs
with plugs in their ears.
Telling bars and restaurants that their
music is too loud seldom makes any
difference. There is however one very
simple way of getting the message
across. Don't raise your voice when
ordering food or drink, just speak quieter. It's what cinema managers do if
they get a noisy audience. Instead of
turning up the wick to drown the chatter, the projectionist turns it down. The
effect can be quite magical.

Studio Sound June
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A resounding tinkle
Advancing technology and changing business priorities are
leaving poor audio work in their wake writes Kevin Hilton
editors would like.
ALL THE WORDS heard in modSuch pressure has caused postproducern broadcasting 'budget' is certainly one of the most used, tion houses to opt out of this work and
undoubtedly one of the most contentious. look for better funded productions where
Everybody, in professional and private life, audio is appreciated. Dennis Weinreich,
MD of London facility Videosonics, said
is subject to budgetary constraints, but it
to me last year, 'We found things getting
is broadcasting in particular, where the
cost of programme making, and how harder, particularly in the core business
much is allocated to each element of the of rolling documentaries. It was getting
production, that has come to embody the difficult to compete with the all -in-one
ever-tightening influence of the accoun- facilities, who can offer a good job at a
tants. Most programme makers and their competitive price. Producers are under
suppliers would doubtless shiver in recog- pressure with their budgets in the factual
nition at the words of AA Latimer, who TV sector, so we decided to change direcsaid, 'A budget is the mathematical con- tion and concentrate on drama, comedy drama and feature films. This is where we
firmation of your worst suspicions.'
The impression is that some budgets are felt that concern for audio was strongest:
Critics of independent production cornbeing squeezed so hard, the squeak can
only be heard by dogs. Even on lavish pro- panies say that they collect the money
ductions, people involved in specific ele- from the commissioning broadcasters,
ments feel that they are missing out on work out how much they can get away
the cash somewhere along the way. This with to make the programme and then
means that some parts of the production keep the rest as profit. This is, of course,
could be compromised through lack of the a highly contentious theory and one that
producers would dispute.
green stuff. In his January
In their defence, another
editorial, Zenon Schoepe
Television does not
facility owner observes
complained that he could
sound aand that it is the broadcasters
not hear the soundtrack of unersan sou
many TV programmes would not waste valuable that are less willing to
the money in the
these days, particularly the
budget on it even if it did. spend
first place. There does
'not going away very
Factual TV is an area
appear to be the expecquickly' docusoaps.
This is either due to lis- where money seems to tation that producers can
come up with the quality
tening to too many remasbe especially tight
goods on the same, if not
tered Who albums at fierce
less, money as before
levels or it is down to the
fact that not all docusoaps have a sound because of modern digital technology.
recordist, either for the sake of secrecy or However, one post house owner has
because the budget will not run to one. sourly observed that while some producThis, coupled with a higher than average ers might not want to go near an audio
chance that there will be little or no audio suite, they would not claim to have no
posting, could produce a soundtrack that budget for cameras.
Doubters can be partly reassured by the
is like listening for the footsteps of the Little
words of Paul Thomas, series editor of
People in the fog.
arts and documentaries at BBC Wales.
All of which brings us back to a before
discussed topic: television does not 'We're trying to get a high level of prounderstand sound and would not waste duction values in sound,' he says. 'Not
valuable budget on it even if it did. enough emphasis is put on sound post Factual TV is an area where money seems production, but we're trying to be creative,
to be especially tight, something not therefore there needs to be emphasis on
helped by the demands of schedulers. An sound if you want to take the production
example is 'Made In Manchester', one of to a higher level.'
Cinema and video have had an influthe better docusoaps, that went out on
BBC2 during 1998, with 24 half -hour pro- ence, with surround sound making viewgrammes being screened three a week ers aware of what can be done with audio.
But there is still the statistic that the majorfor eight weeks.
This workload forced the producers ity of TV sets are mono, which explains
-who were also the camera operators why some factual programmes are still
and sound recordists-into a compromise made in that format and many dramas stick
for postproduction, using the Eidos with vanilla stereo. Ultimately, the aim has
Optima nonlinear editing system for to be to make sure that viewers hear what
assembly and Avid for on-line. Optima was is going on. If a sequence is being shot in
chosen because much of the cutting was a noisy club, then producers should make
done by the producers, who found it an allowances and either book a dedicated
easier machine to operate. However, the recordist or be prepared to put some work
technical co-ordinator admitted to me that into audio post.
It either that or we should all invest in
it was a 'basic cut- and -paste editing tool
and the audio is not as good as some ear drops.
OF
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20 -20 vision
The arguments rage but the truth need not be as elusive as we believe.
Philip Newell asks: 2Ok or more, do we really want to know?
HAVING HAMMERED AWAY for
years on the topic of the need

of Philosophy project that

is investigating wide -hand absorption systems. He
for better monitoring conditions and I co- sponsored a Brazilian student
in most studios, it is little wonder that (or rather took over supporting him
I found myself agreeing with John
when the Brazilian government
Watkinson's recent comments ('How defaulted on payments. and the UK
was it for you?'. Studio Sound, January immigration authorities were going to
1999). However. in the sanie issue, I also throw the student out of the country)
found myself agreeing with David doing one -tenth scale modelling of conBlackmer in his article The World trol rooms. Although Luis Soares' work
Beyond 20kHz'. The very next article seemed to prove only negative results,
in the magazine was once again by John it proved useful eight years later when
Watkinson, the guru of objectivist Alastair Walter picked up the thread,
pedantry, who believes that 20kHz is that led to his successful wave guide
all that we need. However, I am sure experiment.
that the better monitoring that he was
in the mid- eighties, i sponsored Keith
calling for would reveal to most people Holland's PhD on horn design, and in
that Watkinson is wrong, and that Black1989 Studio Sound published details of
mer is right. Flow is that for a twist?
the Reflexion Arts AX2 axisymmetric
We all seem to want the same thing,
horn that seemed to open the floodgates
better recordings, though Pete Water- on axisymmetric 'wave guides' from
man, in the sanie January issue, seems countless manufacturers. all with difto be an exception; but I respect his ferent, complicated sounding registered
honesty on the subject. With greater trade names, hut no patents. because
bandwidth, faster, lower distortion mon- in our enthusiasm, Keith and I published
itoring, i believe that the majority of all the basic data. (I never was much of
people could tell that 20kHz was not a businessman.)
enough, but John Watkinson holds the
My quasi -millionaire days are long
high ground, because his statements are gone, so I can no longer personally sup based on proven facts. David Black- port some of the things which I would
mer, on the other hand, wrote an artilike to, but the arguments of David
cle full of speculation and beliefs which Blackmer and John Watkinson could he
will not stand against the arguments of relatively easily resolved if companies
people like John. So what can we do to would fund open, basic research. Is
topple JW from his mighty column?
.£50,000 really too much for this indusThe answer is that we must heat him try to spend to find out if 20kHz is as
at his own game. Is 96kHz sampling betfar as we need to go, or if Rupert Neve
ter sounding than 48khz per se, even is closer to the target at 100kHz?
with optimally designed, non- cost -conOf course, research work offers no
scious filters? Is 20kHz sufficient audio guarantees, but I have never been disbandwidth for audiophile hi -fi? is David appointed in the results produced by
Blackmer right in his speculations, or is any of the five students which I have
he off his trolley? Am I off my trolley?
wholly or partly sponsored, so far, at the
Fifty thousand pounds or there- ISVR. So much research is now surabouts. will pay for a 3 -year PhD pro- rounded in secrecy, and done behind
ject, and places such as the Institute of closed doors, because so many people
Sound and Vibration Research, (ISVR) seem to want to make a killing with a
at Southampton University, UK. are
patent or two. This somehow seems to
super-equipped to tackle such, ques- defeat the object of the universities,
tions and produce definitive work. Even which were intended to he reservoirs
as little as £3,000 can go a long way
of knowledge for the cross- fertilisation
towards supporting a one -year Master of ideas. Yet even thought of in hardof Science (MSc) project. and even less headed business terms, if any company
can support undergraduate projects. It spent 4.50,000 and cracked the '20kHz
was one such undergraduate project, or higher?' question, in definitive terms,
co- sponsored by Reflexion Arts SA, its prestige value alone would be worth
Acoustica Integral SA, and myself, a much larger advertising budget. Their
which finally proved the wave guide name would also go down in the
effect of Tom Hidley's much disputed
history of recording.
'acoustic traps'.
Come on folks, time to put hands in
Encouraged by these results, Hidley pockets, or we will not be entitled to
is now co-sponsoring a 3 -year Doctor
call ourselves a profession, just a husi92

ness. We could publish all the results,

with names of sponsors, in Studio
Sound, and provide a real service to
the whole industry, not to mention
a respectable amount of credibility.
Too much corporate research is carried out in private, and many employees are restricted by their companies
from publishing interesting data if, for
example, it is inconclusive in the company's favour; it may give competitors
a good idea; or it is not patentable. This
sort of ego, selfishness and greed holds
hack the learning process. In the universities, there is also commercial
secrecy, but researchers talk of general
things over coffee, or at lunch, and this
can lead to great meetings of minds and
the birth of ideas; not to mention the
time saved by avoiding half a dozen
teams, in secrecy, all researching the
same dead end.
in Keith Holland's current loudspeaker reviews, he is publishing cep strum data. The process was suggested
to him in the eighties by a professor of
engineering acoustics, and it was a technique retrieving echo patterns from the
noise in seismic research. Cepstrum
analysis appears in the Bruel & Kjaer
Frequency Analysis book, but not too
many people seem to know what to do
with it. It is, in fact. a very powerful tool
for locating (physically) the sources of
reflections within loudspeakers which
manifest themselves as irregularities in
the amplitude and phase responses.
Such causes can he almost impossible
to trace by other means. The technique
proved very useful, perhaps even decisive, in Keith Holland's aforementioned
horn research.''
In the universities, teams of such people are available to guide the students,
and I have almost no doubt whatsoever
that the 'Is 20kHz enough ?' question
could he answered, definitively, in the
space of one, single, three -year doctorate research programme. Can it really
he that the answer is not worth £50,000
to the whole industry? if so, then shame
on us!
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Multiple mic arrays are the future of acoustic recording. Dirk Brauner of Brauner
Microphones discusses the challenge of finding the right array for surround recording
THERE ARE at present no
agreed standards for a surround
recording microphone setup,
there are just two courses of action open
to the recording engineer. The first one
is quite secure, which is to wait until a
standard is set by others. The second is
to take part in the challenge of defining
a standard. Both options are dangerous
for various reasons. The first may prevent you from making surround recordings before your competitors while the
second opens the debate to a potentially
confusing body of people. Nonetheless,
it is a better course than the first option.
The most important consideration is
to establish a solid understanding of the
requirements of a multiple array microphone setup able to meet the industry
standards for surround productions.
How can such an array be found and
what is necessary to be taken into consideration? The most important thing to
realise is that the ideal of getting a lifelike impression of an audio event into
a listening room of any kind is nearly
unachievable-especially if we have to
address consumer listening rooms. Consequently, we need to derive an optimum image of the audio event under
the limitations of these rooms. In this
context it seems natural that the microphone configuration should be flexible
and easy to use in as many different
kinds of recording application as possible. Also it should be able to supply
the best overall results in a variety of
applications. It is clear that all these
demands cannot be met by one fixed
microphone arrangement, that does not
allow it to be configured to meet the
individual requirements of different
recording applications.
For example, an orchestral setup with
an ABC microphone configuration (LCR)
and another AB microphone to cover
the ambience (routed to the Surround
channels) will not work for a Foley
recording where the target is to create
a good image of sources located around
the microphones, or with moving
sources. Rather, Foley work requires an
image thàt is as realistic as possible in
terms of smoothly moving sound
sources from one position to another.
For example, a car driving from front to
rear should be perceived as being as lifelike as possible and not as a sound effect.
This example makes clear some of the
problems that drive the search for a single, multicapsule- multichannel microphone. The question is how good such
a microphone will be able to reproduce
AS
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an image of a recording within these
different applications. Also it is important to establish which system produces
the most homogeneous image on a 5.1
reproduction system. Two German students dedicated their dissértation to
answering this question. Ulf Herrmann
and Volker Henkels made a comparison of five different surround microphone methods used for orchestral and

The most important
consideration is to establish
a solid understanding of the
requirements of a multiple
array microphone setup
able to meet the industry
standards for surround
productions. How can such
an array be found, and what
is necessary to be taken
into consideration? The
most important thing to
realise is that the ideal of
getting a life -like impression
of an audio event into a
listening room of any kind
is nearly unachievable
-especially if we have to
address consumer listening
rooms. We need to derive
an optimum image of the
audio event under the
limitations of these rooms
Foley recording. The methods cornpared for orchestral recording are ABC,
INA5, the Surround Sphere by Jerry
Bruck and the Ambisonics method,
using the Soundfield microphone system, decoded after a principle developed by Michael Gerzon. Because all
these systems -except the Surround
Sphere- produce a centre channel, the
importance of a centre channel can also
be questioned. In Foley recording, INA5,
SAM, the Surround Sphere and the
Ambisonics system where compared.
To achieve the most objective results,
88 independent listeners where asked
to assess different recordings. The results
where surprisingly clear. It was found

in any application, that the centre chan-

nel was very much appreciated especially at listening positions away from

the centre listening position. The overall location, in ternis of seating position,
was surprisingly uncritical with any of
the methods under comparison. The
orchestral recording using the ABC
method gave the best image of room
ambience- better than INA. INA, however, was slightly better than the surround sphere, and the Surround Sphere
was slightly better than Ambisonics.
In terms of offering the best location
of instruments, INA was clearly favoured, followed by ABC, which was better
than the Sphere, and the Sphere better
than the Ambisonics. ßetween INA and
ABC, no significant differences were
perceived. [NA and ABC were preferred
against the Surround Sphere and
Ambisonics, while the Surround Sphere
was liked much better than the
Ambisonics. In the Foley recordings the
results where also very clear. Of two
test recordings the first, a car driving
from right to left and from right front to
right rear, INA proved better than SAM,
while SAM was better than the Sphere,
and the Sphere was much better than
Ambisonics. The second Foley example was an ambience of the Dusseldorf Main railway station and the question
was which method provided the best
illusion of being in a railway station?
Here INA was slightly better than SAM,
while SAM was slightly better than the
Sphere. The Sphere was clearly better
than the Ambisonics.
These first results are a very interesting investigation into the field of surround microphone technology. The
clear advantage of the INA method in
both applications shows that a microphone arrangement similar to a loudspeaker placement as determined by 5.1
reproduction is most effective.
This was also the reason I built the
ASM5 (Adjustable Surround Microphone) based on the INA idea. Making
different microphone parameters variable, will enable the additional ability
and flexibility to find out more about
the best possible results in different surround recording applications to achieve
a system that matches the various demands of all the different recording situations independent from any surround
decoding standard.
Right now it is too early to clearly say
which system works best, but some indications may be gleaned from these first
investigations. Let's accept the challenge.
June 1999 Studio Sound
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Time code
Time code is essential to almost all stages of audio production but it is often taken for
granted until it doesn't deliver. John Watkinson begins by examining the practicalities
would have retired by now. A correct
explanation follows.
In television, the line rate is the prodmade. There are various reasons for uct of the number of lines in a frame
wanting to do this. When a recording car- and the frame rate. In US monochrome
ries time code, it is easy to synchronise this is 525 and 30 respectively, giving a
it to another recording made at the same
line rate of 15,625Hz. Fig. la shows the
time. Thus audio recordings can be syn- spectrum of monochrome video is rich
chronised to video recordings or films. in integer multiples of the line freTime code also facilitates editing because quency. The sound carrier was wisely
the in and out points of an edit can he placed mid way between a pair of harstored in the form of the time codes exist- monics. When NTSC colour was develing at those points and used to control oped, the channel bandwidth could not
an automatic editing process. Broad- be increased, and so it was necessary to
casters also use time code to automate use a form of compression known as
playout in radio and TV stations.
composite video in which a suhcarrier
Time code was primarily developed of carefully chosen frequency would
carry the colour information within the
SoAvo
same spectrum as the
VI$tow qT MUL71pçs err- FH
monochrome.
Fig.lb shows that
the suhcarrier frequency chosen was
227.5 times the line
frequency so that
Fig. I a: Sound carrier placed between harmonics of video
chroma harmonics
would interdigitate
with the monochrome
signal spectrum. This
worked superbly, and
colour and monochrome could be separated at the receiver,
but the harmonics of
the chroma now fell
directly on the unfortunate sound carrier.
The sound channel
frequency could not
Fig. b: Subscriber in NTSC has to be interleaved with
be changed because
vision, but this results in clash with audio carrier
the installed hase of
to facilitate video editing and the audio television sets could not all he reindustry subsequently adopted it. Time adjusted, so instead the frame rate of
code does not have a single standard, the standard was reduced very slightly.
largely because video does not. in This caused the line rate to fall by the
Europe, video runs at 25Hz frame rate same factor, and as the suhcarrier was
and the time code used was standard- a multiple of line rate, it too was slightly
ised by the European Broadcasting reduced, and so harmonics would clear
iJnion and is universally known as EBU the .sound carrier.
time code. In the US. monochrome
With the frame rate 0.1% slow, dividvideo originally ran at 30Hz and the Soci- ing the frames by 30 no longer gave real
ety of Motion Picture and Television seconds and this was originally handled
Engineers standardised a form of time by the principle of 'colour time which
code suitable for that rate. In most was a correction factor used to change
respects EBU and SMPTE time code are the apparent duration of colour recordthe sanie except for the picture rate and ings to the actual duration.
some small details.
Colour time was only a stopgap and
With the advent of NTSC colour tele- the ultimate solution was to devise a form
vision in the US, the frame rate had to of time code that could link 29.97Hz
he reduced by 0.1'% and so a third form NTSC with real -world seconds. The soluof time code had to be devised to suit. tion was known a drop -frame time code,
If I had a dollar for every incorrect expla- which works on the same principle as
nation of why NTSC goes at 29.97Hz, 29th February on the calendar. If every
96
TIME CODE. is no more than a
means to record the time at which
each part of a recording was

I

I

TV frame is recorded with a contiguous
axle, the real time is too slow. Accord-

ingly, certain Code values are omitted,
or 'dropped', from the recording so that
over a long period, dividing the recorded
frame value (not the number of frames)
by 30 gives real seconds. In the short
term, 'frames divided by 30' oscillates
slightly by ±60ms with respect to real seconds. but this is of little consequence in

video production.
The codes to be dropped were standardised so that editors and synchronisers would not look for them and get
confused. Since the advent of NTSC.
most nominally 60Hz equipment has
actually run at 59.94Hz. The most
notable exception was the PCM-1610
used for CD mastering. This pseudo video recorder put three audio samples
per TV line in 245 active lines per field.
in order to get exactly 44.1kHz, the field
rate has to he exactly 60Hz or the CD
cutter will throw a Wobbler.
Time code puts a unique entry on the
recording for every frame. Fig.2 shows
how hours, minutes, seconds and frames
are placed in each entry. it would have
been most efficient simply to count
frames in binary from midnight, but as
much early time -code equipment was
very simple and often required manual
code calculation, binary would have
made this a nightmare. instead each
parameter is coded as two BCD (binary
coded decimal) symbols, universally
referred to as HHMMSSFF. Fig.2 also
shows how BCD works. Basically it is a
binary count that overflows at
-+ -bit
9 rather than 16. It is very easy mentally
to convert it to decimal because each 4-bit
group can be converted individually.
Early video recorders could only
record video and two or more tracks of
analogue audio. in order to use time
code with these machines the signal had
to he compatible with an analogue audio
signal so that it could he recorded on
an audio track instead of an audio signal. This remains true and any audio
recorder can -in principle he -given
time code capability by sacrificing an
audio track. Many people have discovered that the practice is different.
however, because poor crosstalk performance causes the time -code recording to break through into the other
analogue tracks. In multitrack analogue
machines the early working solution was
to put time code on one edge track and
to have a buffer track between the time
code and the first track used for audio.
But as a result two audio tracks are lost
and edge damage to the tape can destroy
June 1999 Studio Sound
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Fig.2:
SMPTE equipment would be unable

to interpret.
Fig.3 shows how DAT handles time
code. The I)AT frames contain a time code pack recorded in the subcode
area, and this contains the HI IMMSSFF
data from the EI3U -SMPTE time code.
However, the pack also records an offset parameter that specifies the number of audio samples between the
beginning of the last video trame and
the beginning of this DAT frame. Using
the offset parameter a player can calculate exactly where to put E13U -SMPTE
time -code frames with respect to the
recorded samples.
If the audio sampling rate is time -code
synchronous, the offset is predictable
and can he calculated. DAT however,
allows asynchronous time -code operation and here each offset parameter will
need to be individually computed.
In disk -based workstations, time-code
operation is turned on its head. Instead
of playing the audio linearly to see what
time code results, the disk system
accesses the disk to get the audio for a
given time code. Workstations run a
time -code generator while recording
and incorporate the time code into the
disk index system. The index contains
a linkage between a given time -code
frame and the physical address on the
disk where the samples for that frame
are stored.
To play a recording, the time code is
fed in and the system finds the physical blocks on the disk carrying the
audio for that time and immediately
retrieves them.
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the time code.
Later machines use dedicated time
code recording facilities so that audio
channels are not last. The crosstalk issue
was also addressed by better head
design. In all analogue audio recorders
and some video recorders, the time code
is recorded with a stationary head on a
linear track. Time code in this forni is
called LTC or longitudinal time code.
As production video recorders developed, it became possible to display a
good still picture, but with the tape
stopped, LTC is unreadable. This led to
the development of a form of time code
recorded on the rotating heads as part of
the video signal. This was inserted in the
normally invisible lines which make up
the vertical interval between fields and
became knows as VITC or vertical interval time code. This can he read with the
tape stopped and gives the correct value
even if the tape is incremented or 'jogged'
by one frame during an editing session.
In digital audio recorders there were
various approaches to time code. In stationary head digital multitrack machines
it was simplest to have another linear
track dedicated to time code. The crosstalk problem naturally disappears when
the audio was in digital form. In DAT
machines, a different solution is needed
as DAT is a rotary -head format, having
a mechanism like a video recorder.
However, the drum speed in DAT is
33' /MHz and does not correspond to any
television frame rate. It is not possible
simply to record one time -code entry
per drum revolution as this would give
a non-standard time code that Ei3U or
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Showmanship
On the eve of London's RecordingTechnology 99 show, APRS chief executive
officer Mark Broad sets the scene for two days of kit, chat and change
ANYONE WHO has organised

exhibitions over a period of
more than 30 years would
expect to negotiate some cycles of
change. Given the history of Recording Technology 99, most people seem
to agree that we are taking appropriate steps now to launch a new -look,
new -feel show for audio- recording professionals, in London. Being in the summer slot does suit us best, I believe,
and our new venue at the Business
Design Centre is air-conditioned and
really quite swish.
It seems timely that there has recently
been a more open and supportive attitude between the industry organisations. Technology is driving so many
changes. but we do find at least some
durable principles that we have in common. For instance, those of us who are
primarily concerned with the process
of producing merchantable recorded
work can be seen as being in the origination business. We are interested in
working creatively, undoubtedly, but
if it also can be done as efficiently as
possible we optimise the number of
rights- hearing works which might be
produced from available production
budgets, and which go on to generate
revenues. That, ultimately, should be
better for all of us in this content -hungry world. So ignorance and waste are
the common enemies; hence the Association's growing emphasis on training
and education -not least the important
issue of training for trainers, an area
where even quite general advice on
best practice and recommended techniques can quickly have a significant
effect in raising standards.
The APRS chairman and our director

of training and education have both
contributed in recent months to the
government's New Deal steering committee. At a 'New Deal for Musicians'
industry-briefing session, held at the
BPI a few weeks back, a number of the
associations present recognised that we
are presently duplicating efforts in
careers advice and industry sign -posting. It was agreed that we should
explore ways to rationalise this and
make better use of resources. The idea
of a clearing house, for general careers
information, advice and work placement enquiries was net with some
enthusiasm. Representatives of corporate members were quick to point out
that such a service, operated under the
authority of the trade associations,
would be of great help to their own
companies, which are regularly inundated with requests for information and
advice. Requests which they would prefer to know were being handled diligently without putting so direct a strain
on their own resources. We are pursuing this idea. It's a good example of how
the associations and trade bodies can
complement each other's work and join
forces when appropriate. There has
also been talk of the possibility a shared
'showcase' presence in London.
Another example of collaboration is the
APRS working with PLASA in DTI joint
ventures overseas, most recently in
Light and Sound Shanghai, and AES
Munich. We're not in competition,
we're actively supporting anything
that's good for our members' businesses and for the industry as a whole.
I'm hoping that Recording Technology seminar discussions will be able to
continue. on-line. after the event in

June, leading toward another round of
workshop activity in the autumn.
There's going to he a stronger emphasis on internet -based discourse and
information services. Live sessions,
specifically for business managers, are
also being planned. We want to ensure
that Recording Technology is an evolving thing, and that the corresponding
role of The Professional Recording
Association is understood to be participatory, facilitating dialogue
dialogue that is part of a professional's living experience, not just a fixed snapshot
at any one time. The Corporate Associate scheme is under way, involving
individuals within member companies
more directly, and we have a similar
scheme for students on APRS Accredited courses. With a larger affinity group
and wider industry co- operation, more
things are possible. A careers fair and
a work experience placement scheme
are examples of ideas that seem to be
attracting interest at the moment.
Recording Technology 99 has benefited greatly from the input of an experienced and imaginative team. Exhibitor's Chairman, Phil Dudderidge. is
motivator-in-chief; and our Event Director, Rhona Greenhill. knows what
works -she was formerly with the Tele-

-a

vision Show-and has many of bright
ideas and a good understanding of what
kind of people we are catering to. The
Recording Technology 99 seminars are
being co-ordinated by Francesca Smith,
formerly of ITS, who these days organises our studios groups and various special projects for the APRS.
Catch us at the Business Design
Centre, on 25th and 26th June 1999.
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